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Abstract

Business processes are essential parts of any organisation which define the series of steps

performed to achieve their goal. Business processes are normally designed manually by

business experts who have deep knowledge of the activities performed in the organi-

sations. This knowledge is commonly described in a declarative way as business rules.

Organisations have to cope with large numbers of business rules and existing regulations

governing the business in which they operate. Such rules are difficult to maintain due to

their size and complexity, and it is increasingly challenging to ensure that each business

process adheres to those rules. As such, extraction of business processes from rules has

three clear advantages: (1) visualisation of all possible executions allowed by the rules,

(2) automated execution and compliance by design, (3) identification of “inefficiencies”

in the business rules. Extraction of business processes from rules set is a time and re-

source consuming process. In this thesis, we have investigated two approaches to extract

the business processes from the declarative specification of it.

In the first approach, we have investigated the application of constraint satisfaction based

planners to automatically extract the business process from the sets of rules specifying

it. For this purpose, we have developed a constraint-based automated planner named

Transition Constraints for Parallel Planning (TCPP). As a constraint-based planner, it

encodes a planning problem as a constraint satisfaction problem and then extracts the

plan from the solution to that. TCPP constructs its constraint model from a redefined

version of the domain transition graphs (DTG) of a given planning problem. TCPP

encodes state transitions in the redefined DTGs by using table constraints with cells

containing don’t cares or wild cards. TCPP uses Minion the constraint solver to solve

the constraint model and returns a parallel plan. We empirically compare TCPP with

the other state-of-the-art constraint-based parallel planners. Experimental results we

have conducted show that our developed planner outperforms existing constraint-based

planners for a large set of benchmarks. Then we have described the specification of the

activities and regulations in the organisation in PDDL, the language used for describing

planning problems, and the business process is extracted from the resulted plan.

In the second approach, to handle uncertainties which may occur during execution of

the process and to have a comprehensive business process, we have also designed a

formal method to visualise and operationalise sets of rules as a verifiable business process
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that is compliant by design, which allows us to analyse all possible execution paths.

Additionally, we formally prove correctness of the business processes generated by our

method. The approach is implemented in a tool and evaluated on both performance and

correctness, showing that even for highly complex sets of rules the approach performs

well and outperforms a well-known state-of-the-art approach. Evaluation on a real-life

process shows the feasibility of the presented approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Every organisation delivers a service or produces a product to customers for which a set of

activities needs to be performed. These activities have multiple dependencies and some

need the outputs of other activities to be able to start their execution. The activities

need to be performed in coordination to achieve the intended goals. In organisations, the

series of steps performed to achieve a goal is called business processes. Business processes

are central units of any organisation like manufacturing, health, banking, finance, etc.

They are defined as a collection of inter-related activities that lead to an outcome that

is of value to at least one consumer [1].

The organisation with a business process that helps the company achieve greater cus-

tomer loyalty, profitability, and growths can outperform the organisations offering similar

services. If the business processes in an organisation are defined properly, the business

can function in a more arranged way. Furthermore, the information about the activ-

ities and capabilities of an organisation available from business processes can be used

to improve and optimise the process. For this reason, lots of research is devoted to

design techniques and tools to discover, analyse, redesign, execute and monitor business

processes.

Business processes are normally designed manually by business experts who have deep

knowledge of the activities performed in the organisations. Having the knowledge about

the activities, their requirements and the dependencies between them, these experts de-

fine the steps needed to achieve the needs of the organisation and represent it graphically

1
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or by other notations. Besides the internal dependencies between the activities, organisa-

tions are subject to norms and regulations that serve as constraints to the way activities

in the organisations are allowed to operate. Having all these constraints, processes in the

organisation need to be designed in a way that they satisfy all these constraints and at

the same time be efficient so that they can deliver a high-quality output. This approach

is very time and resource consuming. Furthermore, the environment that organisations

operate in is normally changing so organisations need to update and sometimes redesign

their business processes to deal with these changes. This results in extra need in time

and human resources. Therefore, modelling the business processes automatically can

speed up the process design and also the process update.

To automatically model the business processes, inputs of the process, the goals, activ-

ities involved and their requirements and all internal and external constraints must be

described in a suitable language so that a model can be derived. All processes comprise

several inputs that need to be clearly defined and some clear goals or outputs. Having

the inputs, to achieve the goals of the process, some activities or tasks need to be exe-

cuted each of which have their requirements. There may be dependencies between these

tasks that will impose constraints on the order of their execution. Apart from these,

there may be other external constraints and norms from the environment the business

running in that need to be satisfied. Having all this information, the question that re-

mains is that how we can automatically find a sequence of tasks so that when executed

in order, they can reach the goal and how to automatically design and represent this

process. Furthermore, in the case of uncertainty, the process must consider different

conditions and represent a different solution for each case. In this research, we are going

to investigate these questions.

1.1 Business Processes

Business processes are essential parts of operational systems in organisations and are

defined as a collection of inter-related activities and decision points that involve a number

of actors and objects that collectively lead to an outcome that is of value to at least one

consumer [1]. Activities and tasks in the process perform the actions needed to produce

the service or product and decision points represent the points of times when a decision

is made about the future execution of the process. A simple business process is shown
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in Figure 1.1 which represents the tasks needed to process a product order [1]. The

first task is checking the availability of the product and based on that the order may be

rejected or confirmed and if confirmed, the invoice will be sent and the goods will be

shipped.

PO

Received

Check stock

availability
×

Product

in stock

Product not

in stock

Reject Order

Confirm Order +
Send Invoice

Ship Goods

+

Figure 1.1: A simple business process [1]

Due to the complexity of modern business processes, organisations require information

systems to support and implement their business processes. To manage the processes,

they need to be modelled in a suitable way. There are different formalisms for mod-

elling business processes, the most popular ones are YAWL [3], EPC [4], IDEF3 [5],

BPMN1, Petri Nets [6] and c-calculus [7, 8]. All these approaches for modelling busi-

ness processes are imperative approaches that provide the detailed specification of a

step-by-step procedure that should be followed during the execution. Although these

procedural approaches are popular, they have some limitations. It is difficult to ensure

that the order of tasks is compliant with other rules governing the environment and they

lack flexibility in supporting dynamically changing business processes.

The opposite direction of modelling processes by declarative approaches [9–11] has been

proposed to solve these problems. The focus in the declarative approaches is on the

specification of tasks and their relationships to other tasks. Knowing the requirements

to start a task and the output of executing it, the reason for executing that task and

also the reasons for control flow of the process are easily understood. Furthermore,

the process graph drawn from the declarative specification of the processes is more

flexible. The task which fails to execute can be easily replaced by another task having

similar preconditions and producing similar outputs. Finally, another advantage of the

declarative approach is that we can use normative specifications in the same framework

as business specifications [12]. These are regulations that business processes must comply

1http://www.bpmn.org

http://www.bpmn.org
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with. For further discussion of imperative and declarative tools for business process

management, the reader is directed to [13].

To summarise, in the declarative approach for specifying business processes, the capa-

bilities of a company and the rules governing the organisation are described without

prescribing how the goals of the organisation are achieved. The business process is then

extracted from these specifications. By deriving a process from a declarative specifica-

tion, we can visualise all possible ways of achieving goals and discover inefficiencies and

improve the process. This is a complex task due to the complexity of the constraints

and the typical size of the processes. There may be multiple ways to extract the process

and normally it is done by experts.

In this research, we intend to automatically derive the business processes from the declar-

ative description of them. In the declarative approach, the activities are described by

their requirements and their possible outcomes and the relationships between them are

specified. Having these, a process needs to be designed that represents which activities

and in what order should be executed to achieve the needs of the organisations. This

is similar to automated planning problems in which actions are defined by their precon-

ditions and effects and having the initial states and goals of the problem, the planners

try to find a plan of actions that transforms the initial state to the goal state. For this

purpose, we will investigate the application of automated planning techniques to solve

this problem.

1.2 Automated planning

Planning is an important aspect of rational behaviour and is a deliberation process

that chooses and organises actions by anticipating their expected outcomes. Automated

planning is an area of Artificial Intelligence that studies this deliberation process com-

putationally. Because of practical and theoretical motivations for planning, a great deal

of research has been devoted to it. Planning techniques have been applied to various

real-world domains: High Speed Manufacturing [14, 15], Mobile Robots [16], Biologi-

cal Network Planning [17], Human Robot Teaming [18], Natural Language Processing

[19, 20] and so forth.
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Given an initial state and a desired goal state, the planning problem is to find a sequence

of actions, called a plan, that transforms the initial state into the goal state. In planning,

actions are responsible for changing the world and are described by their preconditions

and effects. Preconditions specify the conditions the world needs to have before applying

an action and effects specify the changes that an action makes to the world.

To illustrate a planning problem, we use a simplified driverlog domain (see Figure 3.1).

In this domain, we have drivers and trucks and drivers will be transported by trucks. A

driver can change his location by walking or by driving a truck. There are roads (solid

lines) for driving trucks and footpaths (dotted lines) for drivers to walk. In Figure 3.1,

there are four locations A, B, C, and D. In the initial state, the driver d is at location

D and the truck t is at location C. In the goal state, both the driver and the truck are

at location B. To get to the goal state from the initial state, the driver needs to execute

a plan that comprises walking to location C, embarking on the truck, driving it from

location C to location B, and debarking from the truck.

A B

D

AC B C

Dd

t d t
driver-walk(d,D,C)

embark-truck(d,t,C)
drive-truck(d,t,C,B)

debark-truck(d,t,B)

Initial State Goal State

Plan

Figure 1.2: A driverlog problem instance.

Many approaches have been developed for solving planning problems. Two major ap-

proaches are heuristic search based methods and satisfiability based methods. Planning

as heuristic search has achieved great success recently. The overall approach is to de-

vise a heuristic function to guide the search toward the goal. These planners generate

sequential sub-optimal or optimal plans.

Another approach for solving planning problems is the translation of the problem to a

different formalism such as satisfiability (SAT) or constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)

and then using corresponding techniques to solve it. In these approaches, a fixed bound

is imposed on plan length and the problem of finding a plan of length = is encoded as a

satisfiability or a constraint satisfaction problem. This problem is then solved and the

desired plan is extracted from the solution to it. This process iterates on = until a plan

is found or some limit is reached.
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1.3 Problem Statement

The business processes executed by organisations are subject to norms, regulations and

internal company policies. Each of those technically serves as a constraint to the way

the organisations’ business process is allowed to operate. It is a common scenario that

organisations develop business rules manuals for their operations. Such business rules

specify constraints that apply to their business processes (e.g. a customer has to be older

than 18 in order to be eligible for a loan). In addition, organisations have to comply

with regulations governing the business in which they operate. These regulations (as

the etymology of the name itself, regula in Latin means rule) consist of rules as well, and

the compliance rules are constraints that affect the procedures and processes described

by the business rules. All these constraints may change over time (changing markets,

regulations, new norms etc.) and as a result, business processes need to change along

with those constraints and need to be ensured to fulfil those constraints.

In the declarative approach for specifying business processes, the capabilities of a com-

pany and the rules governing the organisation are described in a declarative manner.

Tasks are described by the preconditions needed to trigger the activation of them, as well

as what happens once they complete their execution. In addition, external regulations

that organisations have to comply with are described as special constraints that have

to be met by the process. Although the combination of these rules implicitly contains

the processes for organisations, the number of these rules is generally large. As a result,

in this large set of rules, it is hard to understand the relationship among the rules and

the activities and conditions they describe and also maintenance of those rule sets is

complicated [21]. Therefore, business processes need to be extracted and represented in

a suitable way. The extraction of business processes from rules has a number of clear

advantages: (1) it helps to visualise all possible executions allowed by the rules, (2) the

process can be implemented by a workflow engine (e.g. [22]) for automated execution

and compliance by design, (3) it helps to identify “inefficiencies” in the business rules

(e.g. rules with side effects that do not contribute to the goals of a process are visualised

as separate paths in the process that only merge at the end, multiple rules for the same

goal are visualised as redundant transitions, etc.).

The problem of extracting the processes from rules can be addressed as two research

questions.
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Research question 1

Having the specifications of activities in a process, and all constraints im-

posed by norms, regulations and internal company policies described as a

rule set along with inputs and goals of the organisation, how can we extract

a business process as an activity plan that when executed can achieve the

goals?

Research question 2

In the case of uncertainty where a different plan is needed for each case, how

can we design a business process that takes into account all those uncertain-

ties and includes a clear plan for each case?

1.3.1 Contributions

The research presented in this thesis can be categorised as solutions to the research

problems stated above.

For the first research question, we have investigated the application of planning tech-

niques in automatically deriving a business process from the specification of the process

as a set of rules. As we discussed, business processes are implicitly described by rules

which specify the requirements of the activities in the process and their dependencies.

Rules represent the preconditions and effects of tasks as well as the relationship between

them. There is a close similarity between what rules describe and description of a classi-

cal planning problem. Therefore, planning methods can be applied to derive the process

from rules.

For several reasons that we will elaborate, we have applied constraint-based planners

for our purpose. First, although heuristic-based planners are the most efficient planning

techniques, most of them generate sequential plans. The business processes normally

include sets of activities that can be executed concurrently without any order and this

can be represented by a parallel plan. Second, apart from the rules describing the

requirements of tasks, there are some rules specifying the norms ruling the environment
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that are not easy to be encoded as preconditions of actions in a planning problem.

For this reason, we need a framework that allows us to describe these constraints in a

separate way. Since satisfiability-based planning methods encode a plan as a satisfiability

problem and extract the final plan from the solution of that, this facilitates adding the

special constraints to the encoded satisfiability problem.

Satisfiability-based planners are categorised as SAT-based planners and CSP-based plan-

ners. SAT-based planners are more efficient compared with CSP-based planners but the

special constraints that we have are easier to be described as a CSP problem that SAT.

Considering the total time needed to solve the problem which is not significant, CSP-

based planners are more suitable for our purpose. As a result, we need to develop a

CSP-based planner that allows us to extend the planning model to manage the business

process specific constraints.

For the second research question, because of the limitations we have in encoding uncer-

tainties in classical planning, we can not apply them. We will discuss these limitations

later. To handle these uncertainties which normally occur in real business processes,

we need to design a problem-specific algorithm that can directly generate a business

process that contains choices for different conditions that may occur during executing

the process. For this purpose, we have designed and implemented a formal method

to visualise and operationalise sets of rules. The generated business process represents

a comprehensive plan to achieve the goals of the organisation considering all possible

choices.

1.4 Thesis Structure

Following this introductory chapter, the rest of the thesis is organised as follows. In

Chapter 2, we review business process modelling and declarative approaches for mod-

elling. An overview of key concepts of automated planning problems, planning methods,

and constraint-based planning is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents our developed

constraint-based planner, TCPP, in detail. The methods used to extract the business

processes from rules are discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary

of this work and concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

Business Process Modelling

To organise and manage work in an organisation, we need to focus on the processes in

that organisation. Business processes encompass a number of events and activities that

produce a specific service or product for a particular consumer or consumers. Events

have no duration and may trigger the execution of other activities. On the other hand,

activities take time and require many steps. We call a simple activity that can be seen

as a single unit of work, a task. In addition to events and activities, a process involves

decision points. Decisions points are points in time when a decision is made about the

future execution of the process. A process also involves a number of actors, physical

objects and immaterial objects. Finally, the execution of a process leads to one or several

outcomes. The outcome should deliver values to the actors involved in the process.

With regard to the above definitions, a business process is defined as a collection of inter-

related activities and decision points that involve a number of actors and objects and

that collectively lead to an outcome that is of value to at least one consumer. Business

processes are useful for providing information about the activities and capabilities of an

organisation. This information can be used to improve and optimise the process. Busi-

ness Process Management is a collection of methods, techniques and tools to discover,

analyse, redesign, execute and monitor business processes.[1]

To be able to manage the processes, we need to represent them in a suitable way. There

are different languages for modelling business processes. Some of the languages are

YAWL [3], EPC [4], IDEF3 [5], BPMN1, Petri nets [6] and c-calculus [7, 8]. We will

1http://www.bpmn.org

9

http://www.bpmn.org
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describe Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and Petri nets in the following

sections.

2.1 Business Process Model and Notation

BPMN is the widely used standard for process modelling and was released as a standard

by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2011. Business processes include both

activities and events which produce a specific service or product for a particular consumer

or consumers. While events have no duration and may trigger the execution of other

activities, activities take time and require many steps. In BPMN, events are represented

by circles, activities are represented by rounded rectangles and control nodes, also called

gateways, are represented by diamond shapes. Arcs (called flows) which connect these

nodes, determine the order in which the process is executed. We describe the simplified

version of BPMN. For simplicity, we call activities as tasks which are simple activities

that can be seen as a single unit of work.

The basic relationship between tasks is a sequence which implies that one task A is

followed by another task B. This dependency between tasks A and B is interpreted

by saying that task B can start execution only after task A has finished. Figure 2.1

represents four tasks in sequence. The only admissible execution flow for these tasks is

ABCD.
� � � �

Figure 2.1: The sequence relation between tasks.

Tasks may not necessarily be performed sequentially. When two tasks are independent,

they are concurrent, and they can be performed in parallel. To model this behaviour,

we need gateways. We have two types of gateways. A split gateway represent a time

point in the process where process flow diverges and has one incoming flow and several

outgoing flows. A join gateway represents a time point where process flow converges

and has multiple incoming flows and one outgoing flow.

There are different types of split and join gateways. To model tasks that do not have

any ordering dependency between them and can be performed in parallel, we use and

gateways. In Figure 2.2 tasks B and C do not have any dependency and can be performed

in any order. Both tasks B and C need A to finish its execution to be able to start their
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execution and for task D to start its execution, both tasks B and C must end their

execution. The only execution flows possible in this figure are ABCD and ACBD.

� +

�

�

+ �

Figure 2.2: and-split/join gateways

When tasks are alternative to each other, they are called mutually exclusive. To model

mutually exclusive tasks, we use xor gateways. An xor-split is placed after a decision

activity and based on the output of that activity it branches off. In Figure 2.3 tasks B

and C are alternative to each other and are on two branches of an xor-split. ABD and

ACD are the only admissible flows.

� ×

�

�

× �

Figure 2.3: xor-split/join gateways

Sometimes we need to take one or more branches after a decision activity. We use an

inclusive or gateways to model these situations. In this case, at least one of the branches

must be executed. Figure 2.4 represents a situation where based on the output of task

A, one or both of the tasks B and C can be performed. The possible execution flows are

ABD, ACD, ABCD and ACBD.

� ©

�

�

© �

Figure 2.4: or-split/join gateways

In some situations, we need to repeat one or several tasks. To model repetition, we

first need to identify the fragment of the process that can be repeated which we call a

repetition block. This block includes the activities to be repeated. The last task in a

repetition block is a decision activity with two outputs and based on that output we

decide to repeat the tasks in the block or to continue. In Figure 2.5, based on the output

of task C we decide to go back to task B or continue to task D. the admissible flows for

this case are ABCD, ABCBCD, ABCBCBCD, etc.
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� × � � × �

Figure 2.5: Repetition pattern

The simple business process from Chapter 1 represented in BPMN is shown in Figure

2.6. In this process, when a product order is received, its availability in stock is checked.

If the product is not in stock, the order will be rejected. If the product is in stock, the

order will be confirmed and then the invoice will be sent and goods will be shipped.

Note that tasks ”Send Invoice” and ”Ship Goods” are concurrent and can be executed

in any order [1].

PO

Received

Check stock

availability
×

Product

in stock

Product not

in stock

Reject Order

Confirm Order +
Send Invoice

Ship Goods

+

Figure 2.6: A simple business process represented in BPMN [1]

Although BPMN has been widely used for modelling business processes in the indus-

try, its main drawback is its lack of formal semantics. Therefore, it is not possible to

formally prove the correctness and reason over the structure of the process represented

in this language which may lead to inconsistencies in the developed models. For ex-

ample, synchronisation behaviour in or-joins in BPMN is not clear (i.e. It is not clear

if it continues right away after one branch completes, or it synchronises when multiple

branches were activated). For this reason, mathematical formalisms such as Petri nets

[6] and c-calculus [7, 8]] are introduced to be used for the formal analysis of properties

of processes and for automated verification of them. We will describe Petri nets in the

following section.

2.2 Petri nets

Business processes can be modelled by using many different notations. Petri nets (PN)

are a popular modelling language used to formalise business processes and this results

from their formal semantics, graphical nature and expressiveness [23]. Petri nets were

first introduced as a technique for the description of distributed systems [24]. Petri
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nets are directed bi-graphs with nodes consisting of places and transitions. Transitions

within Petri nets represent events which are depicted as rectangles, while places repre-

sent conditions which are depicted as circles. Arcs form directed edges from places to

transitions or from transitions to places.

A Petri net is defined formally as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Petri net). A Petri net [24] is a tuple (%,), �, _), where:

1. % is a set of places,

2. ) is a set of transitions, such that % ∩ ) = ∅,

3. � ⊆ (% × )) ∪ () × %) is a set of Arcs,

4. _ : % ∪ ) → L is a labelling function.

Places may contain tokens. A distribution of tokens over the places is called a marking.

The Petri net state, often referred to as the net marking, " : %→ N0 is a function that

associates a place ? ∈ % with a natural number (viz., place tokens). For example in

the Petri net in Figure 2.7, we have " (?1) = 1, " (?2) = 2, " (?3) = 0. A marked net

# = (%,), �, _, "0) is a Petri net (%,), �, _) together with an initial marking "0.

•
?1

••
?2 ?3

Figure 2.7: Petri net with marking " (?1) = 1, " (?2) = 2, " (?3) = 0

Places and transitions are referred to as nodes. The preset of a node is denoted by •H =

{G ∈ %∪) | (G, H) ∈ �}, and the postset of a node is denoted by H• = {I ∈ %∪) | (H, I) ∈ �}.

Two places ?8 and ? 9 are equal (i.e. ?8 = ? 9) iff •?8 = •? 9 ∧ ?8• = ? 9•. Each transition

or place has a label defined by the labelling function _ : % ∪ ) → L. Two transitions C8

and C 9 are equal (i.e. C8 = C 9) iff _(C8) = _(C 9).

If ∀? ∈ •C : " (?) > 0, that is when all its input places contain at least one token, C is

said to be enabled and can fire. When a transition fires, one token is removed from each

input place and one token is put into each output place (Figure 2.8). The firing of C,

denoted by "
C−→ " ′, leads to a new marking " ′, with " ′(?) = " (?) − 1 if ? ∈ •C \ C•,

" ′(?) = " (?) + 1 if ? ∈ C • \ • C, and " ′(?) = " (?) otherwise. The marking "= is said
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• �

(a)

� •

(b)

•

•

•

�

(c)

�

•

•

(d)

Figure 2.8: (a) and (c) transitions enabled, (b) and (d) transitions fired

to be reachable from " if there exists a sequence of transition firings f = C1C2 . . . C= such

that "
C1−→ "1

C2−→ . . .
C=−→ "=.

Definition 2.2 (n-bounded). A marking " of a net is n-bounded if ∀? : " (?) ≤ =. A

Petri net # is n-bounded if all its reachable markings are n-bounded.

A Petri net # with initial marking "0 is live if it is possible to eventually fire any

transition of # by progressing through some further firing sequence. Five categories of

liveness are defined in [25].

Definition 2.3 (Liveness). A transition C in a Petri net # is said to be:

1. dead (!0-live) if C can never be fired in any firing sequence following "0.

2. !1-live if C can be fired at least once in some firing sequence following "0.

3. !2-live if, given any positive integer :, C can be fired at least : times in some

firing sequence following "0.

4. !3-live if C appears infinitely, often in some firing sequence following "0.

5. !4-live if C is !1-live for every marking ".

For the needs of this work, we can restrict ourselves to !1-live.

Definition 2.4 (deadlock-free). A Petri net # with initial marking "0 is deadlock-free

iff ∀" : "0 → . . . → ", ∃" ′ : " → " ′. That is, any reachable marking " enables

some transition C, such that there exists a subsequent marking " ′, where " ′ ≠ ".

Definition 2.5 (sound). A Petri net # with initial marking "0 is sound iff it is bounded,

live and deadlock-free.
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We now explain how different relationships between tasks discussed in Section 2.1 can be

represented by Petri nets. For this purpose, we define trace as a sequence _(C1), _(C2), . . .

such that f = C1, C2, . . . is a sequence of firing transitions. In the Petri net in Figure 2.9

tasks �, �, � and � can execute in sequence and the only trace we have is ����.

� � � �

Figure 2.9: Petri net representing sequence relationship (See Figure 2.1 )

Concurrent (0=3) control-flow behaviour is represented in Figure 2.10. In this figure,

tasks � and � are concurrent and can execute in any order. After transition � is fired,

we have a token in places ?2 and ?4 which are input places of tasks � and �. Therefore,

both transitions � and � are enabled and they can fire in any other. This structure plays

the role of an and-split gateway. Task � needs tokens in places ?3 and ?5 to fire and

this means both tasks � and � must execute before task �. The role of this structure is

similar to an and-join gateway. The possible traces in this figure are ���� and ����.

?1 �

?2 � ?3

?4 � ?5

� ?6

Figure 2.10: Petri net representing concurrent structure (See Figure 2.2 )

We now show how the exclusive (G>A) control-flow behaviour can be represented by

Petri nets. In Figure 2.11, after task � executes, only one of tasks � or � must execute.

To enforce this constraint, we have the place ?2 which is the common input place of

transitions � and �. This ensures that only one of them can fire. Although both of these

transitions are enabled after transition � fires, as soon as one of them fires, it consumes

the token in the input place. Therefore, the other transition is not enabled any more.

This structure plays the role of an xor-split gateway. Furthermore, to ensure that at

least one of tasks � and � are executed before task � can execute, we need a structure

similar to xor-join. Place ?3 is used for this purpose. The only traces we have in this

Petri net are ��� and ���.

?1 � ?2

�

?3

�

� ?4

Figure 2.11: Petri net representing exclusive or structure (See Figure 2.3 )
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Finally, we represent how repetition can be modelled by Petri nets. It is shown in Figure

2.12 that to allow tasks � and � to repeat, we need and xor-join before transition �

and an xor-split after transition �. In this Petri net, whenever transition � is fired,

there will be a token at place ?2 meaning that transition � is enabled. Now, tasks �

and � can execute in sequence. In order to get the token from p4 to p2 to establish the

desired loop, a transition is required. However, there is no visible activity representing

this transition, so this is when we need to introduce a silent transition [26]. Silent

transitions are transitions that do not correspond to a task literal. This is depicted by

(1 in the figure.

Normally, silent transitions do not have labels, but to improve clarity and for ease of

reference, we will use a label for each silent transition as well throughout the thesis. As

such, the set of transition labels L comprises both labels corresponding to task literals

and labels corresponding to silent transitions. A visible trace is a trace where all silent

transitions have been removed (maintaining the order of the transitions representing

task literals). For the remainder of this work, we refer to visible traces as traces. The

traces for the Petri net in Figure 2.12 are ����, ������ , �������� etc.

?1 � ?2 � ?3 � ?4 � ?5

(1

Figure 2.12: Petri net representing loop structure (See Figure 2.5 )

Petri net in Figure 2.13 represents the same process in Figure 2.6.

?1
Check stock

availability
?2

Reject Order

Confirm Order

?4

?5

Send Invoice

Ship Goods

?6

?7

?8

Figure 2.13: Petri net representing the process in Figure 2.6

As we will see in future chapters, some of the silent transitions can be deleted to optimise

the Petri net’s look. There are several cases in which we can delete the silent transitions

where the resulted Petri net is weak trace equivalent to the original one. This means

the reduced Petri net generates the same traces as the original one [25, 27]. We just list
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 2.14: Reduction rules for optimising Petri nets by deleting silent transitions.
(a) to (j) are from [27], (k) and (l) are from [25].

some of the cases that arise in our work in Figure 2.14. In this figure, silent transitions

are represented by grey squares.
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2.3 Declarative specification of norm and goal compliant

business processes

BPMN and all the other formalism mentioned so far are imperative approaches for

modelling business processes. In these approaches, process models are defined as the

detailed specification of a step-by-step procedure that should be followed during the

execution. Although the strength of these approaches is their procedural nature, they

have drawbacks as well. One limitation is that although the order of steps needed

to perform is known, making that order compliant with other rules is difficult. The

other limitation is having a problem in providing flexibility and supporting dynamically

changing business processes. Finally, they are not able to deal with exceptions occurring

during execution. To solve these problems, the opposite direction of modelling processes

by declarative approaches got an advantage [9–11]. These approaches consider the

relationships among tasks to be executed to achieve the goal [12].

By switching from the procedural approach to the declarative approach, we focus on the

specification of tasks and their relationships to other tasks. Each task has requirements

to start its execution and after being executed it produces some output that may be

needed by other tasks. By starting from the declarative specification of the processes in

an organisation we know what the needs of the organisation are and what constraints

are imposed, but we do not know how to achieve the goals under existing constraints.

Drawing the process graph from these specifications, we know why we execute one

task and also understand the reasons for the control flow of the process. We also gain

more flexibility. If a task fails to execute, we can easily replace it with another task

having similar preconditions and producing similar outputs. Another advantage of the

declarative approach is that we can use normative specifications in the same framework

as business specifications [12].

Compliance of the business processes with the norms ruling the environment is a neces-

sity, as failure may result in expensive law-suits and reduced market share. As such,

techniques have been developed to formally check the compliance of such business pro-

cesses against the applicable rules, to ensure correct execution in all cases. Business

Process Compliance studies the alignment of the set of rules specifying the business and

the set of rules specifying the norms governing the environment [28–30]. Many studies
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have been done on automating the process of checking compliance of business processes

with the norms ruling the environment (for the survey on the methods see [31].) Check-

ing the compliance requirements can be done in two phases. In Compliance by detection

approach, business processes are checked during or after the execution to see if they are

compliant by the norms. Alternatively, in the compliance by design approach, when the

business processes are modelled, the rules governing the environment are also taken into

account so in this approach, there is no need to verify the compliance during or after

the execution. Although there are automatic methods to check the compliance during

or after the execution, even with these methods, it is hard to check the norms especially

when the norms are continuously changing. Also, when it is required to implement a new

service in a company, the information is specified as a set of tasks and their capabilities

and the relationships between them. As a result in [28, 29, 32] it is suggested that the

suitable approach for achieving compliance is the second approach which is preventive

[12].

For these reasons, we have adapted the agent-oriented rule language for the declarative

specifications of norm and goal compliant business processes proposed by Governatori

et al. [33] that will be reviewed shortly in the following section.

2.3.1 Modal Defeasible Logic

Governatori et al. [34][33] proposed an agent-oriented rule language for the declarative

specifications of norm and goal compliant business processes. The main idea is that the

set of rules can be partitioned into three subsets: a set of rules corresponding to the

norms governing a process, a set of rules encoding the objectives/goals of an organisation

to fulfil in their processes and, finally, a set of rules describing the “capabilities” of an

organisation. The language upon which the rules are defined consists of a set of two

types of literals: condition literals and task literals. The condition literals encode the

preconditions and effects of tasks or, in general, state variables for a process, while each

task literal corresponds to a task that could occur in a process.

We now formally introduce the language.

Let PROP be a set of propositional atoms, MOD = {B, O, G} the set of modal operators

where B stands for belief, O for obligation and G for goals. Also let Lab be a set of
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arbitrary labels. The set of literals are denoted by Lit = PROP ∪ {¬? | ? ∈ PROP} and

the set of modal literals are denoted by ModLit = {-;,¬-; | ; ∈ Lit, - ∈ {G,O}}.

The defeasible theory is defined formally in definition 2.6

Definition 2.6 (Defeasible Theory). A defeasible Theory ) is defined as a structure

(�, ', >) where

1. � is set of facts or indisputable statements.

2. ' is s set of rules for beliefs, goals and obligations.

3. < is a superiority relation to determine a relative strength of conflicting rules.

Belief or capability rules represent the factual knowledge of an organisation. They model

the set of activities/tasks an organisation is able to carry out, the preconditions required

for each task, the effects of such tasks, and the relationships among tasks. Obligation

rules determine when and which obligation is in force and goals of an organisation are

specified by goal rules. A preference operator � is also used in the rules to make them

more expressive. An expression 0 � 1 means that A is preferred over B. If 0 is possible,

then it is the first choice but if 0 is not possible that is if ¬0 holds, then b is the choice.

We can have a chain of preferences. The formation rules for � expressions are:

1. every literal is an �-expression;

2. if � is an �-expression and 1 is a literal then � � 1 is an �-expression.

To specify the rules in ' for belief, obligations and goals, defeasible rules are used. The

definition of a defeasible rule is given in definition 2.7.

Definition 2.7 (Defeasible Rule). A defeasible rule ) is an expression A : �(A) ⇒- � (A)

where

1. A ∈ Lit is the name of the rule;

2. �(A) = {01, ...0=}, the antecedent of the rule, is the set of premises of the rule.

Each 08 is a literal or a modal literal;

3. - ∈ {B,O,G} represents the mode of the rule. In rules for belief, B is omitted;

4. � (A) is the consequence or (head) of the rule which is a single literal in belief rules

and an �-expression otherwise.
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For example, the rule A : 21, C1 ⇒$ C2 means that there is a norm that specify that the

execution of task C1 in presence of condition 21 makes it obligatory to execute task C2;

the rule A : $2, C8 ⇒$ C 9 means that task C 9 requires task C8 to be executed when 2 is

obligatory. Difference between a defeasible rule and a strict rule is that in a strict rule

whenever the premises are indisputable (e.g., facts), then so is the conclusion. However,

a defeasible rule is a rule that can be defeated by contrary evidence. For this reason,

the superiority relation � among rules is used to define when one rule may override

the (opposite) conclusion of another one. The superiority relation � is a binary relation

indicating the relative strength of two (conflicting) rules. The infix notation A � B means

that (A, B) ∈�.

We now summarise all we need to describe a business process. A process can be specified

by defeasible theory (�, ', >) where the set of facts contain:

1. literals for conditions that are true at the beginning of a business process;

2. literals for tasks that can be performed with no conditions other than those in �.

For specifying rules in ' we need:

� A set of tasks C1, ..., C=. Each task C represents an action that can be performed in

the system

� Rules for activation of task C, and to obtain specific condition 2:

– 21, ..., 2<, C1, ..., C= ⇒ C

– 21, ..., 2<, C1, ..., C= ⇒ 2

� Rules for relationships between tasks:

– C8 ⇒$ C1,...,C8 ⇒$ C=, meaning that if task C8 is performed, all tasks C1 to C=

must be executed as well.

� Rules for describing obligations: 21, ..., 2< ⇒ �=8=108, where the consequence is a

reparative chain of obligations.

� Rules for describing goals: 21, ..., 2< ⇒ �=8=108 where the consequence is a prefer-

ence chain of goals.
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First three types of rules are capability rules A : ;1, . . . , ;= ⇒ ;=+1, where A is a label

that uniquely identifies the rule, and each literal ;8 is drawn from the set of literals

Lit = Prop∪{¬? | ? ∈ Prop}; Prop is a set of propositional atoms representing conditions 28

and tasks C 9 . This form has the clear advantage that it immediately relates preconditions

to the corresponding effect of performing the particular task. More specifically, we can

identify the following three patterns. (1) C ⇒ 2, where we can look at 2 as an effect of

performing task C; thus the effect represented by 2 holds after the execution of task C.

(2) The pattern 21, . . . 2= ⇒ C indicates that 21, . . . 2= are preconditions for tasks C, and

task C will be executed after the preconditions hold. (3) C1, . . . , C= ⇒ C specifies that the

combination of tasks C1, . . . , C= triggers task C, and that task C appears in the process,

if C1, . . . , C= appear in the process (before C). In other words, this pattern describes

relationships and dependencies among tasks in a process. In the rule given above, the

meaning is that execution of tasks C1, . . . , C= is required to trigger the execution of task

C. It is possible to have negations of task literals, e.g. ¬C, meaning C does not appear in

the process. Accordingly, a rule C1, 2 ⇒ ¬C2 means if task C1 is executed, and 2 holds,

then task C2 does not appear in the process; similarly, ¬C1 ⇒ C2 means that if task C1

does not appear in the process, then task C2 is executed.

2.3.2 Logical Derivation

At the heart of the reasoning mechanism of the logic is the notion of derivation. Intu-

itively a derivation (or proof ) is a sequence of literals where every element (a conclusion)

is either one of the facts, or it has been obtained by previous steps by applying some

rules. A conclusion of a defeasible theory � is a tagged literal and can have one of the

following forms:

� +Δ2@, which means that @ is definitely provable in � with mode 2, i.e., there is a

definite proof for @, that is a proof using facts, and strict rules only;

� −Δ2@, which means that @ is definitely not provable in � with mode 2 (i.e., a

definite proof for @ does not exist);

� +m2@, which means that @ is defeasibly provable in � with mode 2;

� −m2@, which means that @ is not defeasibly provable, or refuted in � with mode

2.
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Formally, given a defeasible theory �, a proof % of length = in � is a finite sequence

%(1), . . . , %(=) of tagged formulas of the type +Δ2@, −Δ2@, +m2@ and −m2@.

The definition of Δ describes just forward chaining of strict rules. Literal @ is definitely

provable if either is a fact, or there is a strict rule for @, whose antecedents have all

been definitely proved. On the other hand, literal @ is defeasibly provable (+m2@) if @ is

already definitely provable, or we argue using the defeasible part of the theory. In this

last case, there must exist an applicable strict or defeasible rule for @, while every attack

is either discarded or defeated by a stronger rule through �. (A rule is merely applicable

whenever each literal in the set of antecedents has already been proved, while a rule is

discarded when at least one of the premises has been previously disproved.) The sets of

positive conclusions form the positive extension.

We now explain how the derivation mechanism works by considering the following two

examples. The first one proposes a rather simple theory whose aim is to link derivations

to traces. Next, we present a more complicated example where we show how strict and

defeasible proof tags are obtained, as well as the mechanism underlying the team defeat

[12].

Let � = ({�, �}, ', ∅) be a defeasible theory such that

' = {A0 : A⇒B C

A1 : B ⇒B D

A2 : C ,D ⇒B E }.

It is trivial to notice that all the rules are applicable and actually fire producing the

following six derivations:

(1) + ΔB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�, +mB�

(2) + ΔB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�, +mB�

(3) + ΔB�, +mB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�

(4) + ΔB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�, +mB�

(5) + ΔB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�, +mB�

(6) + ΔB�, +mB�, +ΔB�, +mB�, +mB�.
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Now consider the next example and let � = (� = {21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28}, ', �= {(A6, A9), (A7, A8)})

be a defeasible theory such that

' = {A0 : c1, c2 →B t1

A1 : c3 ⇒B t2

A2 : t1, t2 ⇒B c6

A3 : t2 ⇒O o

A4 : c6 ⇒B t4

A5 : t4 ⇒B o

A6 : c4 ⇒B t3

A7 : c5,Oo ⇒B t3

A8 : c7 ⇒B ¬t3

A9 : c8 ⇒B ¬t3

A10 :⇒G goal

A11 : t3 ⇒B goal }.

We denoted tasks with C8, conditions with 2 9 , the only obligation with >, and the final

goal with 6>0;. In detail, A0 strictly proves +ΔBC1, while A1 defeasibly proves +mBC2. The

combination of these two tasks gives (defeasibly proves) condition 26, but the execution

of C2 also triggers obligation > (by proving +m$>). Such an obligation is complied with by

the execution of task C4 through the sequential derivation of +mBC4 by A4 and +mB> by A5.

Now, rules A6 and A7 form a (winning) team defeater to prove C3: in fact, the superiorities

among A6 � A9 and A7 � A8, let A8 and A9 to be defeated. (We hence have two ways to

obtain C3.) The only outcome is derived by A10, which is actually obtained through A11.

The positive extension is �+(�) = {+ΔB21, . . . , +ΔB26, +mB21, . . . , +mB26, +ΔBC1, +mBC1,

+mBC2, +m$�!>, +mB27, +mBC3, +mBC4, +mB>, +mG6>0;, +mB6>0;}.

2.3.3 Derivations as Plans

The logic proposed by [34][33] was devised to determine if, given a set of facts, it was

possible to execute a process that achieves the objective of an organisation and at the

same time comply with the norms governing the process. The underlying idea is that,

given a set of facts, a derivation can be generated where all applicable rules fire and
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their conclusions have been added to the derivation. This derivation contains all tasks

that are executable given the set of facts, which can be considered as the input for a

process case (and instance of a business process). In addition, the derivation contains the

literals corresponding to the conditions to trigger the execution of tasks or for activating

obligations, the effects of the tasks, the obligations in force, and the expected goals.

Note that while obligations and goals determine whether the execution of the process is

compliant and meet the organisation objectives (thus influencing the activities or tasks

included in the process), they are neither activities nor tasks. Therefore, rules for goals

and norms do not directly contribute to the structure of the process: they only provide

constraints on the tasks that can appear in a derivation. Goals and obligations can thus

be considered as special kinds of conditions. Accordingly, if one ignores obligations,

goals and the condition literals from a derivation, then a derivation is a sequence of

tasks satisfying the constraints defined by the rules. This means that it is equivalent

to a plan as defined in classical planning [35]. For these reasons, in this thesis, we

concentrate only on the capability rules.

Therefore, hereafter, we will define a derivation as follows:

Definition 2.8 (Derivation). A derivation �, given a set of facts � represented as

literals, is a sequence of literals � (1), . . . , � (=), such that if � (< + 1) = ; then either

; ∈ � or there is a rule A : ;1, . . . , ;: ⇒ ; such that for all 8 ≤ :, ;8 ∈ � [1..<], where

� [1..<] is the initial sequence of length < of �.

The rules presented above can be linked to the sequential, parallel, and alternative

patterns typical of business process modelling techniques. Indeed, assume tasks � and

� concur to obtain the resources needed for task � to start its execution. This means

that � may bring about its effects only when both � and � have finished, and that � and

� have no precedence order with respect to one another, that is they can be executed in

parallel. From a logical perspective, all this information can simply be represented by a

rule whose premises are literals � and � and which conclusion is �, i.e., something of the

form ‘�, � ⇒ �’. As such, a derivation can encode a possible order in which the tasks

are executed to achieve a particular business goal according to the constraints specified

by the rules themselves.

Note that, while the set of tasks triggered by a case (set of facts) is unique, multiple

derivations are possible. For example, given the rule C1, C2 ⇒ C3, the order in which C1
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and C2 are executed does not matter. Accordingly, both C1, C2, C3 and C2, C1, C3 are valid

derivations (and, consequently, plans conforming to the specification given by the rule).

This means that, given a case, we can generate a set of plans corresponding to it, which

can be understood as alternative ways in which the process can be executed. Using the

idea that a business process can be understood by a set of traces (where a trace is a

sequence of tasks), we can establish a connection between a set of plans and a business

process, where a process provides a concise (formal and graphical) representation of a

set of plans, which are obtained from a single case and are combined using constructions

modelling 0=3-splits and 0=3-joins. Moreover, given a set of rules, it is possible to give as

input mutually exclusive sets of facts, where, for instance, each set of facts corresponds

to a common set of instances for the process. For each case, a corresponding set of

plans is created, where the mutually exclusive cases are subsequently merged, adopting

G>A-splits and G>A-joins.

Now, consider the different derivations we had in the first example in the previous section

where we had the set of rules ' = {A0 : �⇒ �, A1 : �⇒ �, A2 : �, � ⇒ �} and the facts

(or case) �, �. By new definition of derivations, we represent the six possible derivations

as follows:

(1) �, �, �, �, �

(2) �, �, �, �, �

(3) �, �, �, �, �

(4) �, �, �, �, �

(5) �, �, �, �, �

(6) �, �, �, �, �

Some considerations: � and � have no precedence order between each other. The same

happens for the tuples: (�, �), (�, �), and (�,�). However, � always precedes �, �

always precedes �, and so do � and � for � . It is straightforward to see that such

derivations can be visualised graphically in the Petri net below:

� �

� �

�

Figure 2.15: Petri net representing the derivations in the example.
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Automated Planning

In this chapter, the preliminaries of different planning techniques are presented. First,

classical planning and its different formulations are defined. Then, different methods for

solving planning problems are described. In the end, constraint-based planners which

are the focus of this thesis are discussed and an overview of existing constraint-based

planners is provided.

3.1 AI Planning

Given an initial state and a desired goal state, the planning problem is to find a sequence

of actions, called a plan, that transforms the initial state into the goal state. In planning,

actions are responsible for changing the world and are described by their preconditions

and effects. Preconditions specify the conditions the world needs to have before applying

an action and effects specify the changes that an action makes to the world.

To illustrate a planning problem, we use the example from Section 1.2 from simplified

driverlog domain (see Figure 3.1). In this domain, we have drivers and trucks, but no

packages. We thus restrict this domain only to the transportation of drivers by trucks.

A driver can change his location by walking or by driving a truck. There are roads (solid

lines) for driving trucks and footpaths (dotted lines) for drivers to walk. In Figure 3.1,

there are four locations A, B, C, and D. In the initial state, the driver d is at location

D and the truck t is at location C. In the goal state, both the driver and the truck are

at location B. To get to the goal state from the initial state, the driver needs to execute

27
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a plan that comprises walking to location C, embarking on the truck, driving it from

location C to location B, and debarking from the truck.

A B

D

AC B C

Dd

t d t
driver-walk(d,D,C)

embark-truck(d,t,C)
drive-truck(d,t,C,B)

debark-truck(d,t,B)

Initial State Goal State

Plan

Figure 3.1: A driverlog problem instance from section 1.2.

Now, we formally define the classical planning tasks. In this definition, we consider each

operator in PDDL to be grounded or instantiated, thus we only reason about actions.

Definition 3.1 (Classical Planning Task). A classical planning task P = 〈V,I,G,A〉

comprises a set of logical atoms V, an initial state I ⊆ V, a goal state G ⊆ V, and a

set of actions A. Each action U in A is represented by 〈pre, add, del〉, where pre ⊆ V is

the set of preconditions of action U, add ⊆ V is the add set of action U, and del ⊆ V is

the delete set of action U. Given the current state B ⊆ V, an action U is applicable on

the state B if the preconditions are satisfied i.e. pre ⊆ B and resultant state B′ produced

by the application of U on the state B is denoted by B′ = app(B, U) = (B \ del) ∪ add.

Below we define a sequential, and a parallel plan. These definitions are the same as those

of the sequential plan and ∀-Step parallel plan in [36].

Definition 3.2 (Action Sequence). The result of application of a sequence 〈U1, . . . , U=〉

of = actions is defined by app(B, 〈U1, . . . , U=〉) = app(app(B, 〈U1, . . . , U=−1〉), U=) where as

a basis app(B, 〈U〉) = app(B, U) and app(B, U) is defined either in Definition 3.1.

Definition 3.3 (Sequential Plan). A sequential plan Σ = 〈U1, . . . , U=〉 of plan length = for

a (classical or multi-valued) planning problem P is a sequence of actions such that there

is a sequence of states 〈B0, B1, . . . , B=〉 for which (i) B0 = I, (ii) ∀g∈[1,=]app(Bg−1, Ug) = Bg ,

and (iii) G ⊆ B=.

Definition 3.4 (Action Serialisability). A set of actions � is serialisable if for each

permutation ®� = 〈U1, . . . , U |�|〉 of the actions in �, app(B, ®�) produces the same resulting

state B′ from a given state B. For a serialisable set of actions �, we define app(B, �) =

app(B, ®�) where ®� is an arbitrary permutation of the actions in �.

Definition 3.5 (Parallel Plan). A parallel plan Π = 〈�1, . . . , �<〉 of makespan < for a

(classical or multi-valued) planning problem P is a sequence of sets of serialisable actions
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�g such that there exists a sequence of states 〈B0, B1, . . . , B<〉 for which (i) B0 = I, (ii)

for all g ∈ [1, <] app(Bg−1, �
g) = Bg , and (iii) G ⊆ B<. Assuming arbitrary permutations

〈Ug1 , . . . Ug|�g |〉 of the actions in �g , for a parallel plan Π, we have a serialised plan ®Π =

〈U1
1, . . . , U

1
|�1 |, . . . , U

g
1 , . . . , U

g
|�g |, U

g+1
1 , . . . , Ug+1|�g+1 |, . . . , U

<
1 , . . . , U

<
|�< |〉. A serialised plan is

thus a sequential plan of length = = |�1 | + . . . + |�< |.

3.1.1 PDDL versus SAS+ Formulation

The most common language used in describing planning problems is PDDL [37]. We

use the STRIPS-style planning [38] described by the PDDL version in [39]. The PDDL

representation of the driverlog problem is shown in Figure 3.2. In this representation,

actions are grounded, although they are shown parameterised. Table 3.1 lists the actions

in the driverlog domain described in Figure 3.1.

Table 3.1: Actions i.e. the instantiated or grounded operators in the driverlog domain.
The action identification numbers are used henceforth to refer to these actions.

1 embark-truck(d,t,A) 4 debark-truck(d,t,A) 7 drive-truck(d,t,A,B) 11 driver-walk(d,A,D)
2 embark-truck(d,t,B) 5 debark-truck(d,t,B) 8 drive-truck(d,t,B,A) 12 driver-walk(d,D,A)
3 embark-truck(d,t,C) 6 debark-truck(d,t,C) 9 drive-truck(d,t,B,C) 13 driver-walk(d,D,C)

10 drive-truck(d,t,C,B) 14 driver-walk(d,C,D)

An alternative to PDDL is to use the SAS+ formalism [40]. The SAS+ formalism has

become popular after being used in Fast-Downward planner [41]. In the SAS+ formalism,

planning problems are represented by multi-valued state variables. Moreover, mutually

exclusive predicates do not appear in the state description. Furthermore, extracting

structural information such as DTGs [41] is also straightforward. The SAS+ represen-

tation of our driverlog example is shown in Figure 3.3. In this representation of the

problem, we have two state variables d-loc and t-loc for locations of the driver and the

truck respectively, and a state variable t-occ to denote whether the truck is occupied by

a driver. The domain for each of the variables is shown in the figure as well. Note that

operators are all instantiated or grounded in SAS+ (i.e. they are actions) although in

the figure, they are shown as parameterised. Since action prototypes in SAS+ are the

same as in PDDL, Table 3.1 lists the SAS+ actions in the driverlog domain as well as

the PDDL actions. Below we provide a formal definition of a multi-valued planning task

[41].
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Predicates:

at(>, ;), empty(t), road(G, H), path(G, H), driving(d, t)

Initial State:
at(d, D), at(t,C), empty(t), road(A, B), road(B, A), road(B, C). road(C, B)
path(A, D), path(D, A), path(C, D), path(D, C)

Goal State:
at(d, B), at(t, B)

Operators:

embark-truck(d, t, ;)
preconds: at(t, ;), at(d, ;), empty(t)
add effects: driving(d, t)
delete effects: at(d, ;), empty(t),

debark-truck(d, t, ;)
preconds: at(t, ;), driving(d, t)
add effects: at(d, ;), empty(t)
delete effects: driving(d, t)

drive-truck(d, t, ;, ; ′)
preconds: at(t, ;), driving(d, t), road(;, ; ′)
add effects: at(t, ; ′)
delete effects: at(t, ;),

driver-walk(d, ;, ; ′)
preconds: at(d, ;), path(;, ; ′)
add effects:at(d, ; ′)
delete effects: at(d, ;)

Figure 3.2: PDDL representation of the driverlog problem instance.

Definition 3.6 (Multi-Valued Planning Task). A multi-valued planning task P =

〈V,I,G,A〉 comprises a set of multi-valued state variables V, an initial state I, a

goal state G, and a set of actions A. Each state variable E ∈ V can be assigned a

value : (denoted by E = :) from its finite domain D(E). An assignment B is a set

{(E = :) : E ∈ V ∧ : ∈ D(E)} denoting which variables are assigned which values; no

variable is assigned twice in an assignment. We use E ⇐ B to denote E appears or is

assigned a value in assignment B. We also use B(E) to denote the value assigned to E by

B when E ⇐ B. A partial assignment assigns values to a subset of variables in V while a

complete assignment assigns a value to each variable. The initial state I is a complete

assignment while the goal state G is a partial assignment. Each action U ∈ A has two
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Variables:

d-loc {A, B, C, D, t} // driver location
t-loc {A, B, C} // truck location
t-occ {false, true} // truck occupied

Initial State:
d-loc = D, t-loc = C, t-occ = false

Goal State:
d-loc = B, t-loc = B

Operators:

embark-truck(d, t, ;)
preconds: t-loc = ;, d-loc = ;, t-occ = false
effects: d-loc = t, t-occ = true

debark-truck(d, t, ;)
preconds: t-loc = ;, d-loc = t
effects: d-loc = ;, t-occ = false

drive-truck(d, t, ;, ; ′)
preconds: t-loc = ;, d-loc = t
effects: t-loc = ; ′

driver-walk(d, ;, ; ′)
preconds: d-loc = ;

effects: d-loc = ; ′

Figure 3.3: SAS+ representation of the driverlog problem instance.
Actions are grounded, although shown parameterised

partial assignments ?U and 4U that respectively denote the preconditions and the effects

of U. Given the current state B, which is a complete assignment, an action U is applicable

on the state B if B(E) = ?U (E) whenever E ⇐ ?U. The resultant state B′ produced by the

application of U on the state B is denoted by B′ = app(B, U) where B′(E) = 4U (E) whenever

E ⇐ 4U; otherwise B′(E) = B(E) when E : 4U. For any action U, if E ⇐ ?U and E ⇐ 4U

then ?U (E) ≠ 4U (E), otherwise only E ⇐ ?U should hold, not E ⇐ 4U.

Below we partition the variables involved in an action based on whether they appear

only in the preconditions or only in the effects or in both.

Definition 3.7 (Appearance Partitioning). Given an action U, we define the following

mutually disjoint sets of variables that appear in the preconditions and/or effects of U:
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1. PnotE(U) = {E |E ⇐ ?U ∧ E : 4U}: The set of variables that appear only in the

preconditions ?U but not in the effects 4U of action U.

2. EnotP(U) = {E |E ⇐ 4U ∧ E : ?U}: The set of variables that appear only in the

effects 4U but not in the preconditions ?U of action U.

3. PandE(U) : {E |E ⇐ ?U ∧ E ⇐ 4U}: The set of variables that appear both in the

preconditions ?U and in the effects 4U of action U.

3.1.2 Domain Transition Graphs

From the SAS+ representation of a planning problem, a domain transition graph [41]

can be extracted for every state variable to show how these variables can change their

values. Below we provide the formal definition of a domain transition graph but only

considering the multi-valued planning task formally described above.

A
B

C
ρ4 ρ3

ρ6ρ1
t

ρ5ρ2

D

DTG of d-loc
d1: t-loc = A, t-occ = ⊥
d2: t-loc = B, t-occ = ⊥
d3: t-loc = C, t-occ = ⊥
d4: t-loc = A
d5: t-loc = B
d6: t-loc = C

⊥ >
ρ1

ρ2

ρ3

ρ4

ρ5
ρ6

DTG of t-occ
d1: d-loc = A, t-loc = A
d2: d-loc = B, t-loc = B
d3: d-loc = C, t-loc = C
d4: d-loc = t, t-loc = A
d5: d-loc = t, t-loc = B
d6: d-loc = t, t-loc = C

A B C
ρ ρ

ρρ
DTG of t-loc
d: d-loc = t

Figure 3.4: Domain transition graphs for the driverlog problem in Figure 3.1. The
labels d 9s on the edges are the conditions listed at the right column of the respective
DTG at the left column. Any occurrence of the transition needs the condition d 9

written on it to hold before the transition. Boolean values are true > and false ⊥.

Definition 3.8 (Domain Transition Graph). Assume P = 〈V,I,G,A〉 be a multi-

valued planning task. The domain transition graph DTG(E) of E ∈ V is an edge-labelled

directed graph with the vertexes D(E) and the following edges:

1. For each action U ∈ A, there will be an edge 〈:, : ′〉 from : to : ′ with label

d = ?U \ {(E = :)}, if E ∈ PandE(U), and ?U (E) = : and 4U (E) = : ′.
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2. For each action U ∈ A, there will be an edge 〈:, : ′〉 from each : ∈ (D(E) \ {: ′})

to : ′ with label d = ?U, if E ∈ EnotP(U) and 4U (E) = : ′.

DTGs for the example in Figure 3.1 are shown in Figure 3.4. In the DTG of variable

d-loc, we have an edge from A to t labelled with d1 which is for action embark-truck(d,

t, A). This action changes the value of d-loc from A to t. Since variables t-loc and t-occ

appear in the preconditions of this action, they all appear on the condition d1 of the

corresponding edge meaning that to change the value of d-loc, these variables should

have values A and ⊥ (false) respectively. Similarly, all edges in the same DTG and other

DTGs could be explained.

3.2 Planning Methods

Many approaches have been developed for solving planning problems. We now briefly

explain two major approaches.

3.2.1 Heuristic search based planning

Planning as heuristic search has achieved great success recently. The overall approach

is to devise a heuristic function to guide the search toward the goal. The study on

planning as heuristic search started in planner HSP [42]. In this work, a heuristic is

automatically generated from the PDDL specification of the planning problem and is

used to guide the search. Intensive research efforts started after this work leading to

more powerful planners. Fast-Forward [43] is the next milestone in this research area

which uses a relaxed planning graph to devise a better heuristic function. Using multi-

valued representation of planning task, Fast-Downward [44] devised a new heuristic from

the structures named domain transition graph and causal graph extracted from SAS+

representation. Many heuristics are based on these structures [45]. Most of these

planners generate sub-optimal plans. In [58], the heuristic search is used for optimal

planning.
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3.2.2 Satisfiability based planning

Another approach for solving planning problems is the translation of the problem to a

different formalism such as satisfiability or constraint satisfaction and then using corre-

sponding techniques to solve it. In these approaches, a fixed bound is imposed on plan

length and the problem of finding a plan of length = is encoded as a SAT or a CSP. This

problem is then solved and the desired plan is extracted from the solution to it. This

process iterates on = until a plan is found or some limit is reached. In the literature,

most of the effort is devoted to translating to SAT [46], and only a few works use con-

straint satisfaction. The few developed constraint-based planners have not been able to

reach the success of SAT-based planners. Although SAT-based planners are more effi-

cient, CSPs are more expressive than SAT problems and this an advantage for describing

special constraints that we have in business process specifications. Since the problems

we deal with do not need significant time to be solved, we will use constraint-based

planners.

3.3 Constraint-Based Planning

Constraint-based planning is based on the translation of the given planning problem

into a constraint satisfaction problem and then solving it using respective solvers.

3.3.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problem

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) has a number of variables each having its domain

of values. One has to find one value for each variable from its domain such that a given

number of constraints are all satisfied. To illustrate a CSP problem, consider 3 variables

G1, G2, and G3 that all take their values from domain {0, 1, 2}. We have three constraints:

G1+G2+G3 < 3, G1 ≤ G2 and G2+2G3 ≥ 3. Clearly, values 0, 1, 1 when assigned to variables

G1, G2, G3 respectively solve the problem. Below we formally define CSPs.

Definition 3.9 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A constraint satisfaction problem

% = 〈-,�〉 comprises a set of variables - and a set of constraints �. Each variable G ∈ -

can be assigned a value a (denoted by G = a) from its finite domain � (G). An assignment

f is a set {(G = a) : G ∈ -∧a ∈ � (G)} denoting which variables are assigned which values;
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no variable is assigned twice in an assignment. A partial assignment assigns values to

a subset of variables in - while a complete assignment assigns a value to each variable.

Each constraint 2 ∈ � is defined on a set - (2) ⊆ - of variables called the scope of 2

and specifies the combinations of allowed values of the variables in - (2). A solution to

a given % is a complete assignment such that all the constraints in � are satisfied. If

there exists at least one solution for a given %, we say % is satisfiable, otherwise it is

unsatisfiable.

In our constraint model for planning, we use an extensional constraint representation

called (positive) table constraints. The table constraints for the CSP described above

are shown in Figure 3.5. Look at the table for the constraint G1 + G2 + G3 < 3. Each

row of the table is an assignment of values to the variables G1, G2, and G3 from the do-

mains of the respective variables such that the inequality constraint is satisfied. Similar

statements hold for other constraints and their corresponding table constraints. As we

see later, due to various consistency checking and related constraint propagation, certain

values could be deleted from a variable’s domain because those values do not lead to a

solution. Consequently, certain rows are also deleted from the positive table constraints.

Besides positive table constraints, we also use negative table constraints in our constraint

modelling for planning. The columns of a negative table constraint are the variables in

- (2) of a constraint 2 and the rows list the assignment of values to the variables such

that the constraint is not satisfied. While one selects one row from a positive table to

satisfy the constraint, one takes into account all rows of a negative table to avoid the

constraint being not satisfied.

An example CSP:

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3
G1 ≤ G2

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3

G1 G2 G3

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 2

0 1 0

0 1 1

0 2 0

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

2 0 0

G1 ≤ G2

G1 G2

0 0

0 1

0 2

1 1

1 2

2 2

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G2 G3

0 2

1 1

1 2

2 1

2 2

Figure 3.5: Table constraints for a CSP example
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Definition 3.10 (Table Constraints). Given a constraint 2 ∈ �, a (positive) table con-

straint ) in its rows lists the allowed combinations of values of the variables in - (2)

while a negative table constraint )̃ lists the forbidden combinations. The tables have

a column for each variable in - (2). If C is a row in ) , then C [G] denotes the value of

variable G in that row. Each row C in a positive table is called a support for value C [G] of

the variable G.

We briefly explain generalised arc consistency for table constraints. In Figure 3.5, con-

sider the table constraint for G1 + G2 + G3 < 3. For every variable in this constraint and

for every value in the variable’s domain, we have a row in the table. For example, rows

1–6 are the supports for G1 = 0, rows 7–9 are the supports for G1 = 1, and row 10 is the

support for G1 = 2. Also, rows 1-3 and rows 7, 8, 10 are the supports for the G2 = 0, rows

4, 5, 9 are the supports for the G2 = 1 and row 6 is the support for the G2 = 2. Similarly,

we have supports for all values of variable G3. Because of this property, G1 + G2 + G3 < 3 is

called generalised arc consistent. We see that constraint G1 ≤ G2 is also generalised arc-

consistent but this is not the case for constraint G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3. In constraint G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3,

we do not have any support for G3 = 0 because we do not have any row having value

0 for variable G3. If we maintain arc-consistency, we should delete this value from the

domain of variable G3. The current domain of variable G3 is now {1, 2}. We need to

delete all rows of other tables having value 0 for variable G3. New tables are represented

in Figure 3.6.

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3
G1 ≤ G2

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3

G1 G2 G3

0 0 1

0 0 2

0 1 1

1 0 1

G1 ≤ G2

G1 G2

0 0

0 1

0 2

1 1

1 2

2 2

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G2 G3

0 2

1 1

1 2

2 1

2 2

Figure 3.6: Table constraints after first stage of maintaining generalised arc-
consistency

The new tables still are not arc-consistent, and we need to follow the same procedure.

Looking at the first table, we see that there are no supports for G1 = 2 and G2 =

2. Therefore, value 2 should be deleted from the domains of variables G1 and G2 and

consequently all tables should be updated. The final tables are shown in Figure 3.7.

Note that the domains of the variables G1, G2, and G3 are now {0, 1}, {0, 1} and {1, 2}
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respectively and these tables are all generalised arc-consistent with respect to the new

domains.

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3
G1 ≤ G2

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G1 + G2 + G3 < 3

G1 G2 G3

0 0 1

0 0 2

0 1 1

1 0 1

G1 ≤ G2

G1 G2

0 0

0 1

1 1

G2 + 2G3 ≥ 3

G2 G3

0 2

1 1

1 2

Figure 3.7: Final table constraints after maintaining generalised arc-consistency

We define generalised and singleton arc consistency for table constraints below.

Definition 3.11 (Arc-Consistency). Value a for variable G, denoted by G = a, is gener-

alised arc-consistent if for every constraint 2 such that G ∈ - (2), there exists a row C with

C [G] = a in the table constraint for 2. Any value a that is not generalised arc-consistent

could be removed from G’s domain to obtain its current domain. This removes rows C

with C [G] = a from tables and in a cascaded fashion, could remove values of other vari-

ables in C from their domains. A table constraint is generalised arc consistent if for every

variable G ∈ - (2) and for every value a in G’s current domain, there exists a support for

G = a, that is there is a row C with C [G] = a. A CSP is generalised arc-consistent if all of

its constraints are generalised arc-consistent. Value a for variable G, denoted by G = a,

is singleton arc-consistent if after assigning the value a to variable G, the CSP can be

made generalised arc-consistent. A CSP is singleton arc-consistent if for each variable G

and for each value a in its current domain, G = a is singleton arc-consistent [47].

We briefly explain singleton arc-consistency. In our example in Figure 3.7, G1 = 1 is not

singleton arc-consistent because if we set value 1 to the variable G1, our first constraint

imposes that variable G2 should take value 0. This is because the last row of the table

is the only row with value 1 for variable G1 and in this row, we have G2 = 0. However,

with this assignment, we will not have any support in the middle table in Figure 3.7

meaning the constraint G1 ≤ G2 could not be satisfied if G1 = 1 and G2 = 0. So to maintain

singleton arc-consistency, we need to remove value 1 from the domain of variable G1 and

continue this process until for each G and for each a, G = a is singleton arc-consistent.

Many algorithms have been developed to maintain generalised arc-consistency during

the search. These algorithms prune domains and reduce the branching factor of the

search. One of the algorithms for maintaining generalised arc-consistency is STR2+,
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optimised Simple Tabular Reduction algorithm [48]. This algorithm dynamically main-

tains the table of supports while applying the generalised arc-consistency. Since the

table constraints we use in our model contain don’t care values, we use an extension of

this algorithm named Short-STR2[49]. In short-STR2, there can be short supports in

the tables meaning that some values of the variables in a row can be missing.

3.3.2 Constraint-Based Planners

One of the approaches developed for planning is based on the translation of the given

planning problem into a different formalism such as satisfiability (SAT) or CSP and then

solving it using respective solvers. One key issue with this approach is that to be able to

transform the problem to SAT or CSP, we need to know the makespan in advance. Since

in planning the makespan is not known beforehand, a fixed bound = is therefore imposed

on the makespan (also called horizon) and the problem of finding a plan of makespan

= is translated to a SAT/CSP problem. If the translated problem does not have any

solution, the bound is increased and this process continues until a solution is found.

Then, the plan is extracted from the solution to the translated SAT/CSP problem. The

overall approach for constraint-based planning is depicted in Figure 3.8

Figure 3.8: Overall approach for Constraint-based Planning.

In the encoding phase, imposing a fixed bound on the makespan, the problem of finding

a plan with length = is encoded as a CSP. This problem is then solved by a CSP solver.

If the solver is not able to solve the problem, then the makespan is increased and

this process continues until the solver finds a solution. This solution which is a set of

assignments to variables is then decoded as a plan by the decoder.

CSP-based planners can be categorised into two groups depending on the type of the plan

they generate: those generating sequential plans [50–52] and those generating partial

order [53] and parallel plans [54–57]. In sequential plans, each time only one action can

take place while in parallel plans several actions can take place simultaneously if they

don’t conflict with each other. In partial-order planning, only a partial-order is defined
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between actions. A sequential plan can be generated by totally ordering the actions in

partial-order plans or parallel plans. In partial-order and parallel planning, symmetry

checking is avoided while this is not the case in sequential planning. By performing

symmetry checking, we try to find the plans that remain the same after changing the

order of their actions. This process is very time-consuming. Recent CSP-based planners

compute parallel plans.

CSP techniques were applied to temporal planning in [58]. Later, manually designed

constraint models were used in classical planning [59]. In this work, five planning do-

mains, gripper, logistics, mystery, mprime and grid are manually encoded as constraint

satisfaction problems and are solved by the backtracking algorithm GAC+CBJ. The

model specifies a collection of variables to represent each state along with constraints

to enforce valid transitions between states. Different types of constraints used are ac-

tion constraints modelling the effects of actions, state constraints enforcing how variables

within a state must be consistent, distance constraints which are lower and upper bounds

on the number of steps needed for a variable to change from one value to another, sym-

metric value constraints for breaking symmetries on the values of the variables, action

choice constraints enforcing constraints on which actions can be performed in each state,

capacity constraints enforcing bounds on resources, and domain constraints enforcing

restrictions on the original domains of the variables. Note that all these constraints are

extracted manually for each planning domain. Since modelling each problem manually

is really time-consuming, automatic approaches are devised later.

Models based on Planning Graphs

Transforming the planning graphs[60] to CSPs, the planners [56, 57] can generate parallel

plans. Planning graph consists of two alternative levels, proposition lists and action lists.

At the zeroth proposition level, we have propositions at the initial state. The extension

of the graph with : levels to : + 1 is done by adding all the actions whose preconditions

are present in proposition level :. Proposition level : +1 contains all the propositions in

the effects of these actions plus the propositions in the previous level which are added

by dummy “persist” actions for each proposition. The planning graph maintains the

relationship between actions at level : + 1 and their precondition at time : and their

effects at time :+1. Mutual mutex constraints between propositions and between actions
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are also represented in the planning graph. The planning graph is extended level by level

until all the goal effects appear in the last proposition level. Then the search is done to

extract the valid plan from this graph. If this is not possible, the graph is extended one

more layer and this process continues until a valid plan is found.

CSP-based planners that use planning graph, try to use CSP solvers to solve the search

phase of the planning algorithm. Given the planning graph, they encode it to a CSP. If

this CSP is satisfiable, the plan is decoded from the solution of the CSP. Otherwise, the

planning graph is extended one more layer.

GP-CSP Planner In [56], finding a valid plan in a planning graph is encoded as a Dy-

namic Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP). DCSP is a generalisation of constraint

satisfaction problem in which each variable has an activity flag. Also, there are activity

constraints specifying when some of the variables become active. These constraints are

of the form “If variable G takes value E, then variables H, I, F, ... become active.” Initially,

only a subset of variables is active and the objective is to assign values to active variables

so that constraints between these variables are satisfied. In the proposed DCSP model

in [56], DCSP variables are used to represent the propositions at each level of the plan-

ning graph. The domain of these variables are the actions supporting these propositions

in the previous level. To encode the relationships between propositions, action mutex,

fact mutex and subgoal mutex constraints are used. To encode that two actions are mu-

tex, for all propositions that are supported by these actions, action mutex constraints

are added. Fact mutex constraints prevent simultaneous activation of two mutex facts.

When an action supports a proposition, it makes all the propositions appearing in the

preconditions of this action in the previous level active. These constraints are named

subgoal activation constraints. Finally, only the propositions in the goal state of the

problem are active in the beginning. The resulted CSPs are then solved by GAC-CBJ

algorithm. The planner is named GP-CSP.

CSP-PLAN Planner The constraint model in [57] transforms the planning graph

in a different manner by using variables to represent the facts and actions at each

layer. Assuming that the planning graph has : + 1 levels, this model needs : + 1 sets

of propositional variables and : sets of action variables. All these variables are binary

variables meaning that if the proposition is true or the action is in the plan, their value is

true and it is false otherwise. Different types of constraints are used in this model. Initial
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state and goal state constraints are unary constraints specifying the value of propositions

at first and last level. Precondition constraints are logical implications that imply that

an action can not take place at level B unless its preconditions are true at level B − 1.

For encoding effects of actions and frame axioms, successor state constraints are used.

These constraints are bi-conditional logical formulas implying that a proposition is true

at level B if and only if it is made true as a positive effect of an action in the same level or

it was true in the previous level and is not made false by the negative effect of an action

in this level. The other constraint used in this model is GP-concurrency constraint

to prevent inconsistent actions from happening at the same level. Finally, Non-Null

step constraint imposes that at least one action variable should be true at each level.

All these constraints are necessary constraints. In addition to these constraints, two

kinds of mutex constraints are also used in this model encoding the action mutexes and

proposition mutexes in the planning graph. The encoded problem is then solved by the

solver EFC. The planner is named CSP-PLAN.

Models based on SAS+ representation

Most of the above-mentioned planners use Boolean variables to encode the planning

problem as CSP. Using a multi-valued representation of a planning task, one normally

has fewer variables with larger domains where domain filtering normally pays off.

Base on multi-valued representation, the model in [61] directly encodes the planning

problem using logical formulas with different types of constraints. Assuming the plan

length is =, = + 1 sets of CSP variables are considered for each time step. The domains

of these CSP variables are the same as the domains of multi-valued state variables in

the SAS+ representation of the planning problem. In addition to these variables, an

action variable is used for each time step to encode the action taking place at that time.

The domains of these variables are the set of all possible actions in the problem plus a

no-op action which has no precondition and effect. Three types of constraints are used

to encode the initial and goal state, actions and frame axioms.

Constraints encoding the initial and goal state are unary constraints and simply specify

the values of CSP variables at time step 0 and =. Constraints encoding the actions are

binary constraints which deal with the preconditions and effects separately. For each

precondition of operator 0 which specifies the value of a state variable, there will be
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a binary constraint between CSP variable for action and CSP variable corresponding

to this state variable. This constraint has one tuple specifying the values of the action

and state variable. For those variables that do not occur in the preconditions of the

actions, there will be similar constraints but this time there will be more than one

tuple specifying all the values possible in the domain of the variable. Constraints for

encoding the effects of the action are similar. Finally, constraints encoding frame axioms

are ternary constraints involving one action variable and two state variables in two

consecutive time steps. This constraint implies that any variable that is invariant to an

action is not changed by that action between two time steps. Note that in contrast to

models based on the planning graph, this model generates sequential plans.

SeP Planner In [50] the previous constraint model and the models based on planning

graph are reformulated and the logical formulas from original models are summarised in

table constraints that extensionally list the valid tuples for the constraints. Since most

of the constraints in previous models have similar scope, they can be easily substituted

by a constraint summarising all of them. Considering all the constraints separately

slows down the arc consistency checking and makes domain filtering weaker because lots

of constraints should be checked and each constraint is processed separately. All the

reformulated models use the same set of CSP variables as the model in [61] so they

generate sequential plans. These models are implemented in SICStus Prolog and are

compared on benchmark problems. As was expected, the extensional representation

improved the efficiency. Later, the model which is a reformulation of CSP-PLAN is

improved by using lifting, symmetry breaking, singleton arc consistency and nogood

learning techniques and named SeP [62, 63]. The CSP variables in this model are

the same as in [61] and there are initial and goal state constraints, constraints for

preconditions of actions and successor state constraints. Since this planner no longer

generates parallel plans as in CSP-PLAN, it does not consider other constraints in that

model.

Constance Planner Constance [51] uses the model in SeP as the base for its model.

However, by analysing the model, a collection of macro actions are extracted and added

to the model along with dominance constraints for stronger pruning. To construct the

macro actions, the sequence of composable actions are identified. Action 0 is composable

with action 1 if effects of action 0 are compatible with preconditions of action 1. A

structure named Substate Graph is used to discover the composable macro actions. In
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this graph, vertexes comprise all $− and $+ meaning preconditions and effects of action

$ for all actions. The edges connect preconditions to effects and are weighted by the

cost of the action. By finding all strongly connected components of this graph, all the

composable macro actions are extracted and added to the model. If two unconnected

nodes belong to the same connected component, the least-cost composable macro action

is defined by the shortest path between them.

Based on the substate graph, dominance constraints are added to prevent two actions

from the same connected component from happening in two consecutive time steps.

These constraints help to improve the constraint propagation. To guaranty optimality,

Constance increases the plan length one by one until a plan is found. The cost of this

plan divided by the minimum action cost is used as the lower bound for the horizon.

To find the upper bound, sub-optimal planner LAMA[45] is used. The length of the

plan produced by LAMA divided by the minimum action cost is used as the upper

bound for the horizon and the search is done backward from this horizon. However, by

considering no-op actions with zero cost, the optimal plan in found without constructing

and searching multiple models. Constance uses Choco Constraint Programming library

as its CSP solver.

PaP1 and PaP2 Planners Similar to domain transition graphs [41], which are based

on the multi-valued representation of planning domains, in [54], an automaton is consid-

ered for each state variable. These automata represent the transitions between different

values of the variables. Similar to DTGs, edges in the automata are responsible for the

changes but unlike to DTGs edges are labelled with operators rather that conditions.

Also, there are loops at each vertex for no-op actions. The model proposed considers

CSP variables for each multi-valued state variable and for each time step. The domains

of these CSP variables are the same as state variables. Also, for each automaton (state

variable) there is a CSP variable in the model that represents the action responsible for

changing the value of that variable at each time step. The domains of these variables

are the sets of all actions on the edges of the automata plus the no-ops. Three kinds

of constraints used for encoding the transitions in the automata are sequencing, action

sequencing and synchronisation constraints. These constraints are represented by table

constraints.

Sequencing constraint is a ternary constraint that encodes the edges of the automata.
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This constraint represents how an action changes the value of a state variable between

two consecutive time steps. For each edge in the automaton, there is a tuple in this table

constraint showing the values of the state variables. Action sequencing constraints list

the set of actions that can follow each other in two consecutive time steps. There will

be a sequencing constraint for each state variable and for each time step. Finally, since

an action may change several state variable at the same time, for synchronising these

changes synchronisation constraints are used. These constraints are :-ary constraints

where : is the number of state variables and describe the requirements for transitions.

The number of synchronisation constraints are the same as the number of state variables.

The resulted constraint model is implemented by SICStus Prolog and the planner is

named PaP. Note that this planner generates parallel plans.

A slightly different encoding of automata is proposed in [55] in which, rather than

encoding state variables and actions responsible for changing them, only the actions are

encoded as CSP variables and CSP variables for state variables are omitted completely.

Consequently, the sequencing constraints in the previous model involving state variables

are deleted from the model and only action sequencing and synchronisation constraints

remain. This model is also implemented in SICStus Prolog and the planner is named

PaP2. Both PaP and PaP2 planners generate parallel plans. The details of this encoding

are explained in Chapter 4 where we describe the reconstructed version of PaP2 and

TCPP which is our state-of-the-art constraint-based planner.

Other CSP-based planners

The CPT planner [64] is a domain-independent temporal planner based on constraint

programming. This planner is a Partial Order Causal Link (POCL) planner that inte-

grates branching with propagation rules to prune the search space. It is shown that by

this model simple planning problems can be solved without doing a search at all and

just by using inference and propagation techniques. This planner is implemented using

the Choco CP library.

Another approach that uses constraint satisfaction technique for planning is proposed

in [52]. The focus of this work is on solving phase of the CSP models. Instead of using

standard CSP heuristics, a goal-centric, variable/value selection heuristic is introduced.

To do so, goals are ordered based on the casual graph [44] of the problem. From this
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ordering, a heuristic is designed to guide the search toward the solution. Also, meta-CSP

methods that provide further propagation are introduced.

Few constraint-based planners [65–67] are based on timelines. In timeline-based ap-

proaches, a set of relevant features of the planning domain are identified and planning

and scheduling problems are modelled to control these features to obtain a desired tem-

poral behaviour [65]. Also, there are planners considering different types of preferences

[68–70].

At the end, to summarise the state of the art of constraint-based planning, planner

PaP2 [55] is faster than PaP1 and SeP [54]. SeP performs better than GP-CSP [56] and

CSP-plan [57]. Constance [51] is a sequential planner that performs better than CPT

[64] and SeP [50] but is much worse than PaP2 [71].



Chapter 4

Encoding Domain Transitions for

Constraint-Based Planning

As we discussed in the previous chapters, the declarative approach for specifying business

processes describes the capabilities of a company and all constraints involved as a set

of rules. In addition, there are external regulations that organisations have to comply

with which are also described as rules. Combination of these rules implicitly contains the

business process so the business process needs to be extracted from them and represented

in a suitable way. To answer our research question 1 and to extract a business process

as an activity plan from the rules describing the process and all constraints imposed by

norms, regulations and internal company policies, we need a procedure to automatically

extract the business process from the specification of the activities and all constraints

involved in the process. Since rules represent the preconditions and effects of tasks

as well as relationship between them and because of the close similarity between what

rules describe and description of a classical planning problem, we have investigated the

application of planning techniques to solve this problem. To do this, we have to convert

the rules describing the process and other constraints involved as a planning problem

and then solve it by a planner. Therefore, in the first stage we need a planner. For the

reasons elaborated in Section 1.3.1, we have applied CSP-based planners and to be able

to add the extra constraints that we have in this specific problem, we implemented our

constraint-based parallel planner named TCPP which will be introduced in this chapter.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the structure of TCPP.

Since TCPP constructs its constraint model from a redefined version of DTGs of a given

46
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planning problem, domain transition graph-based planning is defined in section 4.2.

We have also introduced our redefined version of domain transition graphs. Details of

different components of TCPP planner are given in Section 4.3. To compare our planner

with the state of the art CSP-based planner, we have reconstructed PaP2 planner. The

details of the implementation are presented in Section 4.4. Finally, experimental results

are given in Section 4.5.

This chapter is based on the paper:

� Ghanbari Ghooshchi, N, Namazi, M., Newton, M.H. and Sattar, A., 2017. Encod-

ing domain transitions for constraint-based planning. Journal of Artificial Intelli-

gence Research, 58, pp.905-966, https://doi.org/10.1613/jair.5378.

4.1 Our Planner Architecture

Based on the DTGs extracted from the SAS+ representation of the planning problem,

we have developed a new constraint model for parallel planning. The use of DTGs is

to exploit the structural information of the SAS+ formalism and is inspired by a similar

use by the SAT-based planner SASE [72]. In our model, we directly encode the DTGs

of the problem into table constraints and use a general-purpose CSP solver to solve

the corresponding constraint satisfaction problem. In contrast to the state of the art

constraint-based planners, we do not have any CSP-variables for actions taking place at

each time, and we can extract the final plan by taking into account the transitions on

the DTGs of state variables. The overall approach of our planner is shown in Figure 4.1.

PDDL

Translator Preprocessor Encoder Solver Decode

Increase Plan Length

If Unsatisfiable

SAS+ CSP SolutionDTG Plan

Figure 4.1: Architecture of our constraint-based planner

Translation

The input to the translator part is the PDDL representation of the given classical plan-

ning problem. PDDL is the standard language to describe planning problems and is
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used as a common language in the international planning competitions. Our planner

supports the STRIPS-style classical planning described by PDDL2.1 [39]. We use the

translator used in Fast Downward [41] to translate the PDDL description into SAS+ for-

malism with multi-valued variables and corresponding instantiated actions. The PDDL

to SAS+ translator, along with the SAS+ representation, also produces the mutex-groups.

The mutex groups are sets of variable-value pairs that cannot occur at the same time. In

our driverlog example, we have a mutex-group {d-loc = t, t-occ = ⊥}, which denotes that

when the variable d-loc takes the value t, the variable t-occ can not take the value false

and vice versa. A mutex-group that involves only one variable could actually be ignored

because such a mutual exclusion condition is already captured by the characteristics of

a multi-valued variable. Henceforth, by mutex groups, we will mean mutex-groups that

involve more than one variable.

Preprocessing

After translation, the multi-valued representation of the planning problem is prepro-

cessed to extract the DTGs for all state variables. This is done by using our own

extractor program which is similar to the one in Fast Downward planner [41]. In our

DTGs, we use don’t cares × or wild cards to denote a value that actually could be any

value in the domain of the respective variable. Moreover, our DTGs also have self-loops

as edges to denote no-ops. Further details on these are described later.

Encoding

In this step, imposing a fixed bound on the makespan, our DTGs are used to encode

the problem of finding a plan of makespan = as a CSP problem. A CSP solver is then

used to solve the encoded problem and if it is not successful in solving it, the makespan

is increased and the same process is repeated until a plan is found or a given time limit

is reached. To find the first makespan to start with, for those state variables that occur

in the goal, we look in their DTGs for the shortest path from their values in the initial

state to their values in the given goals. We select the maximum path length as the first

makespan to start with. Further details on our encoding are explained later.
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Solving

As mentioned before, we use the CSP solver named Minion [73] to solve the CSP problem

generated by the encoder. Minion is a general-purpose constraint solver that supports

table constraints with don’t care values. The solver also has a special constraint propa-

gation technique named shortSTR2 for this kind of tables. Minion has a complete search

algorithm that guarantees to find a solution if it exists. This is critical for our approach

because before increasing the makespan, we need to be sure that no plan with a smaller

makespan exists and therefore we have to try a larger makespan.

Decoding

When the solver finds a solution for the encoded CSP, we can extract the final plan

from the values of the CSP variables. To do this, we need to check the values of the

state variables at times g and g + 1. If a state variable changes its value, the actions

responsible for this change can be extracted from the edges of the corresponding DTG.

For example, if the value of a state variable E changes from : to : ′, we need to look at

the edges from vertex : or don’t-care to vertex : ′ in the DTG of the variable E. If the

value of a state variable does not change, still we need to check the edges from don’t-care

to its value at time g. There may be more than one edge with different actions on them,

but we need the actions with preconditions satisfied at time g and effects matching at

time g + 1. Since there may be more than one action at each time step of a plan, our

planner allows parallel plans. Later, we will describe the decoding procedure further.

4.2 DTG-Based Planning

To formulate our constraint modelling for planning, we redefine the DTGs. The redefined

DTGs are similar to the FSA in PaP [54] in that both have loops for no-ops. However,

unlike FSA, our redefined DTGs could have a vertex × that represents don’t care value

for the respective state variable. This don’t care vertex is also new in our DTGs when

compared to the original DTGs [41]. For an action U, if E ∈ EnotP(U) then in the

original DTGs, there is an edge from each of the other vertex : ≠ : ′ to the vertex : ′

where : ′ = 4U (E). In our redefined DTGs, we simplify this by using a vertex with value
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× to denote a don’t care value and draw an edge from this × vertex to the vertex : ′.

Moreover, our labelling of the edges are conceptually more detailed than that in the

original DTGs. In the label, we show the action, the other preconditions and other

effects as well. For an efficient implementation, the information in the labels is however

extracted from the actions as needed. In the FSA, the edge labels are just the respective

actions.

Definition 4.1 (Domain Transition Graph Redefined). Assume P = 〈V,I,G,A〉 be a

multi-valued planning task. The redefined domain transition graph DTG(E) of E ∈ V is

an edge-labelled directed graph with the vertexes D(E) ∪ {×}, where × denotes a don’t

care or wild card meaning it represents any value in E’s domain. The edges that are in the

redefined DTG(E) are described below. Note that if the degree of the don’t care vertex

× is zero after all the following edges are created, for the efficiency of implementation,

the don’t care vertex, deeming unnecessary, is removed from the redefined DTG.

1. For each action U ∈ A, there is an edge 〈?U (E), 4U (E)〉 from ?U (E) to 4U (E) with

label 〈U, d, n〉, if E ∈ PandE(U). Here, d = (?U \ {(E = ?U (E))}) and n = (4U \ {(E =

4U (E))}).
2. For each action U ∈ A, there is an edge 〈×, 4U (E)〉 from don’t care vertex × to

vertex 4U (E) with label 〈U, d, n〉, if E ∈ EnotP(U). Here, d = ?U and n = (4U \ {(E =

4U (E))}).
3. For each value : ∈ D(E), there will be a loop 〈:, :〉 from vertex : to vertex : to

represent a no-op with label (U, q, q) where for each loop, U is a distinct no-op

action with preconditions ˚{(E = :)} and no effects, and q is an empty assignment.

The original and the redefined domain transition graphs for variable t-occ in the driverlog

problem in Figure 3.1 are shown in Figure 4.2. Action numbers 4, 5, 6 (debark-trucks) in

Table 3.1 have an effect t-occ = false, but no precondition on t-occ. So in our redefined

DTG, there is an edge from × to ⊥ for each of the debark-truck actions at locations A, B,

and C. This is just an example to show how the don’t care is represented in our DTGs.

Since t-occ is just a boolean variable, the usefulness of don’t care might not yet be clear.

We need an actual multi-valued variable to see clearer distinctions. In Figure 4.3, we

show the redefined DTGs for variables d-loc and t-loc, which we will use later to encode

our table constraints.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to construct the redefined DTGs in Definition 4.1.

For each variable E ∈ V, we have a DTG with vertexes for each : ∈ D(E) ∪ {×}. Then,
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d1: d-loc = A, t-loc = A n1: d-loc = t
d2: d-loc = B, t-loc = B n2: d-loc = t
d3: d-loc = C, t-loc = C n3: d-loc = t
d4: d-loc = t, t-loc = A n4: d-loc = A
d5: d-loc = t, t-loc = B n5: d-loc = B
d6: d-loc = t, t-loc = C n6: d-loc = C

Figure 4.2: Original and redefined domain transition graphs for variable t-occ in
the driverlog problem in Figure 3.1. Top-Left: original DTG as per Definition 3.8 and
defined by Helmert 2006; Top-Right: our redefined DTG. Positive numbers on the edges
in our DTG denote the action identification numbers in Table 3.1. The d 9s on the edges
of both DTGs are the conditions on other variables to hold before the transitions, and
the n 9s on the edges in our DTG are the effects of the transitions on other variables.
Boolean values: true is > and false is ⊥; and don’t care is ×. Loops at nodes are no-ops

and each one is given a distinct negative identification number.
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d1: t-loc = A, t-occ = ⊥ n1: t-occ = >
d2: t-loc = B, t-occ = ⊥ n2: t-occ = >
d3: t-loc = C, t-occ = ⊥ n3: t-occ = >
d4: t-loc = A n4: t-occ = ⊥
d5: t-loc = B n5: t-occ = ⊥
d6: t-loc = C n6: t-occ = ⊥

A B C

(7, ρ, φ) (9, ρ, φ)

(8, ρ, φ) (10, ρ, φ)

〈−3, φ, φ〉〈−1, φ, φ〉 〈−2, φ, φ〉

DTG of t-loc

d: d-loc = t

Figure 4.3: Redefined domain transition graphs for variables d-loc and t-loc of the
driverlog problem in Figure 3.1. The d 9s in the labels of the edges are the conditions
listed at the right column of the respective DTGs at the left column. Any occurrence
of the transition needs the respective condition on other variables to hold before the
transition. The n 9s in the labels are the effects of the transitions on other variables.

Boolean values are true > and false ⊥; and don’t care is ×.

for each action U ∈ A, we look at the preconditions and effects of U. If a variable E

appears in both preconditions and effects of U, then we add an edge 〈?U (E), 4U (E)〉 to

DTG(E). If a variable E appears only in the effects but not in the preconditions, then we

add an edge 〈×, 4U (E)〉 to DTG(E). There is no edge for the variables that appear only

in the preconditions. The edge labels could be computed as defined in Definition 4.1,

but we compute them later whenever needed. The don’t care vertex is removed from a

DTG if it has no incident edges.
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Algorithm 1 Construction of Redefined DTGs

//Add vertexes to DTGs
foreach variable E ∈ V

foreach value : ∈ D(E)
add vertex : to DTG(E)

add vertex × to DTG(E)

//Add edges to DTGs
foreach action U ∈ A

foreach variable E ∈ PandE(U)
add edge 〈?U (E), 4U (E)〉 to DTG(E)

foreach variable E ∈ EnotP(U)
add edge 〈×, 4U (E)〉 to DTG(E)

//Delete useless don’t cares
foreach variable E ∈ V

if no edge from vertex ×
remove × from DTG(E)

Lemma 4.2 (DTG Computation). Computation of the DTGs as per Algorithm 1 re-

quires $ ( |V|(D̂ + 1) + |A|+̂0 + |V|) time and $ ( |V|(D̂ + 1) + |A|+̂0) memory, where

D̂ is the maximum domain size of a variable in V and +̂0 is the maximum number of

variables that appear in the preconditions and effects of an action (i.e. the maximum

parameter size of an operator).

Proof. The proof is straightforward from the pseudocode in Algorithm 1. Adding ver-

texes needs $ ( |V|(D̂ +1)) time and space, adding edges needs $ ( |A|+̂0) time and space

and deleting useless don’t care vertexes needs $ ( |V|) time. �

Algorithm 2 A Non-Deterministic Search for Parallel Planning

func performSearch(P, <) returns Π
P = 〈V,I,G,A〉: multi-valued plan prob
<: makespan level to search the plan for

foreach E ∈ V, curr(E) = I(E)//curr val
Π = 〈�1, . . . , �<〉 //initially all �g = q
foreach time step g = 1 to < step 1
�g = selectParallelActions(V)
if �g = q then return failure
foreach action U ∈ �g//update vars

if E ⇐ 4U then curr(E) = 4U (E)
if ∃E⇐Gcurr(E) ≠ G(E), return failure
else return success and parallel plan Π

func selectParallelActions(V)
� : set of edges comprising at least one from

each DTG(E). Edges chosen from the same
DTG(E) must originate from vertex curr(E)
or from the don’t care vertex × (if any),
terminate in the same vertex, and satisfy
conditions d on the edge labels 〈U, d, n〉

if no two edges in � have actions U, U′ in
their labels such that U, U′ have any
parallel conflicts in their preconditions
or in effects//� be constructed carefully

return the set of actions in the edges in �
else return an empty set of actions

In Algorithm 2, we show a non-deterministic search algorithm that finds a parallel plan of

a given makespan <. This algorithm just conceptually shows how a search for planning

can be performed on the DTG-based planning formulation. In Function performSearch,

each state variable is first assigned a value specified in the initial state of the planning

problem. This actually represents the initial state in the DTG of the variable. Initially,
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the parallel plan achieved so far has no actions in any time step. Next, in a loop for

each time step, we call Function selectParallelActions to non-deterministically select a set

of actions that will run in parallel. In Function selectParallelActions, at least one edge

is selected from DTG(E) for each E ∈ V. Edges chosen from the same DTG(E) must

originate from vertex curr(E) or from the don’t care vertex × (if any), terminate in the

same vertex to produce a valid state within the DTG, and satisfy conditions d on the

edge label 〈U, d, n〉. Each such selected edge gives an action but these actions must not

have any parallel conflicts between each other in terms of the semantic of the parallel

plan defined in Definition 3.5. Exactly when two actions can be in parallel conflict

is discussed below in details. After a set of parallel actions is selected, based on the

destination vertex of the related edges, the current state of the DTGs are updated in

Function performSearch. At the end of time step g, if the goal conditions are met, we

have a parallel plan; otherwise, the search is said to have failed. Since selected actions

could be no-ops, we might have to omit them from the final plan returned (if any).

Notice that Function selectParallelActions at any time step can select a set of parallel

actions in many different ways, a deterministic implementation of Algorithm 2 would

need to explore all these possible branches before deciding search failure.

Since in a parallel plan, several actions can take place at the same time step, for plan

validity, we need to ensure that no two actions take place in parallel where the resultant

state is invalid. In a valid state, each state variable can have only one value. Two actions

have parallel conflicts if there is a shared variable in their preconditions and effects, and

the values are conflicting. The formal definition of parallel conflicts of two actions is

given below. The definition uses the three disjoint partitions PnotE(U), EnotP(U), and

PandE(U) of the variables based on whether they appear only in the preconditions, or

only in the effects, or in both of the preconditions and effects of an action U. Considering

these partitions, we can have nine different combinations for two actions that share a

variable. Because of possible symmetries, these nine combinations could, however, be

covered by only six cases. Note that actions not sharing a variable have no parallel

conflicts between them.

Definition 4.3 (Parallel Conflict). Two actions U ≠ U′ have a parallel conflict, denoted

by U ⊗ U′ if and only if any of the following six conditions hold.

1. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PnotE(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E).
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2. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E) or

∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ PnotE(U′)] such that 4U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E).

3. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)] or ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ PnotE(U′)].

4. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E).

5. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ PandE(U′)] or ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)].

6. ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)].

The following lemma establishes the connection between serialisability of a set of actions

and the existence of a parallel conflict between any two actions in the set.

Lemma 4.4 (Serialisability Conditions). A set of actions � is serialisable meaning each

permutation ®� = 〈U1, . . . , U=〉 of the actions in � produces the same state B′ from a given

state B if and only if the following two conditions hold:

1. Each action U ∈ � is applicable on state B.

2. No two actions U, U′ exist in � where U ⊗ U′

Proof. For the only if part, assume � is serialisable. As per Definition 3.4, B′ =

app(B, �) = app(B, ®�) for any arbitrary permutation ®�. This means any action U ∈ � is

applicable on B, since any action can be the first action of a permutation. This proves

the first assertion. To prove the second assertion by contradiction, assume U, U′ ∈ � are

two actions such that U ⊗ U′. For this, we show � is not serialisable in any of the six

cases in Definition 4.3.

1. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PnotE(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E). Since a single state B

cannot satisfy both ?U (E) and ?U′ (E), only one of U or U′ is applicable on B but

not both. This clearly contradicts the only if part of the first assertion of this

lemma.

2. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). This means U cannot be

applied after U′, contradicting our assumption that � is serialisable.

3. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. If ?U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E), using the same argument as

in Case 1, we show contradiction here. On the contrary, if ?U (E) = ?U′ (E) then,

because of ?U′ (E) ≠ 4U′ (E) as is specified in Definition 3.6, ?U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). Now

using the same argument as in Case 2, we show contradiction in this situation.
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4. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). In this case B′(E) will be

4U (E) if U is after U′ and 4U′ (E) if U′ is after U. This means B′(E) depends on the

ordering of the actions, contradicting our assumption that � is serialisable.

5. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. If 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E), using the same argument as

in Case 4, we show contradiction here. On the contrary, if 4U (E) = 4U′ (E) then,

because of ?U′ (E) ≠ 4U′ (E) as is specified in Definition 3.6, 4U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E). Now

using the same argument as in Case 2, we show contradiction in this situation.

6. ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. If 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E), using the same argument as

in Case 4, we show contradiction here. On the contrary, if 4U (E) = 4U′ (E) then,

because of ?U (E) ≠ 4U (E) as is specified in Definition 3.6, ?U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). Now

using the same argument as in Case 2, we show contradiction in this situation.

For the if part, assume the two conditions hold. So no two actions U, U′ are in parallel

conflict i.e. U ⊗ U′. This means no action destroys applicability preconditions of another

action. This also means every ordering of any two actions produces consistent effects.

The resulting state will, therefore, be the same. Therefore, � is serialisable. �

The following lemma shows when a sequence of sets of actions is a parallel plan.

Lemma 4.5 (Parallel Planning). Let Π = 〈�1, . . . , . . . , �<〉 be a sequence of sets of

actions from a multi-valued planning task P = 〈V,I,G,A〉. Π is a parallel plan for P

as per Definition 3.5 if and only if there exists a sequence of states 〈B0, B1, . . . , B<〉 such

that (i) B0 = I, (ii) for all g ∈ [1, <], app(Bg−1, �
g) = Bg, (iii) for all g ∈ [1, <], there

exist no two actions U, U′ ∈ �g such that U ⊗ U′, and (iv) G(E) = B<(E) for each variable

E ⇐ G.

Proof. The proof is very straightforward. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) are obvious from

conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in the definition of a parallel plan in Definition 3.5. Condition

(iii) comes from the property (ii) of Lemma 4.4, which is proved to satisfy the necessary

and sufficient conditions of serialisability. �

The lemma below addresses the soundness and completeness of running Algorithm 2 for

a given makespan level. It also addresses the optimality of running Algorithm 2 for a

series of makespan levels starting from 1 up to < when a plan is found.
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Lemma 4.6 (Search Properties). Running Algorithm 2 for makespan 0, 1, . . . , < returns

a correct and makespan-optimal parallel plan for a given multi-valued planning task

P = 〈V,I,G,A〉, if and only if a parallel plan exists within the given makespan limit

<.

Proof. Algorithm 2 is correct for a given < because it starts by initialising the current

state of the DTG(E) for each state variable E. In each iteration, it changes the state of

each DTG(E) or remains at the same state, but as per the definition of parallel conflicts

in Definition 4.3 avoids conflicting actions at each iteration. Lemma 4.4 proves that

actions obtained from the selected transitions are serialisable and so the sequence of sets

of actions returned at the end when the goal conditions are satisfied is indeed a valid

parallel plan. Putting all together, Lemma 4.5 proves the soundness of the approach for

a given <. Algorithm 2 is complete for a given < because Function selectParallelActions

non-deterministically select a set of non-conflicting actions at each time step. In terms of

determinism, this means all possible search branches are explored. One could argue that

at one time step, actions selected could all be no-ops or loops and this could happen at

each time step. This is true in some search branches, but in other branches–remember all

search branches are explored–this is not the case. So if there exists a parallel plan within

the given makespan, it will definitely be found in some branch, although the returned

plan might not be makespan optimal. Nevertheless, this proves the completeness of

Algorithm 2 for a given makespan <. Now if we start from makespan value 0 and every

time increase it by 1 until a given limit, a plan will be found if exists within the limit.

This proves the overall completeness mentioned in the lemma. The soundness of running

Algorithm 2 a number of times also comes from the soundness of the individual runs.

For optimality of the series of runs, we argue that a higher makespan level is tried only

if a plan is not found by running Algorithm 2 with a lower makespan level. Because of

the completeness of the algorithm at each run, if there is a plan at a lower makespan

level, it must have been found earlier. This proves the optimality of the series run of

Algorithm 2 with progressively larger makespan. �

4.3 Our TCPP Planner

Given Lemma 4.6, we obtain a deterministic implementation of the Algorithm 2 via

constraint satisfaction techniques. For this, we develop a constraint model to capture
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a DTG-based parallel planning problem. We use a CSP solver to perform a complete

search within a given makespan. Lastly, if a CSP solution is found, we decode it to get

a parallel plan.

4.3.1 Encoding DTGs into CSP

The encoder described in Algorithm 3 takes as input the DTGs extracted from the multi-

valued representation of the planning problem and also the makespan < and outputs a

CSP, modelling the problem of finding the plan with this makespan. In the CSP model,

there is a CSP variable Eg for each state variable E and timestep g ∈ [0, <]. Each of

these (< + 1) |V| CSP variables will have the same domain as the state variable E has.

Transitions in the DTGs are encoded as transition table constraints. To ensure action

serialisability at each time step, we also need parallelism constraints, which are imple-

mented through parallelism variables. For each variable E we may have a parallelism

variable ?gE for timestep g ∈ [0, <). So there could be at most < |V| parallelism variables

and therefore at most (2< + 1) |V| CSP variables in our model. Moreover, for better

efficiency of our planner, optionally we also use the mutex-groups that are produced by

the PDDL to SAS+ translator.

Algorithm 3 DTGs To CSP Encoding

1 Planing Problem P = 〈V,I,G,A〉, makespan <
2 //variables: E, E′, values: :, : ′, actions: U, U′

3 foreach (E, :) ∈ I, Add constraint eq(E0, :)
4 foreach (E, :) ∈ G, Add constraint eq(E<, :)
5 for timestep g = 0 to < − 1 do
6 foreach E ∈ V, Add transition constraint tc(Eg)
7 foreach pair U, U′ ∈ A such that U ⊗ U′
8 Add parallelism variables and their values to the
9 transition constraints of the shared variables

10 // the mutex constraints below are optional
11 for timestep g = 0 to < do
12 foreach pair {E = :, E′ = : ′} in mutex groups
13 Add a mutex constraint mc(E, :, E′, : ′, g)

4.3.2 Initial State and Goal Constraints

To encode the initial state and the goals of the planning problem, we need to add

constraints specifying the values of state variables at time 0 and <. Since the initial
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state is fully specified, we need |V| equality constraints that specify the values of each

CSP variable E0 for a state variable E ∈ V. For the goals, we only have the values for

some of the state variables E<s, and we need constraints to specify their values at time

<. These constraints are added to the constraint model by Lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 3.

4.3.3 Our State Transition Constraints

To encode the state transitions in the DTGs of the state variables extracted from the

multi-valued representation of the planning problem, we have transition constraints in

our model (Line 6 in Algorithm 3). These constraints specify on what conditions the

values of the state variables can change between time steps g and g+1. The edges in the

DTG of each variable are responsible for the changes of values between consecutive time

steps. This change is caused by actions. Since actions have some conditions that appear

on the edges, the change can only occur if these conditions are met. Therefore, we need

a constraint that specifies the values that other variables should take to let this change

happen. The variables on the corresponding edge are the only variables whose values

should be specified. There may be other variables on the other edges of the graph that

are considered don’t care for this transition. Inspired by the use of table constraints in

PaP2 [55], we have used this kind of table constraints to represent transitions.

DriverLog Example

We explain how we encode the state transitions in the redefined DTG’s in Figures 4.2

and 4.3 to transition constraints shown in Figure 4.4. Suppose we want to encode the

DTG of variable d-loc to a transition constraint. First, we need to specify the variables

involved in this constraint; these are the columns of the table. Variables of the table

are those variables occurring on all edges of the graph. Therefore, we need to look at

each edge and the corresponding action. All the state variables in the preconditions and

effects of that action are included as CSP variables in the constraint table both for time

g and g + 1. For the DTG of d-loc, the state variables are t-loc and t-occ. We also need

the state variable of the DTG itself that is d-loc. These variable should be considered

at time g and g + 1. So we have 6 columns in the table: d-locg , d-locg+1, t-locg , t-locg+1,

t-occg , and t-occg+1.
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The next step in encoding the DTG as a constraint table is defining the rows of the

table. Each edge of the graph is responsible for the change of the value of d-loc and

would become a row in the table specifying a valid assignment of values to the variables

of the table. We have 10 non-loop edges in the DTG of d-loc so we will have 10 rows in

the table for the state transitions. The edge from A to t labelled with 〈1, d1, n1〉 denotes

the action embark-truck. Due to this edge, the value of d-loc can change from A to t

at time g if truck t is at location A and is not occupied. After the action is executed

the value of d-loc changes to truck t and the truck is now occupied. The location of

truck must not change. We, therefore, have the first row in the table with values 〈A, t,

A, A, ⊥, >〉 for columns 〈d-locg , d-locg+1, t-locg , t-locg+1, t-occg , t-occg+1〉 respectively.

The second row corresponds to the edge from t to A for action debark-truck. Since t-occ

is not a precondition of the corresponding action, notice that the value of t-occg is ×.

Rows 3 to 6 are for the other edges of the graph from B to t, t to B, C to t, and t to C

respectively. Now consider the edge from C to D. The corresponding action is driver-walk

and driver can change his location by walking from C to D. There is no condition on

this edge and this means that variables t-loc and t-occ can take any values at time g

and g + 1; so their values are considered don’t cares in Row 7. Rows 8 to 10 are for the

other driver-walk actions in the remaining edges of the graph. Lastly, the driver can stay

at the same location between successive time steps. For all the loops in the DTG, we

therefore have rows 11-15 with d-loc having the same values at time g and g + 1 and the

other variables having don’t cares as their values.

Transition Encoding Procedure

The detailed procedure that encodes a DTG to a table constraint is represented in

Algorithm 4. For a state variable E with DTG(E), the table ) g at time g has columns

Eg , Eg+1, Ēgs, Ēg+1s, where Ēs are variables appearing on all edges of DTG(E) (Line 3).

Each transition constraint is therefore an ;-ary constraint where ; = 2(; ′ + 1) and ; ′ is

the number of variables appearing on the edges of DTG(E). Next, we extract the rows

of the table for each edge in DTG(E) (Line 4). Suppose 〈:, : ′〉 is an edge in DTG(E) and

tr is the corresponding row to be added to the table. With respect to the edge, row tr

will have appropriate values in the relevant columns and don’t cares × in the irrelevant

columns. Because of edge 〈:, : ′〉, clearly, Eg is : and Eg+1 is : ′; note : could be × in

the DTG(E) (Line 5-7). We then consider every variable Ē that appears on the d and n
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TC for d-loc

d-loc t-loc t-occ

g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1

A t A A ⊥ >
t A A A × ⊥
B t B B ⊥ >
t B B B × ⊥
C t C C ⊥ >
t C C C × ⊥
C D × × × ×
D C × × × ×
A D × × × ×
D A × × × ×
A A × × × ×
B B × × × ×
C C × × × ×
D D × × × ×
t t × × × ×

TC for t-occ

t-occ d-loc t-loc

g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1

⊥ > A t A A

⊥ > B t B B

⊥ > C t C C

× ⊥ t A A A

× ⊥ t B B B

× ⊥ t C C C

⊥ ⊥ × × × ×
> > × × × ×

TC for t-loc

t-loc d-loc

g g + 1 g g + 1

A B t t

B A t t

B C t t

C B t t

A A × ×
B B × ×
C C × ×

Figure 4.4: Encoding transitions in DTGs in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 using table con-
straints. In the figure, Driver: d; Truck: t; Locations: A, B, C, D; Boolean: true >,
false ⊥; loc: location; occ: occupied; TC: transition constraint; ×: don’t care; g: time

step.

components of the edge label 〈U, d, n〉. There could be three possible cases depending

on whether a variable appears either in d or in n or in both. In an edge label, U is the

action responsible for the transition. Lines 9-11 in Algorithm 4 cover the following three

cases:

1. Ē only in d: In this case, Ē remains the same at times g and g + 1 ensuring that

during the execution of U, Ē’s value does not change by any other action.

2. Ē in d and n both: In this case Ē changes the value between times g and g + 1.

So the value at time g is d(Ē) and at time g + 1 is n (Ē). Note d(Ē) and n (Ē) are

values assigned to Ē by the assignments d and n respectively.

3. Ē only in n: In this case, we need to specify the value of Ē only at time g + 1,

which is n (Ē). At time g, the value of Ē is don’t care ×, since Ē : d.

To summarise, we have < |V| transition constraints for a planning problem where V is

the set of multi-valued state variables and < is the current makespan. The number of

rows in the table constraint for a DTG is the number of edges (both loops and non-

loops) in the DTG. However, the number of columns in the table totally depends on
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Algorithm 4 Transition constraint tc(Eg) using a table

1 DTG(E): DTG for the state variable E, ) g : table for transitions of CSP variable Eg

2 + = {E} ∪ {Ē : Ē ⇐ d ∨ Ē ⇐ n where 〈U, d, n〉 is the label of an edge in DTG(E)}
3 foreach Ē ∈ + , table ) g has two columns Ēg and Ēg+1, for two time steps
4 foreach edge 〈:, : ′〉 in DTG(E) // :, : ′ are values of E, : may equal to : ′

5 tr: a new row in ) g where each column has initially don’t care ×
6 // Modify tr in the following ways to capture the transition
7 tr[Eg] = :, tr[Eg+1] = : ′ // note : could be a don’t care ×
8 Assume 〈U, d, n〉 is the label of the edge 〈:, : ′〉 in the DTG(E)
9 foreach variable Ē ∈ + with (Ē ⇐ d ∧ Ē : n), tr[Ēg] = tr[Ēg+1] = d(Ē)

10 foreach variable Ē ∈ + with (Ē ⇐ d ∧ Ē ⇐ n), tr[Ēg] = d(Ē), tr[Ēg+1] = n (Ē)
11 foreach variable Ē ∈ + with (Ē : d ∧ Ē ⇐ n), tr[Ēg+1] = n (Ē)
12 Add columns for parallelism variables and set their values in rows (see Section 4.3.4)

the planning problem. When the number of variables on the edges of the DTG is huge,

we have a table with a large number of columns. This is the case when the operators

responsible for changing the values of a state variable have many preconditions on the

values of other variables. Note that depending on the parallel conflicts between actions,

in some of the tables, we may also have columns for parallelism variables. The values of

the parallelism variables capture the parallelism constraints needed to avoid the parallel

conflicts. This is discussed in details later. Nevertheless, the number of don’t care values

in the rows depends on the number of shared variables on the edges of the graph. If the

edges share the same set of variables, we will have actual values for these variables in

the rows of the table corresponding to the edges. However, if each edge has a separate

set of variables on it, the values of these variables will be don’t care for the rows of the

table corresponding to the other edges. To illustrate this, we use a simple example from

the blocks world domain.

Blocks World Example

In the blocks world example in Figure 4.5, we have two blocks A and B. The blocks are

on the table in the initial state, and we want to put block A on block B in the final

state. The PDDL representation shows the five predicates clear, ontable, empty, holding,

and on. The four actions in this domain are pick-up, put-down, stack, and unstack. The

SAS+ representation of this problem has 5 state variables: A-top, B-top, hand, A-loc, and

B-loc. Variables A-top and B-top specify if the respective blocks have their top clear or

not. Variable hand specifies if hand is empty or not. Variables A-loc and B-loc denote
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PDDL representation

Predicates:
clear(G), ontable(G),
empty, holding(G),
on(G, H)

Actions:
pick-up(G)

preconds: empty, clear(G),
ontable(G)

effects: ¬clear(G), ¬ontable(G),
¬empty, holding(G)

put-down(G)
preconds: holding(G)
effects: ¬holding(G), clear(G),

empty, ontable(G)
stack(G, H)

preconds: holding(G), clear(H)
effects: ¬holding(G), ¬clear(H),

clear(G), on(G, H), empty
unstack(G, H)

preconds: empty, on(G, H),
clear(G)

effects: ¬clear(G), ¬on(G, H),
¬empty, holding(G), clear(H)

SAS+ representation

Variables:
A-top: {C, NC}, B-top: {C, NC}, //clear?
hand: {E, NE} //empty?
A-loc {H, onB, onT}, B-loc {H, onA, onT}

Operators:
pick-up(G)

preconds: G-top = C, hand = E,
G-loc = onT

Effects: G-top = NC, hand = NE,
G-loc = H

put-down(G)
preconds: G-loc = H

effects: G-top = C,
hand = E, G-loc = onT

stack(G, H)
preconds: H-top = C, G-loc = H
effects: G-top = C, H-top = NC,

hand = E, G-loc = onH
unstack(G, H)

preconds: G-top = C, hand = E,
G-loc = onH

effects: G-top = NC, H-top = C,
hand = NE, G-loc = H

Figure 4.5: The blocks world domain in PDDL and SAS+

the locations of blocks A and B. A block could be at location onT denoting the block is

on table or at location onG meaning on another block G (A or B in this case), or at hand

denoted by H. Thus, the domains of these five variables A-top, B-top, hand, A-loc, and

B-loc are {C, NC}, {C, NC}, {E, NE}, {H, onB, onT}, and {H, onA, onT} respectively.

We only depict the DTGs of variables hand and A-loc in Figure 4.6. In the DTG for

hand, the edge labelled with 〈2, d2, n2〉 is for action put-down(A). We have the variable

A-loc in preconditions d2 and it needs to take the value H. After put-down(A) is executed,

the effects will be A-top = C, A-loc = onT, which are in n2. Similarly, other edges in

DTG(hand) and all edges in DTG(A-loc) could be constructed by using Algorithm 1.

The transition constraints for the two DTGs are in Figure 4.7. To encode the DTG of

hand as a table constraint, we have included all the state variables on the edges of the

graph at time g and g + 1. The first row of the table is for edge from × to E labelled

with 〈2, d2, n2〉 which is for action put-down(A). As you can see, the variable A-top is not

among the preconditions but it is in the effects with value C. So we set values × and C for

variables A-top at time g and g + 1. The value of A-loc changes from H to onT by action
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Actions in the Blocks World Domain

1 pick-up(A) 2 put-down(A) 3 stack(A,B) 4 unstack(A,B)
5 pick-up(B) 6 put-down(B) 7 stack(B,A) 8 unstack(B,A)

onT H onB

〈1, ρ1, ε1〉 〈3, ρ3, ε3〉

〈2, ρ2, ε2〉 〈4, ρ4, ε4〉
〈−3, φ, φ〉〈−1, φ, φ〉 〈−2, φ, φ〉

DTG of A-loc

d1: A-top = C, hand = E

d2: q

d3: B-top = C

d4: A-top = C, hand = E

n1: A-top = NC, hand = NE

n2: A-top = C, hand = E

n3: A-top = C, B-top = NC, hand = E

n4: A-top = NC, B-top = C, hand = NE

DTG of hand × E NE
〈6, ρ6, ε6〉 〈5, ρ5, ε5〉〈3, ρ3, ε3〉 〈4, ρ4, ε4〉

〈−2, φ, φ〉〈−1, φ, φ〉

〈2, ρ2, ε2〉

〈7, ρ7, ε7〉

〈1, ρ1, ε1〉

〈8, ρ8, ε8〉

d1: A-top = C, A-loc = onT

d2: A-loc = H

d3: B-top = C, A-loc = H

d4: A-top = C, A-loc = onB

d5: B-top = C, B-loc = onT

d6: B-loc = H

d7: A-top = C, B-loc = H

d8: B-top = C, B-loc = onA

n1: A-top = NC, A-loc = H

n2: A-top = C, A-loc = onT

n3: A-top = C, B-top = NC, A-loc = onB

n4: A-top = NC, B-top = C, A-loc = H

n5: B-top = NC, B-loc = H

n6: B-top = C, B-loc = onT

n7: A-top = NC, B-top = C, B-loc = onA

n8: A-top = C, B-top = NC, B-loc = H

Figure 4.6: Top: actions in the example blocks world problem. Bottom: DTGs
for two sample variables for an example from the blocks world domain. The positive
numbers on the edges are the action identifiers from the table at the top and the negative

numbers are distinct identifiers for the no-op actions.

TC for hand
hand A-top B-top A-loc B-loc
g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1

× E × C × × H onT × ×
× E × × × C × × H onT
× E × C C NC H onB × ×
× E C NC × C × × H onA
E NE C NC × × onT H × ×
E NE × × C NC × × onT H
E NE C NC × C onB H × ×
E NE × C C NC × × onA H
E E × × × × × × × ×

NE NE × × × × × × × ×

TC for A-loc
A-loc A-top B-top hand
g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1 g g + 1

onT H C NC × × E NE
H onT × C × × × E
H onB × C C NC × E

onB H C NC × C E NE
H H × × × × × ×

onB onB × × × × × ×
onT onT × × × × × ×

Figure 4.7: Encoding state transitions in DTGs in Figure 4.6 using table constraints.
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put-down(A). The value for other variables are considered don’t cares. The other rows

are extracted in a similar manner. We can see from the tables, there are comparatively

a large number of don’t care values in these tables. Considering the conditions on the

edges of the DTGs, it is obvious that they share a small number of variables. This is

in contrast with our previous example from driverlog domain where the variables of the

conditions on edges were almost the same. That is why we had a small number of don’t

care values in those tables.

4.3.4 Handling Parallelism Conflicts

As described already, the transition constraints encode the possible changes of values of

the state variables. Since many variables can change their values at the same time step,

we can have several actions taking place at the same time. To prevent actions that have

parallel conflicts among them from happening at the same time, in our model (Lines 7–

9 of Algorithm 3), we add parallelism variables to the corresponding transition table

constraints. These parallelism variables and their values are to capture the conditions

in Definition 4.3 and thus to implement the parallelism constraints required to prevent

parallel conflicts. If we have conflicting actions in the transition table constraint of a

state variable, we will consider a parallelism variable for that table constraint. This

variable will take different values in the corresponding rows of conflicting actions. These

parallelism variables having different values in the rows for conflicting actions, prevent

them from happening at the same time.

Examples of Conflicting Actions

Figure 4.8 shows two actions U and U′ such that U⊗U′ as per Condition 6 in Definition 4.3.

To make it clearer, U and U′ conflict because both actions have E3 in their effects as well

as in their preconditions. These actions correspond to different rows in the transition

table constraint of E3. To prevent these actions from happening at the same time we add

an extra parallelism variable ?gE3 to the table. This variable will have different values :

and : ′ in the rows for actions U and U′. Note that actions U and U′ will also appear in

the transition table constraints of E4 and E5 respectively. To synchronise the transitions

across different tables, we must add this parallelism variable ?gE3 to the transition table

constraints of E4 and E5. This variable will have value : in the corresponding row for
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action U in transition table constraints of E4 and will have value : ′ in the corresponding

row for action U′ in transition table constraint of E5. Note that because of conflicting

actions in other transition table constraints, further parallelism variables may also be

added to this table.

action U

preconds:
E1 = 1, E3 = 2

effects:
E3 = 3, E4 = 4

action U′

preconds:
E2 = 5, E3 = 2, E5 = 6

effects:
E3 = 3, E5 = 7

action U′′

preconds:
E1 = 1, E2 = 5, E3 = 2, E5 = 6

effects:
E3 = 3, E4 = 4, E5 = 7

Transition Table tc(E3)

Eg1 Eg+11 Eg3 Eg+13 Eg4 Eg+14 Eg2 Eg+12 Eg5 Eg+15 . . . ?gE3
.
.
.

1 1 2 3 × 4 × × × × × :

.

.

.

× × 2 3 × × 5 5 6 7 × : ′

.

.

.

1 1 2 3 × 4 5 5 6 7 × : ′′

.

.

.

Figure 4.8: Adding parallelism variables for three conflicting actions

Now suppose we have another action U′′ (shown in Figure 4.8), whose preconditions

are the union of preconditions of U and U′, and the effects are the union of effects of U

and U′. For this action, we will have another row in the table and since this action is

conflicting with U and U′ based on the same condition 6 in Definition 4.3, we will have

a separate value : ′′ for the parallelism variable in this row. Now it is obvious that any

of these actions can be selected to be included in the plan and preventing U and U′ from

happening at the same time does not prevent U′′.

Parallelism Variables

We now formally describe how our model prevents actions having parallel conflicts from

happening at the same time. From the six types of condition in Definition 4.3, some

conditions are prevented automatically in our model. For the others, we add parallelism

variables to transition tables and assign appropriate row values to them to prevent the

corresponding actions from happening at the same time.

Lemma 4.7 (Parallelism Constraints). Given the transition constraints constructed by

Algorithm 4, we need constraints only for the Conditions 5 and 6 of Definition 4.3 to
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avoid selection of actions that have parallel conflicts. Other conditions are implicitly

enforced.

Proof. We analyse one after another each condition of Definition 4.3 below.

1. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PnotE(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E). For U, Eg = ?U (E) but

for U′, Eg = ?U′ (E). However, Eg can take only one value at one time. So this

condition can never happen, and we do not need any constraint for this case

2. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that ?U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). For U, Eg+1 = Eg = ?U (E)

but Eg+1 = 4U′ (E) for U′. Clearly, this is not possible as Eg+1 can take only one

value at one time. So we do not need any constraint for this case.

3. ∃E ∈ [PnotE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. For U, Eg = Eg+1 = ?U (E) and for U′, Eg = ?U′ (E),

Eg+1 = 4U′ (E). Since ?U′ (E) ≠ 4U′ (E), ?U (E) cannot be equal to both of them at the

same time. So we do not need any constraint for this case.

4. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ EnotP(U′)] such that 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). For U, Eg+1 = 4U (E) but

for U′, Eg+1 = 4U′ (E). However, Eg+1 can take only one value at one time. So this

condition can never happen, and we do not need any constraint for this case.

5. ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. For U, Eg+1 = 4U (E) and for U′, Eg = ?U′ (E) and

Eg+1 = 4U′ (E) where ?U′ (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). If 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E), we do not need any

constraint because Eg+1 cannot take two values at one time. However, if 4U (E) =

4U′ (E), we have to implement a parallelism constraint by adding a parallelism

variable and along with its appropriate values in the corresponding rows of the

transition table constraint.

6. ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)]. For U, Eg = ?U (E) and Eg+1 = 4U (E) where ?U (E) ≠

4U (E). For U′, Eg = ?U′ (E) and Eg+1 = 4U′ (E) where ?U′ (E) ≠ 4U′ (E). If ?U (E) ≠

?U′ (E), we do not need any constraint because Eg cannot take two values at one

time. Similarly, if 4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E), we do not need any constraint because Eg+1

cannot take two values at one time. However, if ?U (E) = ?U′ (E) and 4U (E) = 4U′ (E)

then we have to implement a parallelism constraint by adding a parallelism variable

and along with its appropriate values in the corresponding rows of the transition

table constraint.

We therefore need parallelism constraints only for Conditions 5 and 6, and still partially.

�
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In order to identify the actions that could have parallel conflicts among them due to the

parts of conditions 5 and 6 of Lemma 4.7, we define two sets of actions below.

Definition 4.8. Given a state variable E and two values :, : ′ from its domain � (E), we

define the following two sets of actions:

PandE(E, :, : ′): a set of actions {U |E ∈ PandE(U) ∧ ?U (E) = : ∧ 4U (E) = : ′} where each

action has (E = :) in its precondition and (E = : ′) in its effects. These actions

are on the edges between any two vertexes : ≠ : ′ in DTG(E) of the state variable

E, where :, : ′ are not the don’t care. As per Condition 6 of Lemma 4.7, any two

actions in this set have parallel conflict with each other.

EnotP(E, : ′): a set of actions {U |E ∈ EnotP(U) ∧ 4U (E) = : ′} where each action has

(E = : ′) in its effects. Clearly, these actions are on the edges from the don’t care

vertex × (if any) to the vertex : ′ in DTG(E) of the state variable E. No two actions

in this set have parallel conflict with each other.

As per Condition 5 of Lemma 4.7, any U ∈ EnotP(E, : ′) and any U′ ∈ PandE(E, :, : ′)

have parallel conflict between each other.

Given the two sets of actions as defined above, below we define a parallel conflict graph

that represents the parallel conflicts between these actions.

Definition 4.9 (Parallel Conflict Graph). Given a variable E and two values :, : ′ ∈

� (E), the parallel conflict graph PCG(E, :, : ′) has the set of vertexes PandE(E, :, : ′) ∪

EnotP(E, : ′) and a set of edges {〈U, U′〉|U ∈ PandE(E, :, : ′) ∧ U′ ∈ (PandE(E, :, : ′) ∪

EnotP(E, : ′))}.

0 0

1
2

3
4

� Thin circles: actions EnotP(E, : ′)

� Thick circles: actions PandE(E, :, : ′)

� Vertex Labels: Colours assigned by a
graph colouring algorithm

� Thick circles all are in a clique.

� Each thin circle is the centre of a star.

Figure 4.9: A typical parallel conflict graph and a possible colouring of its vertexes.
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In order to avoid actions having parallel conflict from happening at the same time, we add

to the transition table constraint tc(E) a parallelism variable ?gE that will take different

values for every two actions in parallel conflict. Assigning these values is essentially

equivalent to solving the graph colouring problem on the parallel conflict graph. We,

therefore, need to assign different labels to every two neighbouring vertexes in the parallel

conflict graph. From the characteristics of this type of graph, as are shown in Figure 4.9,

it is obvious that we will have |PandE(E, :, : ′) | +1 labels. All the vertexes in EnotP(E, : ′)

could get (and does get in our implementation) the same label 0 and the vertexes in

PandE(E, :, : ′) could be labelled by sequential numbers from 1 to |PandE(E, :, : ′) | in any

permutation order.

We now need to find a way to assign a unique label for each action that appears in the

edges of a given DTG(E). Note that an action U ∈ PandE(E, :, : ′) can appear only in

one parallel conflict graph PCG(E, :, : ′) over all pairs of values : ≠ : ′. However, for a

given value : ′, an action U′ ∈ EnotP(E, : ′) could appear in all parallel conflict graphs

PCG(E, :, : ′) for : ≠ : ′. In order to get a unique label for such action U across all

parallel conflict graphs PCG(E, :, : ′) for : ≠ : ′, we assign a predefined label 0 (without

loss of generality) to any action U′ ∈ EnotP(E, : ′). Only the actions in PandE(E, :, : ′)

for any : ≠ : ′ could actually be labelled by a graph colouring algorithm. Note that

the non-zero labels used in one conflict graph could be used again in another conflict

graph as well. This is because for any : ≠ :̄ or : ′ ≠ :̄ ′, actions in PandE(E, :, : ′) due

to value conflicts can not be selected at the same time as the actions in PandE(E, :̄, :̄ ′)

get selected. A no-op action on an edge from : ′ to : ′ can happen in parallel with any

action in EnotP(E, : ′), but not with any action in PandE(E, :, : ′). No two no-op actions

can happen at the same time. So all no-op actions in the DTG(E) could get a predefined

label 0. We thus have a unique label !E (U) for each U in DTG(E). The unique label

!E (U) will be used as the value of column ?gE and row U in the table constraint tc(E) of

the state variable E.

In Algorithm 5, we implement the addition of the parallelism variables to the transition

table constraints and assigning the row values to the parallelism variables as well. In

Procedure ParallelismVariables, for each state variable E, and for each pair of values

: ≠ : ′ of E, we create a parallel conflict graph by calling Procedure GenerateGraph. The

no-ops appearing in the loops of the DTG(E) are assigned label 0. Also, the actions

in > = EnotP(E, : ′) get label 0. Procedure LabelGraph assigns labels to the actions in
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Algorithm 5 Adding Parallelism Variables to Transition Constraints

proc ParallelismVariables()
foreach E ∈ V

foreach : ∈ � (E), !E (U) = 0, where U is on the loop 〈:, :〉 in DTG(E)
foreach :, : ′ ∈ � (E) : : ≠ : ′

> = {U |E ∈ EnotP(U) ∧ 4U (E) = : ′} // EnotP(E, : ′)
>′ = {U |E ∈ PandE(U) ∧ ?U (E) = :, 4U (E) = : ′} // PandE(E, :, : ′)
� = GenerateGraph(>, >′)
Assign !E (U) = 0 for all U ∈ >
NumLabels = LabelGraph(�)
if (NumLabels == 0) continue;
add column ?gE to tc(E) with value 0 in all rows (if not added before)
foreach U in > ∪ >′

tr = corresponding row of U in tc(E)
if (U ∈ >) tr[?gE ] = !E (U)
foreach E′ ∈ PandE(U) ∪ EnotP(U) // means in effects, no matter in preconds

add column ?gE to tc(E′) with value 0 in all rows (if not added before)
tr′ = corresponding row of U in tc(E′)
tr′[?gE ] = !E (U)

func GenerateGraph(>, >′)
�= empty graph
foreach U in >

Add EU to �
foreach U in >′

Add EU to �
foreach U ∈ >′

foreach U′ ∈ >
if ¬ ElsePrevented(U, U′)

add edge (EU, EU′) to �
foreach U′ ∈ >′

if ¬ ElsePrevented(U, U′)
add edge (EU, EU′) to �

return �

func ElsePrevented(U, U′) returns bool
foreach E ⇐ ?U foreach E′⇐ ?U′

if E = E′ ∧ ?U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E′)
then return true

//uncomment below if mutexes used
//if E ≠ E′ ∧mutex{E = ?U (E), E′ = ?U′ (E′)}

// then return true
foreach E ⇐ 4U and foreach E′⇐ 4U′

if E = E′ ∧ (4U (E) ≠ 4U′ (E′) ∨ !E (U) ≠ !E′ (U′))
then return true

//uncomment below if mutexes used
//if E ≠ E′ ∧mutex{E = 4U (E), E′ = 4U′ (E′)}

// then return true
return false

>′ = PandE(E, :, : ′). Having the labels, we just add a parallelism variable ?gE to the

transition table initialising values at all rows with 0. Then, for each action U ∈ >′, we

consider !E (U) as the value of the parallelism variable in the corresponding row. Besides

this, to synchronise the transitions in all transition tables, we also add this parallelism

variable and its value to the transition tables of all other variables appearing in the

effects of this action. These transition tables are the only tables that this action will

appear in them as a row.

Although the above addresses the parallelism constraint implementation issue, we, how-

ever, do some optimisation during the generation of the parallel conflict graphs by Proce-

dure GenerateGraph. When we make an attempt to add an edge between two conflicting
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actions U and U′, we check whether these actions have an automatically prevented con-

flict on some other variable. If so, we do not need any edge for this case. This checking

is performed in Function ElsePrevented. Doing this, we can reduce the number of labels

needed. Since these labels will be the values of the parallelism variable that will be added

to the transition table, the domain size of the parallelism variable will be smaller by this

optimisation. Given this optimisation in the parallel conflict graph, a straightforward

graph colouring as described before might not be very good. However, solving a graph

colouring problem optimally is in general very hard. So we use the well-known greedy

algorithm Welsh-Powell for colouring the graph [74].

We now formally prove that the labels generated for the parallelism variables by Algo-

rithm 5 correctly capture the constraints identified by Lemma 4.7.

Lemma 4.10. Selection of actions that have parallel conflicts as per Lemma 4.7 will be

avoided if and only if we have parallelism variable labels generated by Algorithm 5.

Proof. For the if part, we prove Conditions 5 and 6 of Lemma 4.7 separately. In

Condition 5, we need to avoid selection of conflicting actions U and U′ where ∃E ∈

[EnotP(U) ∩ PandE(U′)] and 4U (E) = 4U′ (E). According to Algorithm 5, the parallelism

variable E will get label 0 when U ∈ EnotP(E, 4U (E)) and will get a label different from 0

for action U′ ∈ PandE(E, ?U′ (E), 4U′ (E)). Therefore, these actions can not be selected at

the same time. In Condition 6, we need to avoid selection of conflicting actions U and

U′ where ∃E ∈ [PandE(U) ∩ PandE(U′)], ?U (E) = ?U′ (E) and 4U (E) = 4U′ (E). Since both

actions U and U′ are in PandE(E, ?U (E), 4U (E)), according to Algorithm 5, the parallelism

variable E will get different labels unless these actions are otherwise prevented from be-

ing selected simultaneously because of differences in values in another state variable or

even in a parallelism variable. Therefore, these actions U and U′ can not be selected at

the same time.

For the only if part, we prove the contraposition. According to Condition 5 of Lemma 4.7,

for actions U and U′ where ∃E ∈ [EnotP(U) ∩PandE(U′)] and 4U (E) = 4U′ (E), if we do not

use a parallelism variable, or we use one but with the same label, then rows corresponding

to both actions could be selected at the same time from the respective table and thus

a parallel conflict will occur. A similar argument could be made for Condition 6 of

Lemma 4.7.

�
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To summarise, after all the transition constraints are constructed, to prevent conflicting

actions from happening at the same time, parallelism variables will be added to the

transition tables. Therefore, in addition to the (< + 1) |V| CSP variables we mentioned

before we may have < |V? | CSP variables for parallelism variables where V? is the set

of parallelism variables. |V? | will be at most equal to |V| but it is practically much

smaller than that.

4.3.5 Mutex Constraints

During translation from PDDL to SAS+, the translator [41], along with the SAS+ repre-

sentation, also produces the mutex-groups. The mutex-groups are sets of variable-value

pairs that cannot occur at the same time. Mutexes are produced as part of the identi-

fication of monotonicity invariant candidates [75]. In our driverlog example, we have a

mutex-group {(d-loc = t), (t-occ = ⊥)}, which denotes that when the variable d-loc takes

the value t, the variable t-occ cannot take the value false and vice versa. In blocks world

example, we have a mutex-group {(A-top = C), (A-loc = H), (B-loc = onA)}. These three

variable-value pairs are mutually exclusive. To ensure that no pair from these mutex-

group occurs at the same time, we use mutex constraints, which are 2-ary negative table

constraints. A mutex-group that involves only one variable could actually be ignored

because such a mutual exclusion condition is already captured by the characteristics of

a multi-valued variable. By mutex-groups, we therefore mainly mean mutex-groups that

involve more than one variable. To summarise, for each mutex pair {(E = :), (Ē = :̄)}

in mutex-groups, we add a negative mutex table mc(E, :, Ē, :̄ , g) with columns Eg , Ēg and

a row with column values :, :̄. Figure 4.10 represents the negative mutex tables for

the above mutex-group from the blocks world domain. Note that these tables do not

necessarily have just one row. We may have other mutex groups that insert other rows

for these tables. For instance, we have two other mutex-groups in our example from the

blocks world {(B-top = C), (A-loc = onB), (B-loc = H)} and {(hand = E), (A-loc = H),

(B-loc = H)} that insert two other rows 〈onB, H〉 and 〈H, H〉 to the mutex table for

A-locg and B-locg .

A-topg A-locg

C H

A-topg B-locg

C onA

A-locg B-locg

H onA

Figure 4.10: Mutex constraints for a sample mutex group from blocks world domain.
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Note that mutex-groups are used optionally in our model. When used, they could lead to

more efficient search performance. Also, note that when mutex-groups are used, we can

reduce the domain size of parallelism variables. A mutex group could subsume a parallel

conflict and thus the respective edge could be removed from a parallel conflict graph.

This might result in a better graph colouring of the parallel conflict graph in terms of

the number of colours used. Refer to the commented lines in Function ElsePrevented in

Algorithm 5; the commented pseudocode lines are to be uncommented to obtain this

effect.

4.3.6 Decoding CSP Solutions to Plans

After encoding a planning problem of a given makespan as a CSP, we solve the CSP

using a CSP solver. If the problem is satisfiable, the CSP solver will output the solution

as a complete assignment to the variable Egs and ?gEs. We then need to extract the final

plan from the assignment. Algorithm 6 describes the procedure. At each time step, if

the value of E is changed from : at time step g to : ′ at time step g + 1, we need to check

the actions on the labels of the edges from : to : ′ along with edges from don’t-care to

: ′ in the DTG of E. If the value of E is the same value : ′ at time steps g and g + 1,

we only need to check the actions on the labels of the edges from don’t-care (note that

every value can be considered as don’t-care) to : ′ in the DTG of E. From these sets of

actions, those whose preconditions are satisfied at g and whose effects are satisfied at

g + 1 are the actions that are responsible for the change. Note that we can not have

two actions changing the value of E from : to : ′, because we are preventing them from

happening at the same time by using parallelism variables ?Es. So if we have more than

one candidate action that changes the value of E from : to : ′, and the preconditions and

effects are satisfied, we can easily select one of them based on the value of parallelism

variable ?E in the transition table of E. However, we may have more than one action

changing the value of E from don’t-care to : ′. Since these actions are not conflicting

with each other, if their preconditions and effects are satisfied and the values of relevant

parallelism variables match with the corresponding transition table cell values, we select

all of them.
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Algorithm 6 Decoding CSP Solution to Plan

input <: makespan value when the CSP solution is found
input {(Eg = :)} for each g ∈ [0, <] and for each state variable E: CSP solution
input {(?g = ;)} for each g ∈ [0, <) and for each parallelism variable ?E : CSP solution
output: parallel plan Π = 〈�1, . . . , �<〉//�g actions at g
foreach time step g = 1 to < // number of action layers

foreach E at time steps Eg−1 and Eg

if Eg−1 and Eg have different values
foreach edge 〈Eg−1, Eg〉 with label 〈U, d, n〉 in DTG(E)

if ∀(Ē ⇐ d)[d(Ē) = Ēg−1] and ∀(Ē ⇐ n)[n (Ē) = Ēg] and ?g−1
E = !E (U)

add U to �g ; break // only one such action exists
// in the following, don’t care × could be equal or not equal to Eg

foreach edge 〈×, Eg〉 with label 〈U, d, n〉 in DTG(E)
if ∀(Ē ⇐ d)[d(Ē) = Ēg−1] and ∀(Ē ⇐ n)[n (Ē) = Ēg] and ∀(Ē ⇐ d ∪ n)?g−1

Ē = ! Ē (U)
add U to �g // we allow all such actions, some may be redundant

Lemma 4.11 (CSP to Plan). There could be more than one parallel plan for each CSP

solution returned. However, we generate just one plan, which may include redundant

actions.

Proof. The proof is straightforward from Algorithm 6. For a given E, when we extract

actions that are on the edges from the don’t care vertex to a value : ′, we include all

actions that satisfy the preconditions and effects. By selecting all of those actions, we

might include some redundant actions in our plan. For example, the redundancy may

arise when one such action’s preconditions and effects are respectively subsets of those

of another such action. Redundant actions may also come when an action changes the

values of variables, and those variables and the values are neither required as precondi-

tions of any latter action in the plan nor are specified in the goal condition. However,

we do not have any concern about this, since our objective is to produce plans of opti-

mal makespan and not of optimal plan length. Of course, a post-processing step could

eliminate the redundant actions if a shorter plan is desired. Thus, multiple plans are

possible from the same CSP solution. �

4.3.7 Correctness and Complexity

We prove the correctness of our encoding and decoding algorithms showing how they cor-

respond to the DTG-based planning formulation. In Lemma 4.6, we already have shown

the soundness, completeness and optimality of the DTG-based planning formulation.
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Lemma 4.12 (TCPP Model). There exists a parallel plan of a given makespan if and

only if the CSP model constructed by Algorithm 3 along with Algorithms 4 and 5 is

satisfiable. A parallel plan can be correctly decoded from the CSP solution by using

Algorithm 6.

Proof. For the if part, assume a CSP solution is found, and we will show that a parallel

plan exists. To show the existence, we rather generate such a parallel plan; which also

proves the last part of the lemma. Given a CSP solution to our model, we have values of

all Egs and all ?gEs. From the changes of a variable E from Eg to Eg+1, we can easily identify

corresponding actions from the corresponding DTG of E and using ?gEs we can also

identify which of the conflicting actions is actually to be extracted. Algorithm 6 exactly

finds these actions and generates a sequence of sets of actions Π = 〈�1, . . . , . . . , �<〉.

Although Algorithm 6 does not extract the no-ops, we can optionally include them in

the sets of actions as well. Now, if the CSP solver does return a solution, the solution

certainly satisfies the initial state and the goal constraints. From the values of Egs

and Eg+1s, we can easily get a sequence of states 〈B0, B1, . . . , B<〉. Each transition table

implements the application of each action appearing on the edges of a DTG. So all

transition tables at all timestep together implement app(Bg−1, �
g) = Bg . Lastly, no two

actions U⊗U′ are in a set of actions �g since values assigned to the parallelism variables

inherently prevented this. As per Lemma 4.5, the generated sequence of sets of actions

Π is, therefore, a parallel plan.

For the only if part, assume a parallel plan exists and for this, we will show that we have

a satisfiable CSP model. Let Π = 〈�1, . . . , . . . , �<〉 be such a parallel plan for the multi-

valued planning task P = 〈V,I,G,A〉. As per Lemma 4.5, we therefore have a sequence

of states 〈B0, B1, . . . , B<〉 such that (i) B0 = I, (ii) for all g ∈ [1, <], app(Bg−1, �
g) = Bg ,

(iii) for all g ∈ [1, <], there exist no two actions U, U′ ∈ �g such that U ⊗ U′, and (iv)

G(E) = B<(E) for each variable E ⇐ G. In our CSP model, for each state variable E ∈ V

and for each time step 0 ≤ g ≤ <, we have a CSP variable Eg , which has the same

domain as the state variable E has. Thus, a set of variables {Eg : E ∈ V} represents a

state Bg for any given g ∈ [0, <]. Now considering the assignment of values to Egs and

?gEs where Eg = Bg (E) and ?gE =LU (E), our initial state and goal constraints are satisfied

trivially. Our transition table constraint for each E and so Eg contains rows for all edges

in DTG(E) (including loops) and so for the actions (including no-ops) appearing on the
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edges. The rows in the table using other Ēgs and Ēg+1s completely describe all the actions

in the DTGs. Thus, for a given set of actions �g at time step g, since �g contains at least

one action from each �)� (may include no-ops), we must be able to find some rows in

all the table constraints and thus all the table constraints will be satisfiable. Note that

when an action is selected from a transition table constraint as a row, it will be selected

from all other tables in which it appears. In all rows in different tables corresponding to

this action, the value of common parallelism variables will be the same so all these table

constraints are satisfied. All these prove that our CSP model is satisfiable. A complete

CSP search is therefore able to find a CSP solution.

�

We also analyse the theoretical time complexity of our encoding and decoding procedures

although these are practically negligible compared to the search times.

Lemma 4.13 (Encoding Complexity). Transition and mutex constraints are all con-

structed once and used for each time step. In Algorithm 3, construction of

1. all initial state and goal constraints need $ ( |V|) time and space.

2. all transition constraints by using Algorithm 4 require $ (�̂2 |V|+̂0) time and space;

3. adding parallelism variables to transition constraints by using Algorithm 5 requires

$ ( |V|�̂2 + "̂+̂<) time and $ ( |V|+̂? �̂) space;

4. all mutex constraints require $ ("̂+̂<
2) time and space;

where

�̂ is the maximum number of edges in a DTG;

+̂0 is the maximum number of variables appearing in the preconditions and the effects

of an action (i.e. the maximum parameter size of an operator);

+̂? is the maximum number of parallelism variables;

"̂ is the number of mutex-groups; and

+̂< is the maximum number of variable-value pairs in a mutex-group.
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Proof. We analyse the algorithms to find the time and space complexities.

1. Initial states are fully specified while the goals could be partially specified.

2. In Algorithm 4, the maximum number of columns possible in a table is 2�̂+̂0.

This is because there are maximum �̂ edges in a DTG and each edge on its label

has an action that has at most +0 variable in its preconditions and effects. The

maximum number of rows possible in a table is �̂ . Lines 2-3 in Algorithm 4 take

$ (�̂+̂0) time (i.e. the number of columns). Moreover, the loop in Line 4 runs

$ ( |�̂ |) times, each iteration taking $ (�̂+̂0) time to fill in the table row. There are

|V| state variables, and we need a table for each variable’s DTG.

3. In Algorithm 5, the first loop in Procedure PrallelismConstraints needs |V| time.

Function GenerateGraph considers each pair of edges from : to : ′ and from don’t-

care to : ′ so its complexity is quadratic in number of edges. Therefore, generating

conflicting graphs for all values in the DTG in the worst case is $ (�̂2). Also, the

complexity of Function LabelGraph which uses Welsh-Powell colouring algorithm

is linear in the number of vertexes. Since the vertexes of the conflicting graphs

are actions or edges of DTG, the worst case complexity of labelling all conflicting

graphs in a DTG is $ (�̂). Function ElsePrevented needs +̂0
2

time for the two-level

nested loops and $ ("̂+̂<) to construct a look-up table and $ ("̂) time to determine

whether two given variable-value pairs are mutex in the lookup table. The look-

up table comprises for each variable-value pair a list of mutex-groups where the

pair appears. Lastly, assigning labels to the parallelism variable in rows needs �̂

time. There are +̂? parallelism variables which may appear in the worst case in

all transition tables and each table has at most �̂ rows. So we need $ ( |V|+̂? �̂)

space.

4. We need $ ("̂+̂<
2) time and space to construct the mutex constraint tables, each

of them has 2 columns and 1 row.

Given the same number (|V|) of CSP variables at each time step, we need to refer to

the three types of table in each of the < time steps when < is the given makespan. �

Lemma 4.14 (Decoding Complexity). The time taken to decode a CSP solution to a

plan is $ (< |V|�̂<+̂0) where < is the given makespan, V is the set of state variables,

�̂< is the maximum number of edges (multi-edge) between two vertexes in a DTG, and
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+̂0 is the maximum number of variables appearing in the preconditions and effects of an

action.

Proof. The proof is straightforward from the loops in Algorithm 6. For each makespan

and for each state variable, we select an edge among �̂< edges between corresponding

vertexes and selecting them needs checking +̂0 state variables and at most +̂0 parallelism

variables. �

4.4 PaP2 Reconstruction

To compare our constraint model with PaP2’s model, we reconstruct PaP2 and name it

PaPR. To encode the DTG-based planning formulation as CSP, we need to encode the

relationships between the state variables and the actions at consecutive time steps. In

our TCPP model, we ignore the actions and our transition constraints directly encode the

relationships between the state variables in two consecutive time steps by using the state

transitions in the DTGs. Moreover, we use parallelism variables to specify which action

pairs cannot be in parallel with each other at the same time step. In the PaP2 model

[55], the main constraints, we refer to them by action succession constraints, encode the

relationships between actions at two consecutive time steps ignoring the state variables

connected by them. The relationships between actions and their preconditions and

effects are encoded by another type of constraints named synchronisation constraints.

Nevertheless, we also significantly enhance PaPR by using don’t cares instead of sets

and also using mutex-groups.

4.4.1 Constructing FSA

In PaP2 [55], the action succession constraints are actually encoded by using FSA gen-

erated from a multi-valued representation of the problem. These FSA are similar to the

DTGs, and they represent how the state variables change their values. The difference is

that unlike DTG’s in which there are conditions on the edges, in these automata only

actions are represented on the edges. When an action changes the value of a variable

from : to : ′, it occurs on the edge from vertex : to vertex : ′. Also, if a state variable is

only on the effects of an action, that action occurs on edges from all values to the value
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in the effect. The other difference is that in the FSA, there are loops for every vertex

in the graph denoting the no-ops for each value of the state variable. We provide the

formal definition of FSA in Definition 4.15 and also show FSA for the driverlog example

in Figure 4.11.

Definition 4.15 (Finite State Automaton). Assume P = 〈V,I,G,A〉 be a multi-valued

planning task. The finite state automaton FSA(E) of E ∈ V is an edge-labelled directed

graph with the vertexes D(E) and the following edges:

1. For each action U ∈ A, there will be an edge 〈:, : ′〉 from : to : ′ with label U, if

E ∈ PandE(U), and ?U (E) = : and 4U (E) = : ′.

2. For each action U ∈ A, there will be an edge 〈:, : ′〉 from each : ∈ (D(E) \ {: ′})

to : ′ with label U, if E ∈ EnotP(U) and 4U (E) = : ′.

3. For each value : ∈ D(E), there will be a loop 〈:, :〉 from vertex : to vertex : to

represent a no-op with label U where for each loop, U is a distinct no-op action

with preconditions {(E = :)} and no effects.
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Figure 4.11: FSA for the driverlog problem in Figure 3.1. Left: FSA for state
variable d-loc, Right-Top: FSA for state variable t-loc, and Right-Bottom: FSA for
state variable t-occ. In the labels of the edges, the positive numbers are the action
identification numbers from Table 3.1 and the negative numbers are distinct identifiers

for no-ops or loops. Boolean values are true > and false ⊥.

4.4.2 Encoding FSA into CSP

In PaP2, for each state variable E at time g, a CSP variable Eg is considered. The

domain of Eg comprises all the actions occurring on the edges of FSA(E). These ac-

tions include the no-ops as well. The FSA are encoded with four kinds of constraint:

initial constraints, goal constraints, action succession constraints, and synchronisation
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constraints. In the original PaP2, auxiliary constraints are used to specify that at each

time step, at least one non-loop action should be selected; we do the same in PaPR, our

reconstructed version of PaP2. Although not used in the original PaP2, in our enhanced

version of PaPR, wherever possible, we use don’t cares instead of sets and also option-

ally use constraints encoding mutex-groups produced by the PDDL-to-SAS+ translator.

Algorithm 7 describes PaPR’s encoding procedure.

Algorithm 7 FSA To CSP Encoding

1 Planing Problem P = 〈V,I,G,A〉, makespan <
2 //variables: E, E′, values: :, : ′

3 foreach (E, :) ∈ I, Add constraint ic(E1, :)
4 foreach (E, :) ∈ G, Add constraint gc(E<, :)
5 for timestep g = 1 to < do
6 foreach state variable E ∈ V
7 // asc below is added up to g = < − 1
8 Add action succession constraint asc(Eg , Eg+1)
9 Add synchronisation constraint sc(Eg)

10 Add auxiliary constraint
∨
E∈V (Eg ≥ 0)//non-loop

11 //mutex constraints below are optional for enhancement
12 foreach pair {E = :, E′ = : ′} in mutex groups
13 Add a mutex constraint mc(E, :, E′, : ′, g)

4.4.3 Initial State and Goal Constraints

To encode the initial state and the goals of the planning problem, PaP2 needs to add

constraints restricting the actions to be selected at time 1 and <. Since the initial state

is fully specified, we need |V| table constraints listing the actions that are allowed in

each variable’s FSA at time 1. These actions are on the outgoing edges of the vertex

representing the initial value of the variable. For the goals, we only have the values for

some of the state variables. So we need at most |V| table constraints listing actions

that are relevant for the goals at time <. These actions are on the incoming edges of

the vertex representing the value of the variable in a goal.

4.4.4 Action Succession Constraints

The action succession constraints are represented by binary constraints between CSP

variables for a state variable in two consecutive time steps and list all the action pairs that

can occur consecutively in the automaton. These constraints are easily constructed from
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the automata of the state variables by examining all pairs of consecutive edges possible in

the automata. Note that actions are in the labels of the edges in an FSA. Nevertheless,

action U can be followed by another action U′ if for all E ∈ V, (E ⇐ 4U ∧ E ⇐ ?U′)

logically implies 4U (E) = ?U′ (E) i.e. preconditions of U′ are compatible with the effects

of U. Algorithm 8 constructs the table for the action succession constraint between

variables Eg and Eg+1. For a given FSA, all actions U′ that can follow a given action U are

however stored as a set in the same cell of the table to obtain a compact representation.

Algorithm 8 Action Succession Constraint asc(Eg , Eg+1) using a table

1 ) g : action succession constraint table for Eg , Eg+1

2 Columns of ) g are Eg and Eg+1 to hold actions
3 foreach edge 〈:, : ′〉 in FSA(E) with label U
4 tr: a new row in table ) g

5 � : all edges outgoing from : ′

6 foreach edge 〈: ′, : ′′〉 ∈ � with label U′

7 //in the line below if U cannot be followed by U′

8 if ∃(E ∈ V)[E ⇐ 4U ∧ E ⇐ ?U′ ∧ 4U (E) ≠ ?U′ (E)]
9 � = � \ {〈: ′, : ′′〉}

10 CA [Eg] = U, CA [Eg+1] = {U′ |U′ is on an edge in �}

Figure 4.12 shows the action succession constraints obtained for the FSA in Figure 4.11

for the driverlog example. In the first row of the table for d-loc in Figure 4.12, we see

action 1 can be followed by actions -1, 4, 5, 6. Verify these from the FSA of d-loc in

Figure 4.11 and the action names in Table 3.1. Also, verify other rows and tables in a

similar way.

4.4.5 Synchronisation Constraints

The synchronisation constraints ensure that if an action changes several state variables

then the same action must be selected in each of the respective FSA. Also, if a variable

appears only in the preconditions of an action, we need to be sure that a no-op action is

selected in the corresponding FSA. A synchronisation constraint is considered for each

state variable E and for each time step g and is encoded as a table. For all variables E,

this constraint will have a column Eg . Each edge in the FSA corresponds to one row in

the table.

Algorithm 9 describes the procedure used to construct the synchronisation constraint

tables. Let U be one of the edges of the FSA of variable E. Then, in the corresponding
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ASC for d-loc

d-loc d-loc

g g + 1

1 {-1,4,5,6}
2 {-1,4,5,6}
3 {-1,4,5,6}
4 {-2,1,11}
5 {-3,2}
6 {-4,3,14}

11 {-5,12,13}
12 {-2,1,11}
13 {-4,3,14}
14 {-5,12,13}
-1 {-1,4,5,6}
-2 {-2,1,11}
-3 {-3,2}
-4 {-4,3,14}
-5 {-5,12,13}

ASC for t-occ

t-occ t-occ

g g + 1

1 {-2,4,5,6}
2 {-2,4,5,6}
3 {-2,4,5,6}
4 {-1,1}
5 {-1,2}
6 {-1,3}
-1 {-1,1,2,3}
-2 {-2,4,5,6}

ASC for t-loc

t-loc t-loc

g g + 1

7 {-2,8,9}
8 {-1,7}
9 {-3,10}

10 {-2,8,9}
-1 {-1,7}
-2 {-2,8,9}
-3 {-3,10}

Figure 4.12: Action succession constraints from the FSA in Figure 4.11 for driverlog
example.

Algorithm 9 Synchronisation Constraint sc(Eg) using a table

1 ) g : synchronisation table for variable Eg

2 D(E): the domain of the state variable E
3 foreach Ē ∈ V, table ) g has a column Ēg

4 foreach edge in FSA(E) with label U
5 tr: a new row in ) g , each column Ēg

6 has initially value D(Ē), but tr[Eg] = U
7 foreach Ē ∈ V with Ē ⇐ ?U ∧ Ē : 4U
8 tr[Ē]= the no-op at vertex ?U (Ē) in FSA(Ē)
9 foreach Ē ∈ V with Ē ⇐ 4U, tr[Ē] = U

10 delete all columns Eg with all cells having values D(E)
11 merge rows into one if they differ only in one column

row in the synchronisation table for E, the value of E and all variables occurring in the

effects of this action will have value U. Variables just in the preconditions of U will have

the corresponding no-op as their values. All the other columns can have any values

from their domains. In the end, some columns from the synchronisation table could be

removed, particularly those whose corresponding variable can take any value from its

domain.

Figure 4.13 shows the tables for the synchronisation constraints obtained from the FSA

in Figure 4.11 for the driverlog example. Look at the first row of the table for d-loc.
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SC for d-loc

d-loc t-loc t-occ

g g g

1 -1 1

2 -2 2

3 -3 3

4 -1 4

5 -2 5

6 -3 6

(4 (2 (3

SC for t-occ

t-occ d-loc t-loc

g g g

1 1 -1

2 2 -2

3 3 -3

4 4 -1

5 5 -2

6 6 -3

(5 (1 (2

SC for t-loc

t-loc d-loc

g g

7 -1

8 -1

9 -1

10 -1

(6 (1

Figure 4.13: [

Synchronisation constraints from the FSA in Figure 4.11 for driverlog
example]Synchronisation constraints from the FSA in Figure 4.11 for driverlog

example. In the tables, (1 = {−5, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , 6, 11, . . . , 14},
(2 = {−3,−2,−1, 7, . . . , 10} , (3 = {−1,−2, 1, . . . , 6}, (4 = {−5, . . . ,−1, 11, . . . , 14},

(5 = {−1,−2}, and (6 = {−1,−2,−3} are sets used as cell values.

When action 1 embark-truck (see Table 3.1) takes place at location A, both d-loc and

t-occ change their values but t-loc does not. The negative number in t-loc indicates the

corresponding no-op action in the FSA of t-loc, while positive numbers in d-loc and t-occ

denote the action 1 in the both variables’ FSA. Other rows in the table and other tables

could be explained in the same way. Notice that certain cells have a set of values such

as (1, (2 and (3. PaP2 uses sets to encode them, but these sets are actually the entire

domains of the corresponding variables. So one can replace them with don’t cares ×. We

do that in PaPR to get a variant and to see the effect on the search performance.

�

4.4.6 Mutex Constraints

For each mutex pair {(E = :), (Ē = :̄)} in mutex-groups, a negative mutex table mc(E, :, Ē, :̄ , g)

with columns Eg , Ēg is added. The rows in this table will be the pairs of actions U, Ū

where U is on the label of an incoming edge of vertex : in FSA(E) and Ū is on the label

of an incoming edge of vertex :̄ in FSA(Ē). The table also has the rows for action pairs

U, Ū where U is on the label of an outgoing edge of vertex : in FSA(E) and Ū is on the

label of an outgoing edge of vertex :̄ in the FSA(Ē). However, for outgoing edges, we

need to exclude those edges that correspond to actions having that state variable only

in their effects. Therefore, we only consider pairs of actions U, Ū where E ∈ PandE(U)

and Ē ∈ PandE(Ū). Algorithm 10 describes the procedure to construct such a negative
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table. Note that to reduce the numbers of these negative tables, mutex tables having

the same columns are merged into one table.

Algorithm 10 Mutex Constraint mc(E, :, Ē, :̄ , g) using a negative table

1 ) g : mutex constraint table with columns Eg and Ēg

2 for all edges 〈: ′, :〉 in FSA(E) with label U
3 for all edges 〈:̄ ′, :̄〉 in FSA(Ē) with label Ū
4 tr: a new row in ) g with tr[Eg] = U, tr[Ēg] = Ū
5 for all edges 〈:, : ′〉 in FSA(E) with label U
6 for all edges 〈:̄ , :̄ ′〉 in FSA(Ē) with label Ū
7 if E ∈ PandE(U) and Ē ∈ PandE(Ū)
8 tr: a new row in ) g with tr[Eg] = U, tr[Ēg] = Ū

4.4.7 Decoding CSP Solutions to Plans

In PaP2 model, the CSP solution returned is itself the parallel plan. This is because, in

the CSP solution, the value of each variable is an action, although we have to ignore the

no-ops, if any. We have a CSP variable for each state variable and for each time step

g ∈ [1, <]. So the decoding step has only the cost of removing the no-ops.

4.4.8 Reconstructed PaP2 on Minion

In PaP2 implementation, the table constraints allow sets of values in their cells and

the SICStus Prolog solver that has been used supports this kind of table constraints.

However, as we have seen in some of the synchronisation constraint tables, the sets could

be replaced by don’t cares. In PaPR, we use only sets and then sets plus don’t cares

to compare the performances with the difference in the encodings. The other difference

between our PaPR and PaP2 is in the auxiliary constraints. In PaP2, these constraints

are modelled by “greater than zero” constraints. Since the no-ops have values less than

zero, the constraints are that maximum of the values for CSP variables at each time

step should be greater than or equal to zero; which enforces that at least one positive

value (not no-op i.e. a regular action) should be selected for each time step. While using

Minion, we could not model this constraint this way, and we used or-constraint to model

it. For each time step, we use an or-constraint that enforces at least one of the CSP

variables for actions should take positive value i.e. a regular action is selected. Other
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than the difference in the auxiliary constraints, in terms of the constraints used and

their table constraint forms, PaPR constraint model very closely matches with the PaP2

constraint model. While running PaPR, we use different variable selection heuristics and

constraint propagation techniques to compare performances of the resulting variants.

4.4.9 Correctness and Complexity

Our modification to PaP2 model [55] is to use don’t cares instead of sets whenever

possible, and optionally use mutex constraints to improve the performance. Below we

provide the theoretical time and memory complexity of our PaPR encoding method,

although the times are practically negligible compared to the search times.

Lemma 4.16 (Encoding Complexity). Action succession, synchronisation, auxiliary,

and mutex constraints are all constructed once and used for each time step. In Algo-

rithm 7, construction of

1. all initial state and goals require $ ( |V|�̂3) time and space.

2. all action succession constraints by using Algorithm 8 require $ (�̂ �̂3+̂0
2 |V|) time

and $ (�̂ �̂3 |V|) space;

3. all synchronisation constraints by using Algorithm 9 require $ (�̂ |V|2) time and

space;

4. all auxiliary constraints require $ ( |V|) time, no space as given in analytical form.

5. all mutex constraints require $ ("̂+̂<
2
�̂3

2) time and space;

where

�̂ is the maximum number of edges in an FSA;

�̂3 is the maximum degree of a vertex in an FSA.

+̂0 is the maximum number of variables appearing in the preconditions and the effects

of an action (i.e. the maximum parameter size of an operator);

"̂ is the number of mutex-groups; and
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+̂< is the maximum number of variable-value pair in a mutex-group.

Proof. We analyse the algorithms to find the time and space complexities.

1. For each (E = :) in I (or G), we list all the actions in outgoing (or incoming) edges

from vertex : of FSA(E).

2. Line 3 in Algorithm 8 runs $ (�̂) times, Line 6 runs $ (�̂3) times, and Line 8 needs

$ (+̂0
2) time. The number of columns in an action succession constraint table is

2 while the number of rows is �̂ . However, each table cell can have at most �̂3

numbers as a set. We need an action succession constraint for each state variable.

3. In Algorithm 9, a synchronisation table has |V| columns and �̂ rows. Computing

each row needs $ ( |V|) time.

4. For auxiliary constraints, we need to write an analytical formula involving each

variable Eg in the same time step.

5. For each pair {(E = :), (E′ = : ′)}, we have a table with 2 columns and �̂3
2

rows.

Given the same number (|V|) of CSP variables at each time step, we need to refer the

four types of constraint in each of the < time steps when < is the given makespan. �

4.5 Experimental Results

We ran all experiments reported on the same high performance computing cluster

Gowonda at Griffith University. Each node of the cluster is equipped with Intel Xeon

CPU E5-2670 processors @2.60 GHz, FDR 4x InfiniBand Interconnect, having system

peak performance 18949.2 Gflops. We ran experiments with 4GB memory limit and

60 minute timeout. Our time measurement starts from the input PDDL to the output

plans.

As our benchmark planning domains, we use 21 classical planning domains from inter-

national planning competitions. These domains are airport, blocks, driverlog, freecell,

grid, gripper, logistics00, logistics98, miconic, mprime, mystery, pathway, psr-small,

pipes-no-tankage, pipes-tankage, rovers, satellite, storage, tpp, and zenotravel. Among
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these, only in 9 domains namely airport, blocks, depot, driverlog, freecell, grid, grip-

per, pipes-tankage, and storage, the PDDL-to-SAS+ translator produces mutex-groups.

There are in total 786 problem instances in all 21 domains, and we use them to evaluate

the planners. However, in the charts, we will mainly use the problem instances that

are solved by at least one planner in the respective charts. Problem instances that are

not solved by any planner in the respective charts are thus ignored. Moreover, problem

instances are often sorted in order of the best solver’s time; the monotonously increasing

line in a chart will indicate this. Lastly, the missing points in the charts mean those

problems are not solved by the respective planners within the timeout. For a more mean-

ingful comparison, we emphasise on the number of problem instances solved, although

we will also look at the time performances.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we use Minion [73] as our constraint solver. Minion supports

several options for variable ordering, but in our experiments, we use the most well-

known two: smallest domain first (sdf) and most conflict variable first (conflict). The

sdf heuristic is also known as min-dom heuristic and the conflict heuristic is based

on dom/wdeg (i.e. the ratio of the current domain size to the weighted degree of a

variable) [76]. Minion uses the lexicographic ordering to break ties. The other variable

ordering heuristics that we do not use for various typical reasons are the largest domain

first, static ordering, random ordering. smallest ratio of current domain size to initial

domain size ordering. For propagation, Minion supports generalised arc consistency

(gac), singleton arc consistency (sac), and a few variants of sac. In our experiments,

we use gac and the basic sac as our constraint propagation strategies. Unfortunately

Minion does not provide any significant value ordering heuristic other than ascending

or descending ordering. In our experiments, we only use the ascending value ordering.

Minion supports don’t cares and sets as cell values in a table constraint. While only

some sets could be replaced by don’t cares, any don’t care could be replaced by a set.

Lastly, given the mutex-groups are produced during the PDDL-to-SAS+ translation, we

either use them or ignore them. Combining all these options, we have experimented

with the 12 versions of TCPP and 12 versions of PaPR along with the original PaP2.

In order to avoid cluttering in the charts and the tables, we will often show results of

the best performing versions only.
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� TCPP encoding variants running on Minion with different configurations

1. TCPPx: uses don’t cares (x) only, considered as the base version of TCPP

2. TCPPsm: uses sets (s) and mutex-groups (m), to study the effect of using

sets

3. TCPPxm: uses don’t cares (x) and mutex-groups (m), final version of TCPP

� PaPR encoding variants running on Minion with different configurations

1. PaPRs: uses sets (s) only, the reconstructed version which is equivalent to

PaP2

2. PaPRsx: uses sets (s), don’t cares (x) where possible, enhancing using don’t

cares

3. PaPRsxm: uses sets (s), don’t cares (x) and mutex-groups (m), final PaPR

� Each of TCPP and PaPR variants running on Minion with the following configu-

rations

1. sdf-gac: smallest domain first variable ordering and generalised arc consis-

tency

2. sdf-sac: smallest domain first variable ordering and singleton arc consistency

3. conf-gac: conflict variable ordering and generalised arc consistency

4. conf-sac: conflict variable ordering and singleton arc consistency

� PaP2 on SICStus Prolog with specially developed variable and value ordering

4.5.1 TCPP Encoding Characteristics

Figure 4.14 shows the performances of TCPPxm and TCPPsm with all four Minion

configurations on all 21 domains. TCPPxm appears to be consistently performing better

than TCPPsm. Since TCPPxm uses don’t cares while TCPPsm uses sets, from this, we

conclude that using don’t cares is significantly better than using sets in our constraint

model regardless of the Minion configuration used. This is because the table constraints

with don’t cares are much more compact than that with the sets. Moreover, checking a

cell value to match with a given value is very efficient with don’t cares than with sets.
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Figure 4.14: Enhancing TCPP using don’t cares rather than sets

Figure 4.15 shows the performances of TCPPxm and TCPPx on the problem instances

from the 9 domains where mutex-groups are produced. In the other 12 domains where

no mutex-groups are produced, TCPPxm and TCPPx are actually equivalent and hence

not compared. Nevertheless, for all four Minion configurations, TCPPxm consistently

performs better than TCPPx. Since TCPPxm uses mutex-groups while TCPPx does not,

we conclude that using mutex-groups (along with don’t cares) is significantly better in

our constraint model than not using them. This is because mutex-groups are additional

knowledge in the form of nogoods that help the CSP solver prune the search space. We

represent mutex-groups using very small binary tables. We also reduce the domain size

of parallelism variables using mutex groups (see Algorithm 5 Function ElsePrevented).

The optional use of mutex-groups in our encoding thus brings about more efficiency in

TCPPxm than in TCPPx.

Table 4.1 shows the numbers of problem instances solved by different TCPP versions.

For each given Minion configuration, TCPPxm, our final TCPP version, is the best

performing solver compared to TCPPsm and TCPPx. Among all 12 versions, TCPPxm-

conf-sac appears to be the best, solving 317 instances in total, while the second best

TCPPxm-sdf-sac solves 287 instances and the third best TCPPsm-conf-sac solves 281

instances. Overall, conf-sac appears to be the most suitable Minion configuration for

TCPP encodings. On the other hand, the sdf-gac configuration appears to be the least

suitable. Given a variable ordering (sdf or conf), the sac constraint propagation appears
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Figure 4.15: Enhancing TCPP using mutex-groups

Encoding Variants → TCPPsm TCPPxm TCPPx Mutex
Solver Config → sdf sdf conf conf sdf sdf conf conf sdf sdf conf conf Groups

Domains #Ins gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac Exist
airport 50 14 15 15 15 21 20 21 21 19 18 21 19 yes
blocks 35 13 29 13 29 14 32 14 32 8 8 8 8 yes
depot 22 2 6 5 9 5 7 6 11 2 2 1 2 yes
driverlog 20 11 14 11 13 12 14 12 13 11 14 11 13 yes
freecell 20 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 yes
grid 5 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 yes
gripper 20 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 yes
logistics00 28 11 19 19 22 12 19 19 24 12 19 19 24 no
logistics98 35 1 6 6 7 1 7 7 9 1 7 7 9 no
miconic 150 31 30 27 27 33 33 29 29 33 33 29 29 no
mprime 35 12 18 20 23 13 20 22 26 13 20 22 26 no
mystery 30 8 13 13 14 10 17 14 17 10 17 14 17 no
pathways 30 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 no
pipes-no-tankage 50 7 7 7 6 11 8 10 8 11 8 10 8 no
pipes-tankage 50 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 yes
psr-small 50 21 38 43 42 21 42 43 44 21 42 43 44 no
rovers 40 8 15 17 21 8 16 18 22 8 16 18 22 no
satellite 36 2 3 5 5 2 5 6 7 2 5 6 7 no
storage 30 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 9 9 9 9 yes
tpp 30 5 8 8 8 5 8 9 10 5 8 9 10 no
zenotravel 20 8 9 12 12 9 9 12 12 9 9 12 12 no
Total 786 179 258 247 281 204 287 272 317 192 253 258 277

Table 4.1: Numbers of problem instances solved by TCPP versions

to be consistently better than the gac with all three versions TCPPxm, TCPPsm, and

TCPPx. On the other hand, given a propagation strategy (gac or sac), the conf variable

ordering appears to be consistently better than the sdf with all three versions TCPPxm,

TCPPsm, and TCPPx.
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4.5.2 Reconstructing PaPR from PaP2

Figure 4.16 shows the performances of the original PaP2 and our reconstructed ver-

sion PaPR. PaP2 runs on SICStus Prolog with customised variable and value ordering

heuristics. We run PaPR on Minion with the four configurations mentioned before.

Note that the PaPR version considered here is PaPRs, which uses sets in the table con-

straints and does not use mutex-groups. PaPRs is thus the closest structurally matching

reconstructed version.

Figure 4.16: Reconstructing PaP2 to obtain PaPR that runs on Minion.

Nevertheless, compared to PaP2’s, we see that PaPRs’ performances vary much from

one problem instance to another although a statistically fitted line, if drawn, perhaps

would be similar. To look at this further, in Figure 4.17, we compare the numbers of

problem instances solved by PaP2 and PaPR when different timeout limits are given.

It appears that PaPRs when running on Minion with conf-gac configuration performs

closest to PaP2 (actually slightly better). Moreover, PaPRs with sdf-gac performs much

worse compared to PaP2.

Table 4.2 shows the numbers of problem instances solved by PaP2 and PaPRs. While

in most domains the numbers of instances solved by PaP2 and PaPRs are very close,

the significant differences are in logistics00 and psr-small. Given the close matching

of PaP2’s constraint model and that of PaPRs, the difference mainly comes from the
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Figure 4.17: PaP2 and PaPR with different timeout limits.

solvers SICStus Prolog and Minion. The exact reason behind this depends on the specific

details of the respective solvers.

Encoding Variants → PaP2 PaPRs on Minion
Solver Config → SICStus sdf sdf conf conf

Domains #Ins Prolog gac sac gac sac
airport 50 14 14 12 16 12
blocks 35 13 8 12 10 11
depot 22 3 3 5 4 6
driverlog 20 13 14 13 12 12
freecell 20 3 2 2 3 2
grid 5 1 1 1 1 1
gripper 20 2 2 1 2 2
logistics00 28 15 12 19 22 24
logistics98 35 18 12 9 12 9
miconic 150 34 32 29 25 23
mprime 35 20 18 10 18 14
mystery 30 11 10 11 11 11
pathways 30 2 1 5 5 5
pipes-no-tankage 50 6 3 4 7 5
pipes-tankage 50 6 5 5 5 5
psr-small 50 28 19 42 37 43
rovers 40 11 10 18 16 17
satellite 36 4 3 2 3 5
storage 30 10 9 9 9 8
tpp 30 8 8 10 8 8
zenotravel 20 12 14 12 11 9
Total 786 234 200 231 237 232

Table 4.2: Numbers of problem instances solved by PaP2 and PaPRs

4.5.3 Enhancing PaPR with Don’t Cares and Mutexes

Figure 4.18 shows performances of PaPR when encoded only with sets (PaPRs) and when

certain sets are replaced by don’t cares (PaPRsx). For all four Minion configurations,

PaPRsx appears to be better than PaPRs. This is because the table constraints with

don’t cares are much more compact than that with the sets. Moreover, checking a cell

value to match with a given value is very efficient with don’t cares than with sets.
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Figure 4.18: Enhancing PaPR using don’t cares

Figure 4.19 shows the performances of PaPRsxm and PaPRsx on the problem instances

from the 9 domains where mutex-groups are produced. In the other 12 domains where

no mutex-groups are produced, PaPRsxm and PaPRsx are actually equivalent and hence

not compared. Nevertheless, for all four Minion configurations, PaPRsxm consistently

performs better than PaPRsx. Since PaPRsxm uses mutex-groups while PaPRsx does

not, we conclude that using mutex-groups along with don’t cares is significantly better

in PaP2 constraint model than not using them. This is because mutex-groups are ad-

ditional knowledge in the form of nogoods that help the CSP solver prune the search

space. We represent mutex-groups using very small binary tables that have pairs of ac-

tions having parallel conflicts. Although synchronisation constraints in a different way

enforce selection of non-conflicting actions, the explicit use of a negative table to list the

conflicting actions due to mutexes eliminates combinations of actions during the search.

The optional use of mutex-groups in PaP2’s encoding thus brings about more efficiency

in PaPRsxm than in PaPRsx.

Table 4.3 shows the numbers of problem instances solved by different PaPR versions.

For each given Minion configuration, PaPRsxm, the final PaPR version, is the best

performing solver compared to PaPRsx and PaPRs. Among all 12 versions, PaPRsxm-

conf-sac and PaPRsxm-conf-gac appear to be the two best, each solving 281 instances

in total, while the second best PaPRsxm-sdf-sac solves 278 instances and the third best

PaPRsx-conf-gac solves 270 instances. Overall, conf-gac/sac appears to be the most
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Figure 4.19: Enhancing PaPR using mutex-groups.

Encoding Variants → PaPRs PaPRsx PaPRsxm Mutex
Solver Config → sdf sdf conf conf sdf sdf conf conf sdf sdf conf conf Groups

Domains #Ins gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac Exists
airport 50 14 12 16 12 17 16 17 16 17 17 22 18 yes
blocks 35 8 12 10 11 9 13 10 13 18 29 16 30 yes
depot 22 3 5 4 6 4 8 6 8 6 10 6 8 yes
driverlog 20 14 13 12 12 14 13 12 13 14 13 12 12 yes
freecell 20 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 yes
grid 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 yes
gripper 20 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 yes
logistics00 28 12 19 22 24 12 19 23 25 12 19 23 25 no
logistics98 35 12 9 12 9 12 11 16 13 12 11 16 13 no
miconic 150 32 29 25 23 34 29 27 24 34 29 27 24 no
mprime 35 18 10 18 14 21 16 24 18 21 16 24 18 no
mystery 30 10 11 11 11 12 14 15 13 12 14 15 13 no
pathways 30 1 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 no
pipes-no-tankage 50 3 4 7 5 4 7 11 8 4 7 11 8 no
pipes-tankage 50 5 5 5 5 5 6 9 7 6 6 9 6 yes
psr-small 50 19 42 37 43 19 43 38 44 19 43 38 44 no
rovers 40 10 18 16 17 10 19 16 18 10 19 16 18 no
satellite 36 3 2 3 5 4 3 5 5 4 3 5 5 no
storage 30 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 yes
tpp 30 8 10 8 8 8 10 9 9 8 10 9 9 no
zenotravel 20 14 12 11 9 15 12 12 10 15 12 12 10 no
Total 786 200 231 237 232 215 259 270 264 228 278 281 281

Table 4.3: Numbers of problem instances solved by PaPR versions

suitable Minion configuration for PaPR encodings. On the other hand, the sdf-gac

configuration appears to be the least suitable. Given a variable ordering sdf, the sac

constraint propagation appears to be consistently better than the gac with all three

versions PaPRsxm, PaPRsx, and PaPRs. In contrast, given a conf variable ordering,
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the gac constraint propagation appears to be consistently better than sac. Nevertheless,

given a propagation strategy (gac or sac), the conf variable ordering appears to be

consistently better than the sdf with all three versions PaPRsxm, PaPRsx, and PaPRs.

4.5.4 Time Performance Comparison

Besides PaP2, we have selected planners from IPC-8 deterministic track to compare our

planners TCPP and PaPR with them. We have selected SymBA*-2, which is the winner

of the sequential optimal track. SymBA*-2 is a cost-optimal planner and performs

several symbolic bidirectional A* searches on different state spaces. SymBA*-2 also

uses abstraction heuristics. We have also selected YAHSP3 and Madagascar, which are

the first and second place holder in the agile track of the competition. YAHSP3 is a

forward state-space heuristic search planner, but the version submitted to agile track is

not a cost-optimal planner. The quality of plans generated by this planner is not good

when compared to that of Madagascar or other optimal planners. Madagascar planner

is a SAT-based planner. Since it encodes the planning problem as a SAT problem,

we have decided to compare our approach with it. SAT is often viewed as a Boolean

CSP. It is therefore worth observing the performance difference between SAT-based and

CSP-based planners.

Figure 4.20: The total numbers of problem instances solved by different planners over
different timeouts. Left: comparison with international planning competition winners.

Right: comparison of only TCPP, PaP2, and PaPR.
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Figure 4.20 shows the total numbers of problem instances solved by different planners in

21 selected benchmark domains. Moreover, Table 4.4 shows the total number of instances

solved in each domain by different planners over a 60-minute timeout. From the charts

and the table, we observe that YAHSP3 outperforms all other planners with a great

margin, although a large part of the margin comes from its performance in the miconic

domain. Nevertheless, one can easily see the huge differences in the performance of the

constraint-based planners from that of the competition winning planners. Constraint-

based planners need to make huge improvements in order for them to be competitive

enough. In this analysis, we only consider the best performing versions of TCPP and

PaPR.

Domains #Ins Mada Yahsp SymBA PaP2 PaPR0 PaPR1 PaPR2 TCPP∗

airport 50 45 45 27 14 16 22 18 21
blocks 35 35 35 33 13 10 16 30 32
depot 22 15 22 7 3 4 6 8 11
driverlog 20 15 20 14 13 12 12 12 13
freecell 20 4 20 5 3 3 3 3 4
grid 5 2 5 2 1 1 1 1 2
gripper 20 3 20 20 2 2 2 2 2
logistics00 28 28 28 20 15 22 23 25 24
logistics98 35 28 34 5 18 12 16 13 9
miconic 150 49 150 111 34 25 27 24 29
mprime 35 31 35 24 20 18 24 18 26
mystery 30 18 17 15 11 11 15 13 17
pathways 30 9 0 5 2 5 5 5 5
pipes-notank 50 26 44 15 6 7 11 8 8
pipes-tank 50 10 40 16 6 5 9 6 9
psr-small 50 50 50 50 28 37 38 44 44
rovers 40 33 40 14 11 16 16 18 22
satellite 36 16 36 11 4 3 5 5 7
storage 30 14 23 15 10 9 9 9 10
tpp 30 28 30 8 8 8 9 9 10
zenotravel 20 15 20 12 12 11 12 10 12
Total 786 474 714 429 234 237 281 281 317

Table 4.4: Numbers of problem instances solved by state-of-the-art planners. In the
table, Mada is Madagascar, PaPR0 is PaPRs-conf-gac, PaPR1 is PaPRsxm-conf-gac,

PaPR2 is PaPRsxm-conf-sac, TCPP∗ is TCPPxm-conf-sac.

TCPPxm-conf-sac performs significantly better than PaPRsxm-conf-gac/sac which are

much more significantly better than original PaP2 and our reconstructed PaPRs. In 21

domains that we have experimented with, TCPPxm-conf-sac solves the most numbers

of problems in 15 domains while PaPRsxm-conf-gac solves in 5 domains and PaPRsxm-

conf-sac solves in 2 domains. Between PaPRsxm-conf-gac and PaPRsxm-conf-sac, the
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former performs much better than the latter with shorter timeouts, but with long time-

outs both perform similarly. Between TCPPxm-conf-sac and PaPRsxm-conf-gac, the

former appears to be consistently performing better than the latter. It is interesting

to observe these behaviours since TCPP and PaPR view DTGs from two orthogonally

different perspectives: TCPP views state transitions and PaPR views action successions

in the DTGs.

4.5.5 Plan Length Comparison

In Figure 4.21, we compare lengths of the plans produced by each planner. We are

not optimising the plan length, but optimising the makespan, which has implications

in terms of the plan length. While we do not claim any contribution in terms of the

plan length comparison, this part of our analysis is mainly to observe how good are

the plan lengths compared to that from the other planners. Since YASHP in the agile

track of the planning competition only emphasises on speed without looking at the plan

length, we exclude YASHP from our comparison. SymBA*-2 optimises plans over a cost

function, but in the absence of any function, the plan length is optimised. Madagascar

is a SAT planner and is optimal in makespan. Note that TCPPxm-conf-sac, PaP2, and

PaPRsxm-conf-gac all produce plans having the optimal makespan, but the sequential

plan lengths might not be optimal. Nevertheless, to obtain an overall idea about the

plan quality, in Figure 4.21, we show the total plan length of the plans produced by

the planners over each domain; only the problem instances that are solved by all three

planners are taken into account.

Figure 4.21: Total plan length generated by different planners over each domain
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We observe that SymBA*-2 produces the shortest plan lengths in all domains. Moreover,

PaPRsxm-conf-gac produces plans that are slightly longer than SymBA*-2’s plans. Fur-

thermore, PaP2’s plans are longer than PaPRsxm-conf-gac’s; TCPPxm-conf-sac’s plans

are longer than PaP2s; and Madagascar’s plans are the longest. Since we use the as-

cending value ordering and in PaP2 and PaPRsxm-conf-gac, the values less than zero

are set for no-ops, these planners first try no-ops in the search and that is why the

number of real actions in the final plan in PaP2 and PaPRsxm-conf-gac are less than

that in TCPPxm-conf-sac. The value ordering, in this case, affects the quality of the

plans produced.

4.5.6 Encoding Statistics

As we have discussed before, in TCPPxm, we have transition constraints while in Pa-

PRsxm, we have action succession constraints along with synchronisation constraints.

Both planners use table constraints with don’t cares to encode their constraints. In

Table 4.5, we report the average numbers of DTGs, tables, rows, and columns in the

encodings over the problem instances that are solved by at least one of the two planners

TCPPxm-conf-sac and PaPRsxm-conf-gac.

To summarise, Table 4.5, the numbers of CSP variables in TCPP are one time step more

than that in PaPR (one can say in PaP2) because TCPP’s variables are for states, while,

PaPR’s variables are for transitions. However, this is not an important factor because

TCPP performs well even in the airport domain where the number of DTGs is huge.

The domain sizes of CSP variables in PaPR are much larger than that in TCPP. This

significantly affects the efficiency of the CSP search. The branching factor in the search

depends on the domain size. Also, the cost of the sac algorithm depends on this factor.

The numbers of positive tables in PaPR are roughly twice of that of TCPP and are

proportional to the numbers of variables in the SAS+ representations. The numbers of

rows in the positive tables in both TCPP’s and PaPR’s models are about the same. The

numbers of columns in TCPP’s transition constraints are about twice the numbers of

columns in PaPR’s synchronisation constraints except in domains pipes-notankage, and

pipes-tankage. The number of columns in PaPR’s action succession constraints is always

2, but each column could have a set of values. In terms of inspection of certain values

in the table, we actually have to examine each value in the set. This means rather than
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TCPPxm PaPRsxm

Planning # # of Dom pv pv tc neg mc don’t Dom sc asc neg mc don’t
Domains Ins DTG Size Size Dom Rs Cs pCs Ts Rs care% Size Rs Cs Rs Ts Rs care%

airport 26 841 2 2 2 9 54 0.4 304 2 86 9 8 35 9 304 19 81
blocks 32 19 6 0 0 39 30 0 143 4 80 39 34 15 39 143 125 75
depot 12 36 7 0 0 142 54 0 180 7 85 144 139 27 144 180 1356 81
driverlog 14 13 7 0 0 44 9 0 8 1 58 44 38 4 44 8 62 52
freecell 4 34 4 2 15 138 24 2 72 2 80 138 135 12 138 72 405 81
grid 2 20 18 0 0 342 17 0 50 1 75 342 325 8 342 50 146025 74
gripper 2 8 4 0 0 14 9 0 11 2 57 14 11 4 14 11 13 48
logistics00 25 13 8 0 0 21 8 0 0 0 67 22 16 4 22 0 0 61
logistics98 19 40 23 0 0 112 16 0 0 0 91 150 128 8 150 0 0 90
miconic 34 9 3 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 45 10 8 3 10 0 0 33
mprime 27 32 10 15 13 479 24 6.9 0 0 80 459 451 12 459 0 0 80
mystery 17 34 10 15 8 284 19 3.6 0 0 70 284 275 9 284 0 0 70
pathways 5 78 2 15 4 5 7 1.3 0 0 71 5 4 4 5 0 0 72
pipe-notankage 11 140 2 140 10 31 67 35 0 0 88 31 30 35 31 0 0 85
pipe-tankage 9 62 3 39 5 163 60 22 43 4 82 163 161 35 163 43 14320 81
psr-small 45 24 2 1 1 16 13 0.1 0 0 56 16 15 7 16 0 0 48
rover 21 86 3 6 6 16 9 0.7 0 0 54 16 14 5 16 0 0 55
satellite 7 43 2 1 2 5 14 0.2 0 0 67 10 8 7 10 0 0 58
storage 10 17 3 4 2 30 19 2.4 6 1 68 30 28 10 30 6 278 60
tpp 10 32 3 16 1 8 8 1.1 0 0 49 8 7 4 8 0 0 44
zenotravel 15 12 7 0 0 186 6 0 0 0 12 186 179 3 186 0 0 9

Table 4.5: Different statistics about the TCPP and PaPR encodings. In the table, pv:
parallel variables, tc: transition constraints, mc: mutex constraints, sc: synchronisation
constraints, asc: action succession constraints, neg: negative tables, Ts: #tables, Rs:
#rows, Cs: #columns, pCs: #columns for parallel variables. Tables for mc and asc
have 2 columns. The numbers of DTGs for TCPP is the same as the numbers of FSA

for PaPR

considering the number of cell in a table, we need to consider the number of values that

are to be checked. Using don’t cares (which are used in high percentages), the checking

is minimised but it does not happen with sets. Nevertheless, the numbers of tables

for mutex-groups are the same for both TCPP and PaPR models. These tables have 2

columns but the numbers of rows in PaPR are much more than that in TCPP. Learning

of which planner and which configuration works better in a domain or an instance could

be performed using the encoding statistics, However, that is clearly out of the scope of

this work.

4.5.7 Performance on Domains

Figures 4.22 and 4.23 shows the performance of TCPPxm and PaPRsxm on 14 domains.

These domains are chosen to include examples where TCPP or PaPR or sac or gac is

better, and performance differences are clearly visible.
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Figure 4.22: Time performance of TCPPxm, PaPRsxm on 6 Domains

In the charts, we mainly show the best TCPP and PaPR versions namely TCPPxm and

PaPRsxm respectively. We already have shown these versions significantly outperform

PaP2 and its reconstructed version PaPRs. Moreover, we only show the configurations

where conf variable ordering is used. As we see from our results, and also from the

literature on variable selection heuristics [77], conf appears to be better than sdf. Never-

theless, it is obvious from the charts that the performance of TCPP is better than that

of PaPR when both use sac. The reason is that the complexity of sac is proportional

or quadratic to the domain size of CSP variables based on the algorithm selected for

enforcing sac [78]. As shown in Table 4.5, PaPR’s encoding has larger domains than

TCPP’s encoding. Overall, we see TCPP outperforms PaPR in most domains.

4.5.8 Effect of Minion Configurations

Table 4.6 and Figure 4.24 compare performances of PaPRsxm and TCPPxm versions

across different Minion configurations. Given a propagation strategy (gac or sac), the
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Figure 4.23: Time performance of TCPPxm, PaPRsxm on 8 Domains

conf variable ordering appears to be better than the sdf for both TCPP and PaPR

although for PaPR with sac appears very close; and also in miconic, sdf is rather bet-

ter. The finding that the conf variable ordering is in most cases better than the sdf is

consistent with the findings in the CSP research [77].

For TCPP, given a variable ordering (sdf or conf), the sac constraint propagation appears

to be consistently better than the gac. For PaPR, given a variable ordering sdf, the sac

constraint propagation appears to be consistently better than the gac, but with conf,

the gac is better in the short timeouts and almost the same in long timeouts.
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Encoding Variants → PaPRsxm TCPPxm
Solver Config → sdf sdf conf conf sdf sdf conf conf

Domains #Ins gac sac gac sac gac sac gac sac
airport 50 17 17 22 18 21 20 21 21
blocks 35 18 29 16 30 14 32 14 32
depot 22 6 10 6 8 5 7 6 11
driverlog 20 14 13 12 12 12 14 12 13
freecell 20 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
grid 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
gripper 20 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
logistics00 28 12 19 23 25 12 19 19 24
logistics98 35 12 11 16 13 1 7 7 9
miconic 150 34 29 27 24 33 33 29 29
mprime 35 21 16 24 18 13 20 22 26
mystery 30 12 14 15 13 10 17 14 17
pathways 30 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
pipes-no-tankage 50 4 7 11 8 11 8 10 8
pipes-tankage 50 6 6 9 6 8 8 8 9
psr-small 50 19 43 38 44 21 42 43 44
rovers 40 10 19 16 18 8 16 18 22
satellite 36 4 3 5 5 2 5 6 7
storage 30 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10
tpp 30 8 10 9 9 5 8 9 10
zenotravel 20 15 12 12 10 9 9 12 12
Total 786 228 278 281 281 204 287 272 317

Table 4.6: Numbers of problem instances solved by PaPRsxm and TCPPxm versions

Figure 4.24: TCPPxm and PaPRsxm with different timeout limits

Figure 4.25 shows the effect of the gac and sac propagation strategies on CSP search for

planning. We show two instances from the airport domain such that the gac strategy is

much faster than the sac strategy. We also show two instances from the blocks domain

such that the sac strategy is much faster than the gac strategy. As we can see, the search

nodes visited by sac is often 0 at different makespan level. This indicates sac is mostly

used in the preprocessing step and is able to determine unsolvability without performing

the search. When we checked the total running time to solve an instance, we found that

most part of the running time is spent at the last makespan level when the constraint

model is satisfiable.
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Makespan Steps → 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 time
TCPPxm-conf airport8 gac 0 9 21 40 299 1377 1457 18.23

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 84.48
PaPR-sxm-conf airport8 gac 0 0 0 9 94 173 30 10.04

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 510.52
TCPPxm-conf airport14 gac 0 9 21 36 291 1551 1634 24.93

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 138.44
PaPR-sxm-conf airport14 gac 0 0 0 9 94 173 32 12.86

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 689.71

Makespan Steps → 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 time
TCPPxm-conf blocks12 gac 959 4363 19250 85344 373311 1685275 2083670 464.49

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1.1
PaPRsxm-conf blocks12 gac 43 112 916 1921 11773 36064 946 51.147

sac 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 11.27
TCPPxm-conf blocks13 gac 2773 15340 83950 438665 462718 113.92

sac 0 0 0 0 5 1.17
PaPRsxm-conf blocks13 gac 569 2053 10639 37995 13795 86.18

sac 0 0 0 0 3 17.66

Figure 4.25: The numbers of search nodes visited by the CSP search for planning

Using sac during the search is known to be a very costly operation. However, so far in

our experiments, when we used sac or gac, we used the same in both the preprocessing

and the search phases. Based on the above observation that using sac, we often do not

need to search particularly in the unsatisfiable constraint models, we further ran both

TCPPxm-conf and PaPRsxm-conf with sac in the preprocessing step and gac in the

search step.

TCPPxm-conf configs PaPRsxm-conf configs

gac-gac sac-gac sac-sac gac-gac sac-gac sac-sac

272 303 317 281 288 281
configuration: preprocess-search e.g. sac-gac

Table 4.7: Total numbers of problem instances solved when different combinations of
sac and gac are used in preprocessing and search of TCPPxm-conf and PaPRsxm-conf

Table 4.7 shows the numbers of problem instances solved when different combinations of

sac and gac are used in the preprocessing and search phases of TCPPxm-conf and PaPR-

sxm-conf. TCPPxm-conf with the sac-gac combination appears to be solving fewer

problem instances than with the sac-sac combination. On the other hand, PaPRsxm-

conf with the sac-gac appears to be solving a few more problems than with the sac-sac

or the gac-gac combination.

Figure 4.26 shows the time performance of TCPPxm-conf and PaPR-sxm-conf when

different combinations of sac and gac are used in the preprocessing and search. The

problem instances are from all domains and include instances that are solved by at least
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Figure 4.26: TCPPxm and PaPRsxm with sac and gac in preprocessing and search

one planner in the respective chart. TCPPxm-conf is slightly better in speed with the

sac-gac configuration than with the sac-sac and clearly better than with the gac-gac but

solves fewer problem instances than with the sac-sac. On the other hand, PaPRsxm-conf

is slightly better with the sac-gac than with the sac-sac but is worse with the sac-gac

than with the gac-gac.

Overall, we observe that when the sac can prune many nodes during the preprocessing

or search, enforcing sac pays off, and we can see the improvement in the performance

in domains such as blocks, depot, logistics00 and rovers. In the domains such as airport

where pruning is not considerable compared to the time needed to prune, sac does not

pay off and so in these domains, gac is much more efficient. Moreover, because of the

chains of variables connected through the constraint paths in planning problems, sac can

prune many values from the domains of CSP variables. Since the cost of propagation

depends on the domain size of the variables, sac works better in TCPP than in PaPR.

TCPP is better than PaPR in most domains because of the smaller domains of CSP

variables and so reduced branching factors during search and reduced cost of sac.

4.5.9 Effect of Graph Colouring

In Algorithm 5, we used a greedy graph colouring algorithm to assign labels to the

vertexes in the conflicting graph. By using this algorithm we indeed reduce the domain

size of parallelism variables. To see the effect of using this algorithm, we conducted
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an experiment in which we did not use any colouring algorithm and just labelled the

vertexes with sequential numbers. Figure 4.27 shows the effect of the greedy graph

colouring algorithm on different Minion configurations. As we observe, using fewer labels

produced by the greedy graph colouring algorithm than using just sequential numbers,

do improve the performance over all four Minion configurations.

Figure 4.27: TCPPxm with graph colouring and without graph colouring

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have described a constraint-based automated planner named Tran-

sition Constraints for Parallel Planning (TCPP). TCPP constructs its constraint model

from domain transition graphs (DTGs) and encodes state transitions in the DTGs by

table constraints allowing don’t cares. We also have reconstructed the existing state-of-

the-art planner PaP2 and have significantly enhanced it to obtain a new planner named

PaPR by using don’t cares and mutex constraints. Both TCPP and PaPR use Minion

as their constraint solver. Our experiments on a number of standard planning bench-

mark domains demonstrate TCPP’s efficiency over PaPR and PaP2, and also PaPR’s

efficiency over PaP2. In the next chapter, we will convert the rules describing the ac-

tivities in the process and other constraints involved as a classical planning problem to

be solved by our developed constraint-cased planner. The business process extracted

from the generated plan can be considered as an activity plan that when executed can

achieve the goals of the organisation and this answers our first research question.



Chapter 5

From rules to Petri nets

In Chapter 4, we introduced our TCPP planner and PaP2 planner (see algorithms 1 to

10) which are constraint-based planners that generates parallel plans. To answer our

first research question, we need to convert the rules describing the process and other

constraints involved as a planning problem and then extract the business process from

the generated plan. The process of converting the rules to a classical planning problem

and also the limitations of this approach are discussed in this chapter.

Furthermore, as we discussed earlier, there may be uncertainties which normally occur

in real business processes. In this situation, the business process must include a clear

plan for each separate case. Because of the limitations we have in applying planning

techniques and also to answer research question 2 and handle the uncertainties, we have

designed and implemented a formal method that generates a comprehensive plan to

achieve the goals of the organisation considering all possible choices (algorithms 11 to

13). This method will be discussed in this chapter.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 will discuss the preprocessing of the

rules to take into account only those rules that define the process. Then in Section 5.2,

the description of the business process and the constraints involved in the organisation

which are given as a set of rules is converted to a classical planning problem. This

section also elaborates the limitations encountered in this approach. A direct algorithm

to extract the business process from the rules describing the process is given in Section

5.3. Furthermore, the correctness of the algorithm is proven and its computational

105
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complexity is analysed. In Section 5.4 the evaluation of our method on a set of synthetic

scenarios and a real-life process is given.

This chapter is based on the papers:

� Ghanbari Ghooshchi, N., Van Beest, N.R.T.P., Governatori, G. and Olivieri, F.,

2018. Synthesis of Regulation Compliant Business Processes. IEEE Transactions

on Services Computing, https://doi.org/10.1109/TSC.2018.2866791.

� Ghanbari Ghooshchi, N., Van Beest, N., Governatori, G., Olivieri, F. and Sattar,

A., 2017. Visualisation of compliant declarative business processes. In Enterprise

Distributed Object Computing Conference (EDOC), 2017 IEEE 21st International,

pp. 89-94. IEEE, https://doi.org/10.1109/EDOC.2017.21.

5.1 Preprocessing the rules

First, some preprocessing of the rules is required to take into account only those rules

that define the possible executions of tasks in the process. As we discussed, since rules for

goals and norms do not contribute to the structure of the process, they can be ignored.

Therefore, we restrict the analysis to what we called capability rules. In case that literals

for obligations and goals appear in capability rules, we simply transform obligations and

goals in capability rules into conditions. From the resulting set of (capability) rules, we

remove all rules with literals that are not in the set of all conclusions, as these have

no effect on the resulting process. Note that we may have different sets of facts as an

input to our inference system which we call each set a case. For each case, we select the

capability rules involved in the inference and ignore the others.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, a capability rule is an expression A : ;1, . . . , ;= ⇒ ;=+1,

where each literal can represent a task or a condition or their negations. However,

we only need to represent the tasks that are potentially executed in the final business

process. As negative tasks represent the absence of a task in the execution, the literals

representing negative tasks can be eliminated from the antecedents of the rules. For

example, the rule �,¬�⇒ � would be transformed to �⇒ �. These negative tasks can

be treated as additional “conditions”, which are satisfied automatically as they do not

appear in the resulting process and can, therefore, not be executed. Note that the rules
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which have negations of tasks as their heads are totally deleted for the same reason. As

we discussed, we will have a set of initial facts for each case and this set represents the

facts that are true at the initial phase. Note that we may have tasks that can execute

without any precondition. For simplicity, for each such task C, we consider a rule with

an empty body like⇒ C. Hereafter, initial state will contain only the facts that are true

in the initial stage.

The preprocessing is shown in Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 Preprocessing rules

1: function PreProcess(': a set of rules, initial state)

2: remove A8 for obligations and goals

3: convert obligations and goals in antecedent of capability rules to conditions

4: for each capability rule where A8 : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ ;=+1 do

5: if ;=+1 is a negation of a task then

6: remove A8
7: else

8: for each ; 9 , 9 ∈ 1, ..., = do

9: if ; 9 is a negation of a task then

10: delete ; 9 from �=C42434=C (A8)

5.2 Modelling rules as a planning problem

After preprocessing the rules for each case, we have a set of rules that implicitly represent

the business process. To visualise this process, we model the rules as a classical planning

problem. Note that the capability rules represent the preconditions and effects of tasks

as well as the relationship between tasks. Therefore, there is a close similarity between

what rules describe and description of a classical planning problem.

The rules we have after preprocessing are of the form A : ;1, . . . , ;= ⇒ ;=+1, where literals

represent tasks and conditions. Note that literals for tasks are all positive but literals

for conditions can be positive or negative. We can categorise the rules based on their

head, those with a task in their head and those with a condition. The rules with a

task in their head like A : 21, . . . , 2<, C1, . . . , C= ⇒ C=+1 imply that whenever we have the

conditions 21 . . . , 2< and tasks C1, . . . , C= are executed, task C=+1 can execute. The rules

with a condition in their head like A : 21, . . . , 2<, C1, . . . , C= ⇒ 2<+1 imply that whenever

we have the conditions 21 . . . , 2< and tasks C1, . . . , C= are executed, we have the condition
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2<+1 which can appear in the antecedent of any rule. The other constraint we have

is that every task appearing in the rule set will execute and it can execute only once.

Also, the process we intend to generate must include all the possible derivations i.e all

different orders of executions of tasks.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, tasks in business processes may execute concurrently

meaning that they can execute in any order. Because of the similarity of this notion to

parallel planning, we need a planner that generates parallel plans. Furthermore, besides

the constraints describing preconditions and effects of tasks, we have constraints like

every task must execute exactly once. For these reasons, we have used our developed

constraint-based planner TCPP. In constraint-based planners, we can easily add the

extra constraints that are not easy to model as preconditions and effects of actions.

Since TCPP is a parallel planner that encodes the problem as a constraint satisfaction

problem, this allows us to add extra constraints to the CSP problem we generate to cover

the constraints specific to our problem and at the same time we can generate parallel

plans.

To model the rules as a planning problem, we need to specify the initial state, goals and

actions of the problem.

Initial state The facts that are true in the initial fact set can be considered as the

initial state of the planning problem.

Actions The rules with an action in their head, A : 21, . . . , 2<, C1, . . . , C= ⇒ C=+1, rep-

resent the preconditions needed to execute task C=+1. Note that we may have different

rules with the same task in their head. This means that there may be different sets of

preconditions for that task. If we consider tasks as actions in the planning problem,

the tasks which appear in the head of several rules need to be modelled as actions with

preconditions which are logical disjunctions of propositions. This is not supported in

our planner. For this reason, we model each rule as an action and after generating the

final plan we extract the real actions from it.

To model the rules as actions, for each task C, we consider a proposition ? C which

will be true after the execution of task C. For every rule with a task in head, A :

21, . . . , 2<, C1, . . . , C= ⇒ C=+1, we consider an action 0A with preconditions 21, . . . , 2<, ? C1,

. . . , ? C=,¬? C=+1 and effect ? C=+1. The reason for having ¬? C=+1 in the preconditions is
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that we want to prevent the execution of two rules with the same head C=+1 in the same

plan. Note that we have the constraint that each task can execute just once. By having

¬? C=+1 in the precondition of the action corresponding to the rule A, we assure that if

that rule executes we will have ? C=+1 and therefore, no other rule with the head C=+1 can

execute. For the rules with a condition in their head A : 21, . . . , 2<, C1, . . . , C= ⇒ 2<+1, we

consider an action 0A with preconditions : 21, . . . , 2<, ? C1, . . . , ? C= and effect 2<+1.

Goals In the rules set, there are rules with a head that does not appear in the an-

tecedent of any rule. The propositions corresponding to the head of these rules are the

goals set of the planning problem.

Extra constraints To ensure that all the task will be executed in the plan, we add

extra constraints to the CSP problem generated from the planning problem. If we

consider length = for the planning problem, for each task C appearing in the rules set,

we have the constraint ? C1 ∨ ? C2 ∨ · · · ∨ ? C=. These constraints are modelled as logical

or in the Minion, the CSP solver we use in our planner.

After modelling the rules as a planning problem, we can solve it with our TCPP planner.

The parallel plan generated by the planner can be considered as a business process that

satisfies all the requirements of activities and all other constraints and this is the solution

to our first research question. However, this process does not include any choices to

handle uncertainties that may occur during execution. In other words, the process does

not contain all the possible derivations. Since we need all these derivations in our final

plan, we need all the possible plans. One solution is that when solving the problem,

we set the parameters of Minion, the CSP solver to generate all possible solutions to

the generated CSP problem. We can then decode all these solutions as different plans.

Although this procedure seems straightforward, because of some drawbacks it is not

applicable to solve our second research question. We now elaborate on the problems we

encountered implementing the method.

First, after plans are generated, we need to do post-processing on them to extract the

business process. Note that in the generated plans, actions are rules representing the

relationship between tasks while in the business process, we need to represent the tasks

and their order of execution. However, the problem is that some of the plans lead to the
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same business process meaning that it is not really needed to generate all these plans.

Considering the time needed to generate all the plans, this method is not efficient.

The second problem is that TCPP planner generates the shortest parallel plan for the

problem while the final business process must contain all possible derivations. There

may be derivations corresponding to a longer plan than the ones we generated. To solve

this problem, we need to allow the planner to generate plans with longer lengths, but

the length of the longest plan is not known. In the worst case, we can assume the length

of the longest plan as the total number of rules. However, generating all plans with all

lengths is really time-consuming considering that most of these plans will lead to the

same business process.

Finally, we need an algorithm to combine all the processes we extracted from each plan

as a united business process. Having these limitations, extracting the business process

from rules by modelling them as a planning problem does not seem to be an efficient

procedure. For this reason, to generate a process that handles uncertainties to answer our

second research question, we developed an efficient algorithm which directly generates

the business process from the rules set. The details of this algorithm will be discussed

in the following sections.

5.3 Transforming Rules to Petri Nets

In order to transform a set of rules ' representing the regulations governing an or-

ganisation to a Petri net #, a number of steps are required, as shown graphically in

Figure 5.1.

Rules
case 21

Rules
case 2=

Alg. 1:
Preprocess

Alg. 1:
Preprocess

Reduced
rules

case 21

Reduced
rules

case 2=

Alg. 2:
Convert

Alg. 2:
Convert

Petri
net #1

Petri
net #=

Alg. 3:
Merge

Merged
Petri

net #"

Figure 5.1: Method overview.

First, some preprocessing of the rules is required to take into account only those rules

that define the possible executions in the process. This step is discussed in Section 5.1.

From each reduced rules set, we extract the Petri net representing the process described
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by those rules. Finally, after all Petri nets for all cases are generated, we merge them to

one final Petri net which represents all the possible derivations possible for all cases.

5.3.1 Obtaining a Petri net from rules

Once we have obtained the reduced rule set for each case 2B8, we can subsequently

transform each set of reduced rules to a Petri net #8 corresponding to that case by using

Algorithm 12. That is, the traces of each #8 contain exactly all possible derivations from

the rules of its corresponding case 2B8.

The net #8 starts with an initial place ?B and subsequent transition CB (Line 7–8).

?B CB

From there, the initial rules (i.e. rules with empty antecedent) are added (Line 9–11).

For example, a rule A0 :⇒ � would add an additional place and a transition � after CB.

?B CB �

A rule A1 : � ⇒ � first adds a silent transition representing A1, followed by a place and

a transition � after �, to realise the sequence from � to � induced by A1.

. . . � g

A1

�

Similarly, adding a rule A2 : � ⇒ � would add another outgoing place from A followed

by a similar construct as created by A1 leading to a transition �.

. . . �

g

A1

�

g
A2

�

A rule with multiple tasks in its antecedent, e.g. A3 : �,� ⇒ �, results in an 0=3-join

of � and � to � (Line 13–17).

. . . �

. . . �

g

A3

�
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Algorithm 12 Converting rules to a Petri Net

|A8 |; = number of literals in the body of rule A8
G ↦→ H: arc from G to H

G ↦→↦→ H: G ↦→ ? and ? ↦→ H, ? is a place, G and H are transitions

1: function ConvertToPN('� = {A1, ..., A=}: rules set for a single case, initial state)

2: preprocess('� , inital state) ⊲ Algorithm 11

3: Petri Net #:initially empty

4: for each ;8 in the body or head of each rule do

5: add transition C ;8 to #

6: add transitions C B and C 4 to #

7: add places ? B and ? 4 to #

8: (? B ↦→ C B) and (C 4 ↦→ ? 4)

9: for each A8 ∈ '� with A8 : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ ;=+1 do

10: if |A8 |;= 0 then

11: (C B ↦→↦→ C ;=+1)
12: else

13: add transition C A8
14: for each ; 9 ∈ {;1, ..., ;=} do

15: C ; 9 ↦→↦→ C A8

16: if |rules with head ;=+1 |= 1 then

17: C A8 ↦→↦→ C ;=+1
18: else if |rules with head ;=+1 |> 1, '′

�
= {A1, ..., A<} then

19: add places ?⊕, ?G, ?∼ and ?� to # ⊲ ?� is end point

20: ?G ↦→ C ;=+1 ↦→ ?∼
21: C B ↦→ ?⊕
22: for each rule A8 ∈ '′� do

23: add transitions C A8, C A
′
8

and C A ′′
8

to #

24: add place G8 to #

25: C A8 ↦→ G8 ↦→ C A ′
8
↦→ ?G

26: ?⊕ ↦→ C A ′
8

27: for each A 9 ∈ '′� , 9 ≠ 8 do

28: G 9 ↦→ C A ′′
8

29: for each rule A8 ∈ '′� do

30: ?∼ ↦→ C A ′′8 ↦→ ?�

31: for each transition C8 in #: C8• = ∅ do

32: C8 ↦→↦→ C 4

33: for each place ?� in # for end points do

34: ?� ↦→ C 4

35: return N
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Finally, all transitions C8 with C8• = ∅ are joined into a common end transition C4 (Line

31–32), which leads to the sink place ?4 (Line 6–8).

. . . C4 ?4

When merged together, the resulting net can be visualised as follows:

?B CB �

g

A1

�

g

A2

�

g

A3

� C4 ?4

These basic principles work well for simple scenarios that result in a structured Petri

net (i.e. every split has its matching join). However, when two concurrent paths lead

into the same transition without synchronisation, this may cause the transition to be

executed more than once.

. . . �

?1 g

A1
?2 � ?3 g

A4

?4 g
A2

?5 � ?6 g
A5

?G �

This can easily be illustrated by replacing A3 in the previous example with A4 : � ⇒ �

and A5 : � ⇒ �. It is straightforward to see that the execution of � activates both

branches, resulting in two tokens in ?G. Therefore, an additional construct is required

to allow either A4 or A5 to produce a token for ?G and remove the remaining tokens.

To allow either A4 or A5 to produce a token for ?G, auxiliary transitions A ′4 and A ′5 are

added in Line 23–25. A common input place ?⊕ is introduced for A ′4 and A ′5, to allow

only one of them to fire (Line 19, 21 and 26). Auxiliary transitions A ′′
8

are added to

clean up remaining tokens (Line 23). The inputs of auxiliary transition A ′′
8

are from all

A ′
9
s except A ′

8
(Line 27–28). When A ′

8
fires, A ′′

8
cleans up remaining tokens produced by

all A ′
9
s. As a result, firing of A ′4 coincides with A ′′4 and firing of A ′5 coincides with A ′′5 .

Let us assume a scenario where both A4 and A5 have fired, resulting in a token in G1 and

a token in G2 respectively. If A ′4 fires, it consumes tokens from ?⊕ and G1 and produces

a token to ?G to allow � to fire and produce a token to ?8 and auxiliary place ?∼

(highlighted in purple). The remaining token in G2 is consumed along with the token
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. . . �

?1 . . . ?3 g

A4
G1 g

A′′5

?�
?⊕

g
A′4

g A′5

?G �

?∼

?4 . . . ?6 g
A5

G2 g

A′′4

?8 . . .

. . .

in ?∼ by A ′′4 , which produces a token for ?� (highlighted in orange). Place ?∼ is the

common place for auxiliary transitions A ′′
8

allowing only one of them to execute (Line

29–30). Place ?8 is then connected to any subsequent rules having � in their antecedent

(e.g. A6 : � ⇒ �), whereas ?� is connected to the final transition to ensure that all

remaining tokens are consumed (Line 33–34).

?B CB �

g

A1

g

A2

� g

A4
G1

A′′4

?� C4 ?4?⊕
g
A′4

g A′5

� ?∼

� g

A5
G2

A′′5
g

A6

�

Figure 5.2: Petri net showing the merge of two branches without synchronisation.

This construct ensures that, while having two rules producing �, only one execution

of � is possible, without having any orphaned tokens after finishing execution of the

process. The entire net can be visualised as shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3.2 Merging cases

The algorithm described in the previous subsection is used for transforming individual

cases into Petri nets. The final step is to merge the Petri nets of these individual

cases into a combined Petri net that represents the entire process without duplicating

transitions, which is achieved through Algorithm 13.

Let us illustrate the merging with a small example, where we have two different cases:

Case 2B1 = {A1 :⇒ �, A2 : �⇒ �, A3 : � ⇒ �} and Case 2B2 = {A4 :⇒ �, A5 : �⇒ �, A6 :

� ⇒ �}. The Petri nets #1 and #2, representing 2B1 and 2B2 respectively, are shown

graphically in Figure 5.3. Note that the two cases differ on the first and final transition

to be executed, but contain the mutual transition � in between.
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#1:
?B CB � g

A2

� g

A3

� C4 ?4

#2:
?B CB � g

A5

� g

A6

� C4 ?4

Figure 5.3: Petri nets #1 and #2 for cases 2B1 and 2B2.

Furthermore, � co-occurs with � and � co-occurs with � , but � and � or � and �

cannot occur in the same trace. As such, ?B and CB are common, where the outgoing

place (labelled G>A1) of CB marks the split to either � (case 2B1) or � (case 2B2). Next,

� leads to � via A2, whereas � leads to � via A5, having G>A2 as G>A-join place.

?B CB

� g

A2

� g
A5

G>A1 G>A2 . . .�

Similarly, from � there exist two rules (A3 and A6), leading to � and � respectively.

Together with the common end transition C4 and place ?4, the resulting Petri net would

look as follows:

?B CB

� g

A2

� g
A5

G>A1 G>A2 G>A3 G>A4�

g

A3

�

g
A6

�

C4 ?4

Figure 5.4: Merged Petri net #" without preserving dependencies.

However, we want to obtain a condition-free representation of subsequent exclusive

branches that maintain their dependencies without duplicating transitions. Although

transition � should not be duplicated in the merged Petri net, dependencies between �

and � should remain intact (similar for � and �). In the example shown in Figure 5.4,

� could be followed by � , which is incorrect as both correspond to different cases.1

When the presets and/or postsets of common transitions (i.e. CB, � and C4) are different,

additional silent transitions are required to enforce these case-specific dependencies. For

1Alternatively, a common prefix can be computed, from where every subsequent difference between
the input Petri nets is resolved by a different branch. The resulting merged Petri net will effectively be a
process tree, where the ends of all branches are joined together by a common end transition. This leads
to an abundance of traces (i.e. the number of traces equals the number of cases), which would i) reduce
understandability and maintainability and ii) increases the risk of inconsistencies when a transition needs
to be changed (as a change of that transition is required for every occurrence of that transition in the
process tree, which is potentially as much as the number of cases).
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instance, transition CB has different postsets for 2B1 and 2B2 (Line 28–34). As such,

we add CB1 and CB2 after G>A1 (Line 31–32). CB1 will be connected to � and CB2 will be

connected to � (Line 33–34). The common subset of postsets will repeat in the resulting

Petri net (Line 24–26). Subsequently, we can add two silent transitions representing

2B1 and 2B2 (Line 2). These two transitions are mutually exclusive (as shown below in

Figure 5.5), such that the chosen path after G>A1 can be determined by the case currently

being executed. That is, CB1 may only fire with a token in G>A1 and after 2B1 has fired.

This way, the execution of � is specific to case 2B1, whereas the execution of � is specific

to case 2B2.

?B CB G>A1

g

CB1
� . . .

g

CB2
� . . .

?C(1
g

2B1

?C(2

g
2B2

Figure 5.5: Enforcing cases in the merged Petri net (splits).

In the case of common transitions with different presets, a similar procedure is required

to ensure that all incoming conditions are satisfied (Line 8–19). For example, we may

have a similar rule in two cases, where in one case a certain input condition is true at

the initial state and, in the other case, that condition may be derived by another rule.

Consequently, the inputs of that common transition may differ, requiring a synchroni-

sation step to only proceed when all incoming transitions have fired. As such, we add a

silent transition C 9
8

for each incoming path as shown in Figure 5.6.

. . . g

A2

g C 91

. . . g
A5

g C 92

G>A2 � G>A3

. . .

. . .

Figure 5.6: Enforcing cases in the merged Petri net (joins).

The full resulting Petri net #" is represented in Figure 5.7. Note that the purpose of

the CB transitions here is immediately clear, as the co-occurrence of � and � for case 2B1

(and � and � for case 2B2) is warranted. In Figure 5.7, the execution of the transitions

in case 2B1 is highlighted in purple, while the auxiliary routing to preserve dependencies

is highlighted in orange.
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?B CB

g2B1

g2B2

?C(1
g CB1

� g

A2

g C 91

?C(2

g CB2

� g
A5

g C 92

G>A1 G>A2 G>A3 G>A4�

g CB3

g

A3

�

g C 93

g CB4
g
A6

�

g C 94

?C(3

?C(4

C4 ?4

Figure 5.7: Merged Petri net #" from #1 and #2.

The examples shown so far comprise different cases with distinctive paths that merge

somewhere in the process. However, a situation where a transition occurring in one

case is skipped in another case requires additional measures, as there is no immediate

transition following the G>A (as it is skipped). As such, certain CB transitions may

end up without outgoing arcs. This problem can be illustrated with two cases: Case

2B1 = {A1 :⇒ �, A2 : � ⇒ �, A3 : � ⇒ �} and Case 2B2 = {A4 :⇒ �, A5 : � ⇒ �,

A6 : � ⇒ �, A7 : � ⇒ �, A8 : � ⇒ �}, resulting in traces 〈�, �, �〉 and 〈�, �, �, �, �〉

or 〈�,�, �, �, �〉 respectively, as shown graphically in Figure 5.8. A merge of both

Petri nets would need to comprise an optional concurrent execution of � with � and an

optional concurrent execution of � with �, as � and � only occur in 2B2 and not in 2B1.

?B CB2B1: � g

A2

� g

A3

� C4 ?4

?B CB2B2: � g

A5

�

g

A6

�

g

A7

�

g

A8

�

C4 ?4

Figure 5.8: Example resulting in a skipped transition (� and �).

Using the basic principles outlined above, however, the corresponding Petri net #"

would be generated as shown in Figure 5.9. Note that there are three transitions (indi-

cated with a light grey background with dashed borders) that are not fully connected:

CB2 and CB4 have an empty postset, whereas C 92 has an empty preset. This is a result of

the skipped transitions � and � that are concurrent with some other transitions that

are common between both cases.
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?B CB �

G>A1

?CB2

g

CB2

� �

g

CB1
� g

C 91
G>A3

g C 92g

2B1

?CB4
G>A2

g

CB4

?CB1

?CB3

g2B2

g

CB3
�

C4 ?4

Figure 5.9: Missing connections with skipped transitions.

This is resolved by adding a set of ?★CB places to the postset of the affected CB transitions

(Line 35–38), which are synchronised by transition CC- into place ?	 (Line 39–51).

Additionally, a place ?C 9 is added to the preset of the unconnected C 9 transitions (Line

20–23). The required additions are highlighted in purple in Figure 5.10.

?B CB �

G>A1

?CB2

g

CB2

� �

g

CB1
� g

C 91
G>A3

g

2B1

?CB4
G>A2

g

CB4

?CB1

?CB3

g2B2

g

CB3
�

C4 ?4

?★CB2

?★CB4

g

CC-

?	
g C 92

?C 92

Figure 5.10: Additional connections to support skipped transitions.

Finally, after all Petri nets #8 are merged, we optimise the merged Petri net #" by

removing all redundant silent transitions using the reduction techniques described in [25],

which preserve the properties of liveness and boundedness. That is, if (#" , "0) is live

and 1-bounded, then the reduced net (# ′
"
, " ′0) is live and 1-bounded as well [25]. As

the reduction only removes silent transitions, # ′
"

is behaviourally equivalent to #" .

The resulting optimised merged Petri net of #" in Figure 5.7 is depicted graphically in

Figure 5.11.
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?B CB

g2B1

g2B2

?C(1
�

?C(2

�

G>A1 G>A2 G>A3 G>A4�

�

�

?C(3

?C(4

C4 ?4

Figure 5.11: Optimised Petri net #" from Fig. 5.7.

Algorithm 13 Merging Petri Nets

Proc: boolean flag for each arc and transition, initially false

1: function MergePNs(#1,#2,...,#=)

2: add place G, transitions 2B1, 2B2, ..., 2B= to #"
3: C B ↦→ G, G ↦→ 2B1, G ↦→ 2B2, ..., G ↦→ 2B=

4: for 8 = 1 to = do

5: for each C 9 ∈ #8, Proc[C 9 ] = false do

6: Proc[C 9 ] = true

7: )2 = {C: |C: ∈ #:′, : ′ = 8, ..., =, C: = C 9} ⊲ common transitions

8: �2 = {? |∀C: ∈ )2 , ? ∈ •C: } ⊲ common inputs

9: for all ? ∈ �2 do

10: add place node ? to #"
11: ? ↦→ C 9 , Proc[? ↦→ C 9 ] = true

12: for all C: ∈ )2 do

13: �: = •C: − �2 ⊲ uncommon inputs

14: if place node G>A ∉ •C: then

15: add place node G>A to #" , G>A ↦→ C:

16: if C ′
:
= C 9 (? ∈ �:) ∉ #" then

17: add C ′
:

to #" , C ′
:
↦→ G>A

18: for each ? ∈ �: do

19: add place ? to #" , add ? ↦→ C ′
:
, Proc[? ↦→ C: ] = true

20: if �: = q then

21: if place node ?C 9 () ∉ #" then

22: add place node ?C 9 () to #" , ?C 9 () ↦→ C ′
:

23: 2BG ↦→ ?C 9 () ⊲ 2BG is the corresponding case transition

24: �2 = {? |∀C: ∈ )2 , ? ∈ C:•} ⊲ common outputs

25: for all ? ∈ �2 do

26: add place node ? to #" , C 9 ↦→ ?, Proc[C 9 ↦→ ?] = true
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27: for all C: ∈ )2 do

28: �: = C: • −�2 ⊲ uncommon outputs

29: if place node G>A ∉ C:• then

30: add place node G>A to #" , C: ↦→ G>A

31: if C ′
:
= CB (? ∈ �:) ∉ #" then

32: add C ′
:

to #" , G>A ↦→ C ′
:

33: for each ? ∈ �: do

34: add place ? to #" , add C ′
:
↦→ ?, Proc[C: ↦→ ?] = true

35: if �: = q then

36: if place node ?★C( () ∉ #" then

37: add place node ?★C( () to #"
38: C ′

:
↦→ ?★C( ()

39: if transition CC- ∉ #" then

40: add transition CC- to #"

41: ?★C( () ↦→ CC-

42: if place node ?C( (?∈�: ) ∉ #" then

43: add place node ?C( (?∈�: ) to #" , ?C( (?∈�: ) ↦→ C ′
:

44: 2BG ↦→ ?C( (?∈�: ) ⊲ 2BG is the corresponding case transition

45: add place ?	 to ##
46: ?	 ↦→ C4

47: for all cases G do

48: if CC- ∈ #" then

49: CC- ↦→ ?	
50: else

51: 2BG ↦→ ?	

52: for each place ? ∈ #8 do ⊲ add remaining places and arcs

53: if ? ∉ #" then

54: add place ? to #"

55: for each C ∈ •? do

56: if Proc[C ↦→ ?] = false then

57: C ↦→ ?, Proc[]C ↦→ ?] = true

58: for each C ∈ ?• do

59: if Proc[? ↦→ C] = false then

60: ? ↦→ C, Proc[? ↦→ C] = true

61: return #"
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5.3.3 Correctness properties

The Petri net # obtained from Algorithm 12 represents exactly the behaviour as spec-

ified by a case-specific rule set '� . That is, there exist no traces in # that are not

specified by '� , and there is no behaviour allowed by the rules in '� that is not allowed

by #. This property can be summarised as follows:

Lemma 5.1. Let '� be a rule set, and # be the Petri net obtained by applying Algo-

rithm 12 to '� . Then, there is a derivation !1, ..., != in '� iff there exists a sequence

of markings <0, <1, ..., <=′ in # obtained through firing transitions C !1, ..., C !=, where

<8 is reachable from <8−1 for 8 ∈ {1, ..., =′}.

Proof. Proof of only if part by induction:

Base case: When = = 1, we have the derivation !1 which means that there is a rule A :

;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !1 where all ;8s, 8 ∈ {1, ..., =} are true in the initial state. In the preprocessing

step (Algorithm 11), these literals are deleted from the body of the rule and since

the body is empty (Line 10–11), there will be arcs C B ↦→↦→ C !1 : C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1.

Considering markings <0 = {? B}, <1 = {?}, the sequence <0, <1 is the marking sequence

that fires C !1.

Induction step: We assume that for a derivation !1, ..., !: , there is a sequence of mark-

ings <0, <1, ..., <:′ that fires transitions C !1, ..., C !: and we show that for a derivation

!1, ..., !: , !:+1 there is a sequence of markings <0, ..., <:′, ..., <:′′ that fires transitions

C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1. When we have a derivation !1, ..., !: , !:+1, it means that at the last

step of the derivation we use a rule A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !:+1 where ;1, ..., ;= are in {!1, ..., !: }.

According to Algorithm 12 (Line 14–15), we have arcs C ;8 ↦→↦→ C A : C ;8 ↦→ ?8 ↦→ C A. By

the induction assumption, all transitions C ;8 have fired; we thus have a token in each

place ?8 in <:′. This implies C A can fire. There are two cases in the algorithm based on

the number of rules with head !:+1. If there is only a single rule (Line 16–17), we have

arcs C A ↦→↦→ C !:+1 : C A ↦→ ?′ ↦→ C !:+1. This means marking sequence <0, ..., <:′, <:′′

where <:′′ = <:′ − {?1, ..., ?=} + {?′} can fire C !:+1 and this proves the induction

step. In the case that we have several rules '′
�
= {A1, ..., A<} with head !:+1 where

A8 : ;81, ..., ;
8
= ⇒ !:+1 and A = AH ∈ '′� (Line 18–26), besides the arcs C ;8

9
↦→ ?8

9
↦→ C A, we

also have arcs C A8 ↦→ G8 ↦→ C A ′
8
↦→ ?G ↦→ C !:+1 and also C B ↦→ ?⊕ ↦→ C A ′

8
. As we argued

in the previous case, marking <:′ can fire C A = C AH and leave a token in place GH. In
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addition, since C B has fired, we have a token in place ?⊕. These places are the only

input places of transition C A ′H so it can fire. The marking sequence <1, ..., <:′, <:′′1 , <:
′′
2

where <:′′1 = <
′
:
− {?H1 , ..., ?

H
=} + {GH}, <:′′2 = <:′′1 − {GH , ?⊕} + {?G} can fire C !:+1, which

proves the induction step.

Proof of if part by induction:

Base case: Suppose there is a sequence of markings <0, <1, ..., <=′ that fires transition

C !1. According to Algorithm 12, every transition for literals has exactly one input

place (Line 11, 17 and 20). This means that there should be a token at input place ? of

transition C !1 in <=′. Since no other transition is fired, the only transition that can fire

and put a token in this place is C B, meaning that we should have arcs C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1.

We have these arcs only when we have a rule A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !1 where all ;8s, 8 ∈ {1, ..., =}

are true at the initial state. This means we have a derivation for !1.

Induction step: We assume that for a sequence of markings <0, <1, ..., <:′ that fires

transitions C !1, ..., C !: , there is a derivation !1, ..., !: and we show that for a sequence

of markings <0, ..., <:′, ..., <:′′ that fires transitions C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1, there exists a

derivation !1, ..., !: , !:+1. For transition C !:+1 to fire, there needs to be a token in

the input place of C !:+1 in marking <:′′. According to the algorithm, there are two

cases where we can have a token at that place. In the first case (Line 17), we have

arcs C A ↦→↦→ C !:+1 : C A ↦→ ?′ ↦→ C !:+1 and ?′ has only C A as input which means C A

should have fired. Since A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !:+1 and according to the algorithm (Line 15),

we have arcs C ;8 ↦→↦→ C A : C ;8 ↦→ ?8 ↦→ C A, all ?8s must have a token in some marking

< before <:′′, meaning that all C ;8s are fired before. Since C !1, ..., C !: are the only

transitions fired, {;1, ..., ;=} ⊆ {!1, ..., !: }. Therefore, by the induction assumption, we

have a derivation for all ;8s in body of rule A, and we can use this rule to derive !:+1. We

thus have a derivation !1, ...!: , !:+1 and this proves the induction step. In the second

case, we have arcs C A ′
8
↦→ ?G ↦→ C !:+1 (Line 20 and 25) which means one of C A ′

8
s should

have fired to put a token in place ?G. All transitions C A ′
8
s in the algorithm have two

input places (Line 25–26): one coming from C B (C B ↦→ ?⊕ ↦→ C A ′
8
) and one from the

corresponding C A8 (C A8 ↦→ G8 ↦→ C A ′
8
). Since C B fires at the first step, place ?⊕ always

has a token and there needs to be a token at place G8 for C A ′
8

to fire. Accordingly, C A8

must have fired, and we can use the same argument of the first case to prove that we
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have derivations for all ; 9s in body of rule A8 and we can use this rule to derive !:+1.

Therefore, we have a derivation !1, ..., !: , !:+1, which proves the induction step. �

The merged Petri net merges the behaviour of the input nets, such that it allows only

those traces that are allowed by one of its input nets. As such, it constitutes a correct

merge of the behaviour of the input nets, which can be formulated formally as follows:

Lemma 5.2. Let #� # be the set of input Petri nets to Algorithm 13 (as obtained from

Algorithm 12), and #" be the merged Petri net obtained by applying Algorithm 13 to

#� # . Then, there is a trace C !1, ..., C != in #" iff there exists a trace C !1, ..., C != in

some #8 ∈ #� # .

Proof. Proof of if part by induction:

Base case: If !1 is a trace in #8, then we have arcs C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1 and markings sequence

{<0 = {? B}, <1 = {?}} fires C !1 (Line 11, Algorithm 12). If •C !1 is the same ∀# 9 ∈ #� #
that contain C !1, we will have two cases depending on C B• in # 9 . In the first case, we

have arcs C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1 in #" so the same marking sequence {<0, <1} will fire C !1

(Line 24–26, Algorithm 13). In the second case, we have arcs C B ↦→ G>A, G>A ↦→ CB, and

CB ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1 along with arcs C B ↦→ G>A ′ ↦→ 2B1 ↦→ ?′ ↦→ CB (Line 28–34, Algorithm 13).

Therefore, marking sequence {<0 = {? B}, <1 = {G>A, G>A ′}, <2 = {G>A, ?′}, <3 = {?}}

fires C !1. If •C !1 is different in one or more # 9 ∈ #� # that contains C !1 (Line 13–19,

Algorithm 13), we will also have two cases based on C B•. In the first case, we have arcs

C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C 9 ↦→ G>A ↦→ C !1 so the mapping sequence {<0 = {? B}, <1 = {?}, <2 =

{G>A}} will fire C !1. In the second case, we have arcs C B ↦→ G>A1, G>A1 ↦→ CB, CB ↦→ ?,

? ↦→C 9 , C 9 ↦→ G>A2 ↦→ C !1 along with arcs C B ↦→ G>A ′ ↦→ 2B1 ↦→ ?′ ↦→ CB. Therefore,

marking sequence {<0 = {? B}, <1 = {G>A1, G>A ′}, <2 = {G>A1, ?′}, <3 = {?}, <4 = {G>A2}}

fires C !1.

Induction step: we assume that for a trace C !1, ..., C !: in #8, we have a trace C !1, ..., C !:

in #" . Then we show that for a trace C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 in #8, we will have a trace

C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 in #" . If C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 is a trace in #8, then for C !:+1 to fire,

there exists a token in the input place of C !:+1 in #8. This place will have a token if

there exists a rule A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !:+1 where all ;< ∈ {;1, ..., ;=} are among !1, ..., !: so

that transition C A will fire and lead a token to the input place of C !:+1 directly or via

transition C A ′. If •C !:+1 is the same in all Petri nets # 9 ∈ #� # that contain C !:+1,
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the same structure of #8 exists in #" (Line 8–11, Algorithm 13). Therefore, the same

arcs that lead a token from rule transition C A to fire C !:+1 will be in #" . Based on

the induction assumption, since C !1, ..., C !: is a trace in #" , transition C A and conse-

quently C !:+1 can fire in #" , that is C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 is a trace in #" . Note that the

transitions for rules will be the same in #" as in #� # , because their inputs and outputs

are the same in all Petri nets. In the case that inputs of transition C !:+1 are different in

one or more Petri nets # 9 ∈ #� # that contain C !:+1 (Line 13–19, Algorithm 13), there

exist arcs from these different inputs to different transitions C 9 . Therefore, we have arcs

? ↦→ C 9 where ? is an input place of C !:+1 in #8, which is different from the input place

of C !:+1 in # 9 . Additionally, we have arcs C 9 ↦→ G>A ↦→ C !:+1. As argued before, place

? will have a token, because !1, ..., !: is a trace in #" and transition C A will fire and

lead a token to this place. Consequently, C 9 will fire and so will C !:+1.

Proof of only if part by induction:

Base case: If !1 is a trace in #" , it means we either have (1) C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1, or (2)

C B ↦→ G>A ↦→ CB ↦→ ? ↦→ C !1, or (3) C B ↦→ ? ↦→ C 9 ↦→ G>A ↦→ C !1, or (4) C B ↦→ G>A ↦→

CB ↦→ ? ↦→ C 9 ↦→ G>A ↦→ C !1. In (1), C !1 is a transition in all #8s and we have trace

!1 in all Petri nets. In (2), transition CB will have an input G>A place from some of the

case transitions 2BG. Trace !1 is a trace in all the corresponding Petri nets. In (3), !1

is a trace in all Petri nets corresponding to the cases related to C 9 meaning all cases in

which the input of !1 is the same in their Petri nets as the inputs of C 9 . Finally, in (4),

!1 is a trace in all Petri nets corresponding to input cases of CB which are the same as

corresponding cases for C 9 .

Induction Step: We assume that for a trace C !1, ..., C !: in #" , we have a trace

C !1, ..., C !: in some #8 ∈ #� # , then we show that for a trace C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 in

#" , we will have a trace C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 in some #8 ∈ #� # . We prove this by

contraposition, that is we show that if !1, ..., !: , !:+1 is not a trace in any #8 ∈ #� # , it

will not be a trace in #" . Based on the induction assumption, if C !1, ..., C !: occurs in

a trace in #" , it will be a trace in some Petri nets #8 ∈ #� # . If C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 is

not a trace in any #8 ∈ #� # , then no rule is exists in the corresponding rule sets where

A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ !:+1 and all ;< ∈ {;1, ..., ;=} are among !1, ..., !: . Accordingly, there will

be no path to lead a token to fire C !:+1 in #" after trace C !1, ..., C !: . This means

C !1, ..., C !: , C !:+1 is not a trace in #" . �
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In addition to the behavioural properties, the generated Petri nets satisfy a number of

important structural properties, irrespective of the process to be supported. First, each

place in the merged Petri net #" contains at most 1 token for every possible reachable

marking. This property can be formulated as follows:

Lemma 5.3. Let ' be a rule set, and #" be the Petri net obtained by applying Algorithm

11-13 to '. The merged Petri net #" is 1-bounded.

Proof. We prove by strong induction on the maximum number of transitions we need

to traverse to reach a place.

Base case: When the maximum number of transitions needed to traverse to reach a

place is 0, we have only place ?B which, by definition, has one token being a start place.

Induction step: We assume that for every place where the maximum number of transi-

tions needed to traverse to reach is :, : < =, the place has at most one token, and we

prove that for a place where the maximum number of transitions needed to traverse to

reach is =, it has at most one token. To prove this, we know that for places which have

just one input, this is true. We consider places where | • ? | > 1 and show that they can

have at most one token. These places are:

1. When we have different rules with the same task as their heads, we have a place

?G with more than one input from transitions C A ′s (Line 25, Algorithm 12). However,

transitions C A ′s have a common input from place ?⊕ and therefore only one of them can

fire (Line 26, Algorithm 12). This proves that place ?G can have at most one token.

2. The other place with | • ? | > 1 is ?�, which has more than one input from transitions

C A ′′s (Line 30, Algorithm 12). Since transitions C A ′′s have a common input ?∼, only

one of them can fire and thus place ?� can have at most one token.

3. The G>A places after C 9 transitions are the other places with more than one input

(Line 17, Algorithm 13). We have these places whenever the common transition in Petri

nets have different inputs in those Petri nets. In this case, we have arcs C 9 ↦→ G>A from

different C 9 transitions. When the inputs of a transition C are different in the Petri nets

that we merged, this means there are different derivations in those Petri nets leading to C.

This implies that there exists at least one common transition (which can be C B) in these

Petri nets with different outputs. Based on the algorithm, we have an G>A place after
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this transition along with arcs C ↦→ G>A and G>A ↦→ CB (Line 30–32, Algorithm 13). Since

one of the inputs of transitions CB is from the corresponding case transitions 2BG (Line

43–44, Algorithm 13) and only one of these transitions can fire (they share a common

input G) (Line 3, Algorithm 13), we can have only one of these derivations in the merged

Petri net. Accordingly, it is not possible for more than one transition C 9 to fire at the

same time and, as a result, the G>A place after them has at most one token.

4. The places ?C(s may also have more than one input (Line 44, Algorithm 13). These

inputs are from different case transitions and since only one of these transitions can fire

at the same time, these places can have at most one token.

5. If the input places of a common transition in one Petri net are subset of the input

of that transition in some other Petri net, we have places ?	 which have more than one

input (Line 45–51, Algorithm 13). The inputs of this place are from case transitions 2BG

or from transitions CC- which, again, have inputs from CB transition with inputs from

case transitions 2BG. Since only one of these case transitions fire, place ?	 has only one

token.

�

Finally, for every reachable marking (that is at any state) there is an enabled transition

that can fire. As such, the merged Petri net #" is constructed in such a way that there

exist no deadlocks and any possible execution can finish, irrespective of the path chosen:

Lemma 5.4. Let ' be a rule set, and #" be the Petri net obtained by applying Algorithm

11–13 to '. The merged Petri net #" is !1-live and deadlock-free.

Proof. To prove that the merged Petri net #" is 1-live, we show that for every transition

in the Petri net, there is a sequence of markings that can fire it. Furthermore, we

show that the #< is deadlock-free (i.e. there will be no remaining tokens such that no

transition is enabled).

Since every task in the rule sets is contained in at least one derivation, based on Lemma

5.1, we have a sequence of markings that enables it and hence, based on Lemma 5.2,

that task transition can fire in the merged #" . We prove such a claim for different silent

transitions that we have in #" .
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1. Start transition C B can fire because the marking < = {?B} enables it (Line 8, Algo-

rithm 12 ).

2. Case transitions 2BG can also fire because we have arcs C B ↦→ G ↦→ 2BG (Line 3,

Algorithm 13). Thus, the marking sequence <0 = {?B}, <1 = {G} can fire transition 2BG.

3. Transition C A corresponds to the rule A : ;1, ..., ;= ⇒ ;=+1. If this is the only rule with

the head ;=+1, we know that we have a derivation !1, ..., !: where ;1, ..., ;= are in !1, ..., !: .

By Lemma 5.2, we thus have a sequence of markings that can fire C ;1, ..., C ;=. After these

transitions fire, since these are the only inputs of transition C A with arcs C ;8 ↦→ ? ↦→ C A,

transition C A fires (Line 14–15, Algorithm 12). Notice that if any of these transitions has

different outputs in different Petri nets, we may have arcs C ;8 ↦→ G>A ↦→ CB ↦→ ? ↦→ C A

(Line 30–34, Algorithm 13). Transition CB has another input from corresponding case

transition 2BG and since this transition can fire, we can have a sequence of markings that

fires C A (Line 42–44, Algorithm 13).

4. To handle the situation where we have more than one rule with the same head, say

A1, ...A<, A8 : ;81, ..., ;
8
= ⇒ ;=+1, we have transitions C A ′ and C A ′′ in the Petri net (Line

18–30, Algorithm 12). In this case, we have a derivation !1, ..., !: where ;81, ..., ;
8
=s are

in !1, ..., !: . Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, we have a sequence of markings that can fire all

C ;8
9
s. After all C ;8

9
s have fired, all transitions C A8 can fire and lead to a marking <. In

this marking, we have G8 ∈ <. Accordingly, marking <′ = <∪{?⊕} can fire transition C A ′
8

(but only one). Furthermore, marking <′′ = < − {?⊕, G8} + {?∼} can fire transition C A ′′
8

.

Notice that it is also possible for transitions C ;8
9

to have different outputs in different

Petri nets. The argument is the same as in (3).

5. CB transitions are added after task transitions during the merge when the outputs of

those transitions are different in the Petri nets. As mentioned, we have a derivation for

each task C, hence, by Lemma 5.2, we have a sequence of markings that fires C. If the

outputs of C are different in different Petri nets, we have arcs C ↦→ G>A ↦→ CB (Line 30–32,

Algorithm 13). Transition CB have another input from corresponding case transition 2BG

with arcs 2BG ↦→ ?′ ↦→ CB (Line 42–44, Algorithm 13). After transition C fires, we have

a token at place G>A and since the case transition 2BG corresponding to the derivation

can fire, we have a token at place ?′ too. Therefore, the corresponding CB can fire.

6. C 9 transitions are also added before task transitions during merge when the inputs of

those transitions are different in the Petri nets (Line 12–19, Alg. 13). Given that we have
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a derivation for every task C, we have a marking sequence that fires transition C. As we

argued in the proof of Lemma 5.2, the token in the input of this task comes from the C 9

transition corresponding to the case that derivation belongs to. Therefore, this sequence

of markings fires that C 9 as well. Since every C 9 transition is for a derivation in the

different rule set, there is a marking sequence for each of them. However, considering

inputs of C 4 in different Petri nets, the inputs of it in one Petri net may be a subset of

the inputs of it in other Petri nets. (Notice that this situation only occurs for C 4 because

all other task transitions have only one input and the inputs of other silent transition

are always the same in all Petri nets). In this case, we may have C 9 before C 4 with

just one input from the corresponding case transition (Line 20–23, Alg. 13). C 9 can fire

because the corresponding case transition can fire.

7. The other silent transitions that we have are transitions named CC- (Line 35–41,

Alg. 13). Whenever the outputs of a transition in one Petri net # is a subset of its

outputs in other Petri nets, we have CB transitions with no output. These transitions

are the inputs of CC- transitions. Since we have a derivation including all tasks in the rule

sets corresponding to Petri net #, all task transitions fire and thus all the CB transitions

fire. Consequently, the corresponding CC- can fire.

8. The inputs of C 4 in each Petri net are from places ?� for each set of rules with

common head and also from task transitions C that do not occur in the body of any rule

(Line 31–34, Algorithm 12). Since we have a derivation !1, ..., !: in the rule set which

includes all tasks C, there is a marking sequence that fires all tasks and also as we argued

for transitions C A ′′, it fires one of them. The place ?� is an G>A place with inputs from

all C A ′′ transitions (Line 29–30, Algorithm 12); accordingly, it has a token and so do

all the places after tasks which do not have any following transition to consume them

(those which are not in the body of any rule). As a result, C 4 can fire in that Petri net.

Since we have a trace in each Petri net that fires C 4, we have a trace that fires C 4 in

#" . Note that in #" , C 4 may have an input from ?	. This place is an G>A place with

inputs from transitions CC- or directly from case transitions (Line 45–51, Algorithm 13).

Based on the case the trace belongs to, the corresponding CC- (if it exists) fires and puts

a token in place ?	. Otherwise, if CC- does not exist, the token comes directly from the

corresponding case transition. Therefore C 4 can fire.
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We now prove that there are no remaining tokens. Tokens remain in the inputs of

transitions with more than one input. The only transitions with this condition are:

1. Transitions for rules. After C 4 has fired, if we have a rule transition C A with one or

more remaining tokens, then the rule has not fired and, as a consequence, has not been

used in the derivation corresponding to the current case G firing C 4. This remaining

token comes from a task transition C that has fired and this means that C was in the

derivation. Since C is in the Petri net for case G, it has an output either to one of the

rules other than A or an output to C 4 in that Petri net. Therefore, the outputs of C are

different in this Petri net compared to the Petri net in which it has an output to rule A.

Accordingly, there should be an G>A place after C with arcs C ↦→ G>A ↦→ CB ↦→ ? ↦→ C A

(Line 30–34, Algorithm 13). Since the transition CB has an input from a case transition

other than G, it cannot fire and thus the input place of A from C can never have a token.

2. Transitions C A ′ and C A ′′ for handling a set of rules with common head (Line 18–30,

Algorithm 12). Whenever we have a set of rules with common head in one case, in all

derivations that fire C 4, all these rules fire and consequently they all fire in Petri net

#" as well. We thus have tokens in all places G8s and also we have a token in place

?⊕. Now, one of transitions C A ′
8

can fire and consume the token in ?⊕ and a token from

corresponding G8. The tokens in other G8s are consumed by a transition C A ′′. The inputs

of that C A ′′ transition is from all G8s except the one for which its corresponding C A ′ has

fired together with an input from ?∼. Because the transition in the head of these rules

fire and ?∼ has a token, C A ′′ fires. Therefore, no tokens remain in inputs of C A ′ and C A ′′

transitions.

3. CC- transitions (Line 35–41, Algorithm 13). The inputs of CC- are from CB transition

with no output in case G. These transitions have an input from case transition 2BG; thus

they all fire. Therefore, transition CC- fires and consumes all the tokens in its input.

4. Transition C 4 fires in all Petri nets and does so in #" . Since the #" is 1-bounded

(Lemma 5.3), whenever C 4 fires, it consumes all input tokens and no tokens remain.

�

As such, Algorithm 11–13 produce a correct and sound Petri net #" from rule set '.

That is, the relation between the behaviour allowed by #" and the behaviour allowed

by the rules in ' is bijective and #" is bounded, live and deadlock-free.
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Theorem 5.5. Let ' be a rule set and #" be the Petri net obtained by applying Algo-

rithm 11–13 to '. #" is a correct and sound representation of the rules in '.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 1–4. �

5.3.4 Computational Complexity

To show that the method presented above does not have any tractability issues, we

provide a formal discussion of the computational complexity of each proposed algorithm.

Given a finite, modal defeasible theory �, the size Σ of � is the number of occurrences

of literals plus the number of the rules in �. For each literal, we implement a hash

table with pointers to rules where the literal occurs in; thus, retrieving the set of rules

containing a given literal requires constant time.

Lemma 5.6. Algorithm 11 terminates and its computational complexity is $ (Σ2).

Proof. Σ is finite thus the cycles at Line 4 and 8 always end. The main and nested cycles

examine at most Σ rules / literals, respectively, while removal (Line 2) and deletion

(Line 10) require constant time. �

Lemma 5.7. Algorithm 12 terminates and its computational complexity is $ (Σ2).

Proof. Termination: same as before. Complexity: the main cycle (Line 9–30) is iterated

at most Σ times, and so are the nested ones. The cycle at Line 22–26 produces 8 new

symbols for each rule in '′ ∈ $ (Σ), and thus 8 · Σ ∈ $ (Σ). As such, the complexity of

the outer cycle is $ (Σ2). All assignment operations and controls can be performed in

constant time. �

Theorem 5.8. Algorithm 13 is in $ (Σ4). The overall complexity of Algorithm 12 and

Algorithm 13 is $ (Σ2) +$ (Σ4) = $ (Σ4).

Proof. Termination: trivial. There are no repeat-until/while cycles. Each for cycle

iterates at most Σ times, with Σ finite. This also proves the complexity. (Note that

structures such as the one at Line 7 of Algorithm 13 can be computed in linear time

given the implementation proposed.) �
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5.4 Evaluation

We implemented our approach in a tool called Rules2PetriNet2 to assess the perfor-

mance of the approach as well as the quality of the generated Petri nets. The tool takes

as input a set of cases, each containing a set of rules. Its output is a merged Petri net

#" that represents the behaviour as specified by all rules in the input cases.

Using this tool, we conducted a two-pronged (quantitative and qualitative) evaluation.

First, we executed a quantitative evaluation assessing the performance and correctness

of our approach compared to a state-of-the-art technique, using a large set of synthetic

models. Second, we performed a qualitative evaluation of our method on a real-life

case containing the rules of a customer support process, to show the feasibility of our

approach in a real-life setting.

All performance tests were executed on a machine with a quad core Intel® CoreTM

i5-5300U 2.3GHz with 8GB memory, running Linux 14.04. To eliminate load times, we

executed each test five times and recorded average time of three executions, removing

the fastest and the slowest execution.

5.4.1 Quantitative evaluation with synthetic models

First, we created a set of Petri nets, each representing an input scenario from which we

generated all cases and their corresponding rules. As such, we obtain rules for these

different scenarios. This allowed us to have a structured set of input scenarios with an

increasing complexity. The 21 synthetic Petri nets comprise increasing branch counts

and branch lengths for both 0=3-splits and G>A-splits. Furthermore, the input models

contain multiple successive 0=3-constructs or G>A-constructs, to maximise the number

of cases and, therefore, potential computational complexity.

We assessed the performance of our tool by generating a merged Petri net for each input

scenario. Subsequently, we assessed the quality of the generated Petri nets in terms of

the number of nodes and compared the resulting Petri net with the input Petri net to

check behavioural equivalence.

2https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/BPLI/repos/rules2petrinet/

https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/BPLI/repos/rules2petrinet/
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To the best of our knowledge, there exist no tools that are able to transform regulations

into Petri nets while preserving case-specific dependencies among subsequent exclusive

branches. However, an alternative approach could be to generate all derivations from

the rules and generate the Petri nets from the derivations. Since each derivation can be

considered as a sequence of tasks to be executed, process mining techniques [79, 80] can

be used. The Inductive Miner (IM) plugin [81] in the ProM 6.5.1 environment [82] is able

to obtain a Petri net from an event log, which contains a set of traces (or derivations)

that each consist of the sequence of events produced by a case [83]. As the approach

of [81] requires an event log as input (instead of a set of rules), we generated an event

log for each input net using the approach presented in [84], to simulate a scenario where

we would have a set of derivations from rules.

Subsequently, we generated a Petri net from the event log (using IM) and assessed

the performance in comparison with our approach. The evaluation approach for each

scenario is shown graphically in Figure 5.12.

Input
Petri net #�

Rules
case 2B8 IncreasethesizeOur Approach

Merged
Petri net #"

2. Compare and assess similarity

1. Assess performance

Event log:
derivations

IncreasethesizeProM IM

3. Assess performance

ProM
Petri net #%

Figure 5.12: Evaluation method for each scenario.

Table 5.1 provides an overview of the details of each synthetic input Petri net which are

represented in Figures 5.13 to 5.20 (each transition in these Petri nets represent a differ-

ent task). The details of the generated Petri nets with our approach and performance

comparison with ProM IM are given in Table 5.2. The two rightmost columns show the

performance of our approach (i.e. Algorithm 11–13 and the optimisation) and ProM IM

respectively.

For our approach, G>A-branches naturally result in higher complexity, because they con-

stitute different cases and are, therefore, represented by different case-specific Petri nets

that need to be merged. Although concurrency combinatorially increases the number of

derivations, they have very little effect on the execution times for our approach, as they

represent a single case and Petri nets are designed to model concurrent systems (hence
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Table 5.1: Details of synthetic Petri nets representing input scenarios.

Id 0=3-constr. 0=3-br G>A-constr. G>A-br Act. Rules Cases

1 7 4 0 0 148 148 1
2 1 16 0 0 322 322 1
3 16 2 5 4 164 176 16
4 32 2 9 8×4+1×8 328 352 32
5 0 0 1 8 162 169 8
6 0 0 1 16 322 337 16
7 0 0 4 2 42 49 16
8 0 0 5 2 52 61 32
9 0 0 6 2 62 73 64

10 0 0 7 2 72 85 128
11 0 0 8 2 82 97 256
12 0 0 9 2 92 109 512
13 0 0 10 2 102 121 1,024
14 0 0 11 2 112 133 2,048
15 0 0 12 2 122 145 4,096
16 0 0 13 2 132 157 8,192
17 0 0 14 2 142 169 16,384
18 0 0 4 4 82 121 256
19 0 0 5 4 102 153 1,024
20 0 0 6 4 122 185 4,096
21 0 0 7 4 142 217 16,384

Table 5.2: Details of generated Petri nets with our approach and performance com-
parison with ProM IM.

Id Trans. Places Arcs Derivations Our approach (s) ProM IM (s)

1 150 172 342 8.21·108 0.01 Timed out
2 324 340 678 6.88·10369 0.02 Timed out
3 182 189 433 24,192 0.03 62.40
4 362 373 861 48.384 0.09 Timed out
5 164 159 337 8 0.02 0.50
6 324 311 665 16 0.05 0.57
7 72 65 207 16 0.01 0.66
8 102 81 351 32 0.02 0.78
9 148 97 639 64 0.04 0.97

10 226 113 1,247 128 0.08 1.14
11 368 129 2,559 256 0.19 1.44
12 638 145 5,407 512 0.46 2.39
13 1,164 161 11,583 1,024 1.11 3.70
14 2,202 177 24,927 2,048 2.72 7.60
15 4,264 193 53,631 4,096 6.78 17.77
16 8,374 209 115,103 8,192 18.64 40.91
17 16,580 225 246,207 16,384 73.29 79.50
18 388 147 1,597 256 0.12 1.03
19 1,192 187 6,549 1,024 0.69 2.31
20 4,300 227 29,165 4,096 4.10 8.97
21 16,624 267 131,653 16,384 42.85 39.68

interleaving is not an issue). For ProM IM, however, the amount of distinct traces (i.e.

derivations) determines the execution time.

For each scenario, our approach outperforms ProM IM, with the exception of scenario
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Figure 5.13: Petri net for scenario 1
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Figure 5.14: Petri net for scenario 2

21 (42.85s vs 39.68s). Contrary to our approach, however, ProM IM provides a gener-

alised Petri net that does not take into account dependencies among consecutive G>A-

constructs. As such, the resulting Petri net from ProM IM allows behaviour that is
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Figure 5.15: Petri net for scenario 3

not allowed according to the rules and can, as a result, not be guaranteed to be compli-

ant with the rules. In our approach, on the other hand, these dependencies are taken

into account by default and can be removed automatically (and, therefore, generalised)

when required. Consequently, for very large models the performance of our approach

is comparable with ProM IM, as we are specifying consecutive branching constraints in

the model as well, which naturally results in a larger number of transitions in case of

our approach. Therefore, a direct comparison of the number of nodes in both models is

pointless.

There were three scenarios where ProM IM could not finish within 90s due to the large

number of derivations. The large number of derivations in case of complex concurrent

models (scenario 1 to 4) shows the infeasibility of generating all derivations prior to

constructing the required model.

However, the most complicated scenario (17) with 14 consecutive G>A-splits with 2
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Figure 5.16: Petri net for scenario 4

branches (16,384 cases in total and 246,207 arcs) still took only 73.3 seconds to com-

plete, while scenario 21 with 7 consecutive G>A-splits with 4 branches (16,384 cases in

total and 131,653 arcs) took 42.9 seconds. The performance of both scenarios is still

acceptable, particularly considering that model generation is a design-time exercise. For

less complicated scenarios (and more realistic ones), the execution time is measured in

milliseconds. This implies that the method could even be applied in a runtime setting,

where on-the-fly reconfiguration is required.

Finally, the resulting Petri nets were compared to the original input Petri nets. The

traces of each pair of nets (i.e. input vs. resulting) were compared. Each of the
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Figure 5.17: Petri net for scenario 5

scenarios showed a one-on-one match, which implies that all of the produced nets were

behaviourally equivalent to their respective input nets.

5.4.2 Qualitative evaluation with a real-life process

For the qualitative evaluation, we used a real-life process concerning a customer support

process in a telecom company in Australia, as presented in [2]. The process contains

24 visible activities, 8 silent transitions and a start and end transition. The normative

model is shown graphically in Figure 5.21.

Again, we derived the cases and corresponding rules from this process, that will be used

as input for our tool. This resulted in 92 different cases having on average 19 rules, with

the smallest case containing 4 rules and the largest case containing 24 rules. In total,

the process contains 33 distinct rules among all cases. Subsequently, the 92 different

case-specific Petri nets were obtained using Algorithm 12. By using Algorithm 13, these

individual Petri nets were merged to obtain Petri net #" .

The resulting net #" contains 24 transitions representing task literals, 92 case-specific

transitions and 18 additional silent transitions (CB and C 9). As the successive G>A-splits
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Figure 5.18: Petri net for scenario 6

block block block. . .

block

Figure 5.19: Petri nets for scenarios 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 each with
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 blocks respectively.

in the customer support process are independent in this process (there are no case-

specific dependencies among G>A-splits), the case-specific transitions can be removed

along with the additional CB and C 9 transitions for which the preset and postset equals

1. This results in a total of 42 remaining transitions. An overview of the results is shown
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block block block. . .
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Figure 5.20: Petri nets for scenarios 18, 19, 20, 21 each with 4, 5, 6, 7 blocks respec-
tively.
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A: Register complaint in RT
B: Make enquiry call immediately
C: Make enquiry call within 48 hours
D: Close complaint ticket in RT and CRM
E: Report to TIO

F: Confirm issue
G: Record complaint
H: Check if disputed amount
I: Suspend credit management
J: Determine if issue easily resolved

K: Inform customer of offer
L: Seek customer acceptance
M: Advise customer to escalate
N: Record outcome
O: Close complaint

P: Classify issue and determine process
+ timeframes

Q: Advise customer of process and timeframes
R: Confirm customer details and available times
S: Provide engine contact details
T: Investigate issue (calls, payment etc)
U: Offer interim solution
V: Forward to L2 support for tech investigation
W: Formulate resolution and fix billing errors
X: Record information about possible delay

Figure 5.21: Customer support process [2].

in Table 5.3, where the details of the full model (i.e. including cases) are shown between

parentheses. The optimised resulting net is sound and behaviourally equivalent to the

initial input process, as verified using the approach explained in Section 5.4.1.

Table 5.3: Performance of the customer support process.

Act. Rules Cases Trans. Places Arcs Our approach ProM

24 33 92 42(134) 37(63) 92(934) 0.080s 1.090s
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Consequently, for more a structurally complicated real-life process, the algorithms pre-

sented in this thesis have shown to be very well able to generate a correct and sound

process from a set of rules and is performing well (80ms) and considerably faster than

ProM IM (1.090s).

5.5 Related work

The approach we presented departs from the standard BDI architecture and agent pro-

gramming languages implementing it (e.g., 3APL-2APL [85][86], Jason [87]), and ex-

tensions with norms in several respects (e.g., BOID by [88], while we refer the reader

to [89] for an overview). While in these approaches the agent has to select (partially)

predefined plans from a plan library, we propose on-the-fly business process generation

(corresponding to a set of plans) to meet the objectives without violating the norms it

is subject to.

In [90], Alechina et al. present a BDI-based agent programming language based on

2APL for norm-aware agents; a norm-aware agent can deliberate on its goals, norms,

and sanctions before deciding which plan to select and execute. Our agents are de facto

norm-aware. A major issue of this work is that if a goal triggers two (or more) sanctions,

each of which is lower in rank than the achievement of that goal, the agent will try to

achieve that particular goal even if the sum of the two sanctions is higher in rank.

DECLARE provides an approach for declarative specifications of business processes by

means of constraints [9] and graphical representations are available to visualise the con-

straints and the activities in the model [91]. However, the graphical representation shows

the exact constraints and does not provide an actual process model imposed by the rules

(i.e. a model showing the possible traces). In [92], an approach is presented to convert a

DECLARE model to a behaviourally equivalent Petri net. However, this approach leads

to multiple transitions representing the same activity and, therefore, a highly compli-

cated model. Our approach, on the other hand, provides a model without additional

duplication of transitions. In [93], an extension is developed on top of BPMN, BPMN-D,

which supports declarative process modelling. It allows transforming DECLARE models

into readable BPMN-D models. This approach, however, does not support concurrency.
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Additionally, DECLARE is based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), which is not able

to represent certain complex norms [94] and can, as such, not be used for this purpose.

Sardina et al. [95] provide an account of goals in the view of declarative aspects by

integrating BDI failure mechanisms with Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning

techniques. HTN planning is notoriously undecidable even if no variables are allowed,

or PSPACE-hard if restrictions are given either on non-primitive tasks or on the ordering

of tasks. The main feature of their CANA is its detailed operational semantics where, if

a plan fails, alternative plans for achieving the goal are tried. Compared to theirs, the

approach presented in this thesis has the advantage that we generate all possible plans

compactly at design time.

Finally, in [96][97], a declarative approach is used to create compliant business processes

on the fly using BPMN notation. Although their approach has been proven sound,

a formal proof of completeness is lacking. Moreover, our choice of using Petri nets

instead of BPMN notation facilitates us to prove the formal verification of soundness

and completeness.

Automated planning is a technique to organise actions with the aim of achieving some

pre-specified goal starting from the current state of the system [35]. Each action fea-

tures a set of preconditions that have to be satisfied prior to its execution and a set of

effects, which specify the state change resulting from its execution. Automated planning

has been applied in different phases of business process management[98], such as pro-

cess modelling[99–103], process adaption[104–112] and conformance checking[113–115]

but none of these approaches consider generating a business process which is compliant

by design. There are frameworks to generate plans (e.g., KPG [116], Golog [117] and

RuGPlanner [118]) which are typically based on classical AI planning, but they do not

consider norms. In addition, many automated planning approaches in the business pro-

cess domain focus on runtime adaptation of pre-specified processes, concerning runtime

repair instead of design time process generation based on rules (see e.g. [119, 120]).

Automated planning techniques require a goal to be specified along with an initial state.

However, in case of multiple initial states, multiple possible plans have to be generated

(i.e. all possible traces for each existing input case), that need to be merged in order to

represent a full business process [121].
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5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have formulated the rules describing the capabilities of an organisa-

tion and also describing the external regulations imposed as a classical planning problem.

We then have investigated the application of our developed planner TCPP in solving

the resulted planning problem and extracting the business process from the generated

plan. The business process extracted from the generated plan can be considered as an

activity plan that when executed can achieve the goals of the organisation and this an-

swers our first research question. The limitations we have encountered in this process

are discussed.

To answer our second research question and to generate a comprehensive plan that takes

into account all uncertainties occurring during the execution of the process, we have also

presented a new method that having the rules, it automatically and efficiently transforms

them to a Petri net. This method is applicable in organisations and ensures that the

generated business processes satisfy all need of organisation and at the same time is

compliant by the normative system. This method also provides flexibility in applying

the changes needed in the design of business processes.

The method is implemented and also evaluated on a set of synthetic scenarios and a

real-life process and its performance and also the correctness of generated Petri nets are

analysed. The experiments show that the algorithms perform very well, even for highly

complex scenarios. In addition, the resulting Petri nets exactly visualise the behaviour

specified by the rules. The method is also applicable in real-life scenarios and produces

an understandable Petri net. The only drawback of the method is the large number

of transition nodes in the final Petri net which may reduce the clarity of the process.

However, if the independency of the cases happening is known in advance, these nodes

can be removed.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have illustrated different approaches to automatically extract the

business processes from the declarative specification of the capabilities of the organi-

sation and external constraints and norms imposed by the environment. The major

contributions of this thesis can be summarised in two directions: (1) We developed a

constraint-based planner named Transition Constraints for Parallel Planning (TCPP)

that outperforms all the existing constraint-based planners. (2) We have designed a

problem-specific algorithm that visualises the rules describing the capabilities and con-

straints involved in an organisation as Petri nets.

The contributions in this thesis have led to an advancement in business process modelling

and visualisation. We believe that using this approach, organisations can easily maintain

their business processes compliant by the external norms. At the same time, the business

processes extracted from declarative rules describing the capabilities and goals of an

organisation are ensured to fulfil all objectives of the company. We also hope that the

proposed method will help companies to design more reliable business processes in the

future.

6.1 Results Summary

While significant effort has been devoted to check if the business processes of organisa-

tions are compliant by norms of the environment but all these approaches are centred

143
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on analysing the existing business processes. In this thesis, we aim at developing ap-

proaches to derive a business process that is compliant by design. In this thesis, we have

presented two approaches to achieve our goal.

In Chapter 4, we developed a constraint-based automated planner named Transition

Constraints for Parallel Planning (TCPP). As a satisfiability-based planner, TCPP

translates a given planning problem into a series of constraint satisfaction problems

which are then solved by using a typical CSP solver. The constraint model is con-

structed from domain transition graphs and state transitions in domain transition graphs

are encoded as table constraints allowing don’t cares. Since in a constraint satisfaction

problem, the constraint model, the search algorithm and the selection heuristics interact

with each other, we also investigated this direction. TCPP uses Minion the constraint

solver that supports table constraints allowing don’t cares. We also reconstructed the

existing state-of-the-art planner PaP2 and obtained a new planner named PaPR which

its performance is significantly improved by using don’t cares and mutex constraints.

The comprehensive experimental results conducted show that our developed planner out-

performs existing state-of-the-art constraint-based planners in a large set of benchmarks.

We also conducted experiments to investigate the effects of different variable selection

heuristics and constraint propagation techniques available in the Minion solver.

In Chapter 5, we used an agent-oriented rule language for the description of norm and

goal compliant business processes. To extract the business processes, we first prepro-

cessed the rules to exclude the rules that do not contribute to the structure of the

process so that only the rules defining the possible executions of the process are taken

into account. These rules are then modelled as a classical planning problem that can

be solved by our constraint-based planner. The business process can be extracted from

the parallel plan generated by the planner. The limitations of this approach are also

discussed.

Because of the limitation we discussed and also to handle uncertainties that may occur

during the execution of the process, we developed a formal method that directly trans-

forms the rules to a business process represented by a Petri net. In this approach, we

convert the set of rules for each case to a separate Petri net and then merge these Petri

nets as a comprehensive Petri net. We also proved that the resulting Petri nets provide

an exact representation of the behaviour as specified by the rules and serve, therefore,

as an accurate visualisation of those rules.
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This approach is implemented in a tool and subsequently evaluated on a set of synthetic

scenarios and a real-life process, to assess the performance and the correctness of the

resulting Petri net. The results show that the algorithms perform very well, even for

highly complex scenarios with many cases. Furthermore, in almost all scenarios, our

approach significantly outperforms a state-of-the-art technique for process synthesis from

event logs. The application to the real-life process showed that the approach is feasible

in real-life scenarios and produces an understandable Petri net.

6.2 Discussion and Future Work

Enterprises spend a significant effort to maintain their business processes to be efficient

and compliant with the regulations affecting their operational environment. Declarative

formalisms are able to describe both the means an organisation uses to reach its business

objectives and the regulations impacting the organisational environment. Although

extremely important, it is difficult to adhere to such rules, as the amount of rules is

usually very large. In addition, understandability of such large sets of rules is generally

very low.

This thesis addresses these problems by presenting a constraint-based planner and also

a new method to automatically and efficiently transform a set of business rules and

regulations to a behaviourally equivalent corresponding Petri net. As such, advanced

formal, complete, automated algorithms are presented to build a compliant by design

business process starting from such declarative specifications. The approach presented

in this thesis is particularly useful for organisations as it ensures that their business

processes are compliant by design and resilient to changes in regulations or corporate

policies. More specifically, rule changes can be automatically adopted in the design

of the affected business processes and their effect on the actual process flow can be

immediately visualised.

The potential future research can be summarised in two directions.

Improving the efficiency of the constraint-based planners. In the constraint

model, we extracted from the planning problem, besides the constraints for state tran-

sition, we also included mutex constraints. Experiments showed that considering these

constraints, the propagation techniques could restrict the search space by deleting some
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values from the domains of variables therefore the search time reduced. Adding these

constraints to the constraint model of PaP2 planner showed the same result. We believe

that extracting extra problem-specific constraints from the definition of the problem

like useful landmarks can lead to more reduction in search space and can improve the

performance of constraint-based planners.

Improving the proposed method for visualising rules. In the rule language we

used, loops are not considered. Although the rules themselves allow specifying loops,

the use of derivations prevented us from including such behaviour in the final model.

The algorithm proposed for extracting the Petri nets from the rules set and also the

algorithm for merging the Petri nets can be easily adapted to support the rules that

describe loops.

Furthermore, the coverage of the applicability of the resulting Petri net is limited to

the cases explicitly given by the designers. However, the constructions could be used

at runtime to generate a Petri net corresponding to a set of rules and an input case on

the fly. Having a procedure to automatically extract the different cases from the sets of

rules can help us to achieve this goal.

Additionally, future lines of research will lead us to an elaborate empirical evaluation

to study the understandability and usability of the resulting Petri net compared to the

rule set as perceived by end users.
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